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▲ Northern Cline .Necessary to the Perfection oT Southern Fruits.

To the Editor of the Preu:

I wish to call the attention of your readers
to one fact, of Interest to all northern farmers
and Iruit growers, which, I fear, is not so generally knowu as it ought to be, aud which, if

it were generally understood, would make the
agriculturalists of Mainequlte reconciled to our

northern latitude and contented with iu climate.
It is this: That all cultivated plantt
field the, greateit awl choice»t product», the
nearer they are acclimaetd to the northernmo*t limit* in which they can be brought to
maturity. In other words, all the farinaceous
plants—such as rice, corn, wheat, oats, barley,
rye and millet: all the tuberose or bulbous
roots—such as Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes,
carrots, beets, parsnips, turnips and radishes;
all the lint plants—such as cotton, flax, hemp,
Ac.; all the salads—such as cabbage, lettuce,
celery, endive and spinach: all the grasses,
from timothy and red-top to lucerne and white
clover; all the delicious and pulpy fruits—such

apples, pears, peaches, nectarines, plums,
cherries, currants, gooseberries, rasprries, oranges, pine apples and olivea; ail the
gourd family, from pumpkins aud squashes to
as

Gapes,

musk aud watermelons; and even sugar cane
and tobacco; these are all more abundantly
fruitful in quantity and more perfect in quality
as they are carried and cultivated north
of
their native latitudinal home*. Emigration
toward* us (not ours towards them) is indispensable to tbeir and our highest success.
And the reason is this. The hot sun of a
southern sky forces plants Into a rapid fructification, before they have had time to concoct
tbeir juices. The growth Is too much in stalk,
culm aud wood, for the composition of fruit.
The seed maturity is too much forced and too
early. The same is measurably true of human
products. Meu and women in the tropics are
feeble, bear early and little, and die young.
Human subjects are strong, vigorous and fruitfid in the temperate zones. All history shows
that the Northmen have been too much for
the Southern races.
Let me prove the position I have stated in
relation to the perfectibility of agricultural
and horticultural prodacts in proportion as
they are brought to an acclimation iu more
northern latitudes.
Indian corn, or maize, was first discovered
by Columbus in the West ludies. There it
grew thirty feet in height; each stalk or tree
contains but a single ear, and that produces
but a few grains at the bottom of a spongy
cob, which is used only for rougli provender.
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Atlantic Mutual Insurance

Company,

OF EXF-TER, X. H.

Capital.<104,000

The walls are thicker!
Built of thicker wrought iron!
Are unequalled in Material of
which they are built!
In care and manner of putting
together and Ailing!
Can be made to any sire!
A re 1> v :
Cannot be blown open !

NOTICE.
rflHR undersigned. Importers and Commission
I Merchants of Portland, iu order to make the
custom of this port conform to that of all others in
this couutrv, hereby agree—That from and after this
date, they will in all cases rentire vessels by which
they mav ship goods, to receive them along side, and

Portsmouth Mutual Insurance Co.,
OF

POKSMOOTH, N. H.

Capital.<100,000
Mutual Insurance Co.,

Rockingham

to pay all stevedores’bills on tbe same. The
shippers shall have the privilege of designating the stevedores to be employed.
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Portland. February 13.1863.
J. B. Brown A Sons,
Hersev, Fletcher A Co.,
Chase, Brothers A Co.,
St.John Smith,
John Lyuch A Co..
A. L. Hobson,
Thomas Asencio A Co.,
J. II. liamlen,
H I. Robinson,
John D. Lord,
E. Churchill A Co.,
Hophrii Eaton,
Goo. S. Hunt,
Isaac Dyer.
Isaac L. Came,
Phinney A Jackson,
Isaac Emery.
Nath lJ Miller,
Tbot. W. O'Brion,
Edward Hamblin,

Merchandize. Houseproperty in the

hold Furnitcre. and other good
or country towns, insured on

city,

highly

favorable

gears.

promptly adjusted at my ofllce.
w. D. LITTLE, Agent.
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33 Exchange Street
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Bitters!

PALATABLE AND HEALTHY.
DBEPARED from Rock Rose. Sarsaparilla. Dock
Koot, and a great variety ol Roots and Herbs.

M.

Preserved «» the best Sherry Wine and Whiskey.
Will immediately cure Loss of Appetite. General
Sour Stomach, Palpitation of
Debility,
the Heart. Asthma. Coughs, Colds. Boils,
Pimples on
the Face, and Humors of all kinds
They are s>\fefor the young tfi etual and agreeable
for the old. and indispeusiblt- for the ladies, as they
enrich the blood aud invigorate and restore the
system.
N B. If you wish a good Bitter, cal!for Clarke’s,
and take no other.
Beware of Cheap Bitters, as they contain vile
drugs and cheap poisouous liquors which will destroy your health and life quicker thau disease.
Our system is to keep up the quality and make the
price in
Sold by all druggists, grocers, hotel-keepers and

Rail Road Bond*.

Dynpepsfa.

HOLDERS

COMPANY,
Corner of Wall A Nanai Sta., N. Y.

Total Amount of

|

N. B. Extract from the Probate Records—Claims
allowed against the estato *5,731.42; assets *4,8W.«1
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Assets.January 1, 1963,

From Statement for year ending Dee. 31. 1932.
Total amount of Premiums.
8l.h35.243 34
Net Profits,
229,769 14
Dividend for the year to stockholders.14 1-6 percent.
Guaranteed Cash Dividends to Dealers.
(holding certificates of same) ou paid
premium--* earned during the year,
whether loss has accrued or not,
15 per cent.

TT*Losses paid in Gold upon Risks
Premium is

paid in

on

which the

like currency.

Dealers with this Company will be allowed the option (to be signified at the time o< application for insurance) of receiving in lieu of scrip, at the end of
each year, returns in C’a«h. of
premiums paid and
earned during the year, upon ail new risks under the
New York form of policy, as follows
1st. Upon every OPEN policy (caroo Rt$aa)upon
which there shall have be n earned and paid 8300 and
upwards, a return of TWENTY per cent.
2d. Upon other vovage ri«k* upon caroo and
freight, a return of FIFTEEN per cent.
3d. Upon time risks upon hulls and freights,
a return of TEN per cent.
Such privilege however being confined to persons
and firms, the aggregate of whose premiums
upon
such policies earned and paid during the year shall
amount to the sum of one hundred dollars!

BROKER.
OFFICE

DR. WALTER R. JOHNSON

FRONT
—

Silver and Vulcanite

Rubber.

Teeth tilled

The

undersigned would respectftilly notify the pubprepared to take M ARISE RISKS on
Skips, Barques, Brigs, Schooners, Cargoes aud
Freights, per voyage, name in g Rates. Parties desiring Insurance will find it fo^thcir interest to call.
lic that be is

!

LOSSES PAYABLE iu current funds. New York,
conformity with the General Policy held by
me, thirty days afier the presentation at the office
of the Company, in A'w York, of satisfactory proof
of toss, aud interest of the assured in said property
in

Boys, Beys, Boys.

JUNCTION OP PREB AND MIDDLE STB.,
-DEALER

ih-

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drags,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

A. D. REEYES,
•
•
Tailor,
»8 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, An, 8. IS*.
nj

UCL1SI, FRKNCB All HIRICAA PERFl IIRT,
AND FANCY

JOHY

AHD WHOLESA LB DEALER!

Floar, Provisions

DYE-STUFFS,

Paint establishment.

soon*.

r.

I

100
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Street,
MAINE.

JOHN W. HUNGER.
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NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

mo. »n mm. class tin,
FLUID, KER08EHE OIL, *e.,
80 Commercial

I be

ran to otier
remedies for sale I
WHEN
timid, and spoke cautiously, fearing I might
act the
But
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OYSTERS,
Cooked in the best maimer, at the

ALBION

RESTAURANT.

JaWdkwl,

PORTLAND. Mt.

m

--

JK.

ladies’

Heals stall hours, cooked to order.
-ALIM)-

ENGLISH ALE

ON

G. D. HILLER,
Rear

DRAUGHT

Proprietor,

U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal 8treet, Portland

THUS. G. LORING, Druggist,
mchl2 eod
Corner Exchauge aud Federal Sts.

dec23 3m

DOLE

,JN. W.
,

General
©1 Jo

LUMSDON,

Commission

merchant,
103 vVater Street,
GEORGETOWN, D. C.

CT**Attentlon to the sale of Produce, Flour, Grain,
and General Merchandise. Vessels chartered,freights
procured, and business generally attended to with
promptness and dispatch.
Refers to— Leonard Cotton Esq., Portsmouth,N.H.
1. F. Williams, Hampton, N. U.
feb2 d3m
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5 Q«lt Block Oommeroial Street,
PORTLAND, Me.
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Presa Office.
J. L. WINSLOW, AkcM,
Mivryicmia of

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
ill ITU! IWX1HW! IT IICII1UT,
Staam Coeka, Valrra. Pipeaand Connectioaa. Wbaiaaale or Betail.

STEAM AND

QAS

FITTING,

Done in the beet manner.
Work* 0 Union St., mid 133 ft 838 Toro
St.,
inltdtf
PORTLAND. ME.

fully

WILLI** A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
-MAIBI or-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 114 Excnaaok Stuikt, Portla*b, Ha.

cures.e*pecially

Warm, Cold and JWr Balk,, Wat* Botelt, Pratt
..._*Bd Silver Plated Coekt.
■JtVENT Deacrlptton of Water Fixtnre for DwellL lag Hoaem, Hotel,. Public Building*. Skim. Be.,
and ant ap in tba beat manner, aad all or*r oonntrr fkitbfbllr -x ecu ted.
All
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arranged
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And la prepared to make them ap at iborl aettee.
Call aad See.

AT No. 88 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept. 14. 13d».
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—Large Ambrotypee onlg A'yteea
TRASK * LEWIS,

37 Market

Jaly 14th.

Crate.

Square, h’d Preble St.

IMS
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JOHN LYNCH * (O,

"Wholesale

Q-rooers,

AI»-

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
URAKITK STORES.

{Opposite
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COMMERCIAL STREET,

WMgnry'i Wharf.)

Penlaed, Me.
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JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

Hardening

the Cume

Sugar Refinery,

1

TORE STREET. PORTLAND. ME.
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PURIFYING the Breath, imparting adelightfully
refreshing taste and feeling to the mouth, removing
all Tartar. Scurf, aud other impurities, use of 7Y>*
bacco, Ac., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
progress <\f decay, and whitening such parts as have
already become blackened by decay. The Sozodoat
is perfectly free from all ACIDS and other impurities which could have the least injurious effect on the
enamel of the teeth, and is prepared with great caru
aud scientific skill from a combination of materials—
every ingredient of which is well knowu to have n
beneficial eflfeet on the Teeth and Hums.

JANES P. SLEEPER,

FlKNISHING
No. Ill

COTFIIB

A convenient, soft, efficacious Dentifrice—one that
possession of every oue who caret

preservation

of his teeth.

Now used and recotumended by many of the moet
eminent Divines, Dentists, Physicians, Chemists,
ami scientific gentlemen of the day.
Sold by Druggists everywhere at 60 cents per bot-

H. HAY,

\

DOLLARS
detection
given
aud oonvictiou of any person
FIVE
persons stealing
subscribers
from the doors of
for the

anything

j

manataetariag,

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have paaTHE
•baaed Prom the Hannibal k St Joaepk Railroad
land in Northern

Company

dec*.

large tract

of

Mtmoari.

Caldwell
Conntv. tar taming and manutacturlag pnrponm,
nnd hnva divided their proparty into lota nnd mrne.
Thev are Shred to •ubecrihera In iharee of MO each.

Mape,

with rull Information.

onr

PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS.

•

adjoining the Oonriahing town of Hamilton.

or

papers

CABKITS

And will make o order
of thle kind that
may he orderea. -t abort notice, from the cheapeal ta
the vi»t net. b\ giving nv itriet nnd nndlvidad
attention to the
lining nnd trimming
of the above, 1 can fhrniab tnem ohcaper than nay
oneelu.
Aag «.1MS.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.

DRUGGIST,

Junction of Free and Middle Streets,
AGENT FOR PORTLAND. ME.
Sold in Bath by Dr. 9. An person A Son.
halva buckel.
fbb2eodftm*
Sole Agents, New York.

AID

Now in Uee,

should be iu the
for the

UNDERTAKER

RickoaceStreet, Portland,

KeeiJence renr of 411 Congress Street, ksraa
•tantly on hand all the rarions kind* of

One trial of the Sozodont will convince the moet
skeptical that it is a preparation of intrinsic merit.

will be
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Street, Thomas Bloch,

was

quack.
havlug proved them in all forma
of aach diseases a* they are
adapted to, and seeing
the astonishing effect.* of them in the cure of the
moat distressing case*, in all claw* of
constitution*,
and atnge* of disease. and haring received thousands
of testimonials of the most flattering
character, we
now speak with all hfldned*. confident that
they are
above all other*
1. The Great German Cocoh Remedy—Por
all disease* qf the ThnyU and Lumgt
We refer to
a few case*
N. Dickson, of Boston. Mass.; Eld 8
K. Partridge. Whitetield. Me.; Mr. 8.
Bradley,
enna. Me.; Mra. T. Herlev, Newcastle.
Mias
Amanda Lotigee, Hailowell, Me; Mra. D. !f Kidder,
Bri*toi. N. H; Mra. Weedon, Holland. Vt; and ban*
dreds of others, cured of bad case* of timms'kiti*
i
lua. A. L. Uodgkius. Vienna;
Mrs. B. Woodside.
Brunswick; Mr. Joseph Ford. Jefferson. Me; Mery
8. Burrough. Providence. E. I., aiul
many other#
cared of the most distressing cases of Pktkitie.
Mrs. W W. Patten. Tops ham; Mrs F.
Winslow,
Yarmouth; Mr*. J H. Conant. Richmond, Mh .cured
of cases of Influenza and Cough wheu
evwrvthiog
else failed. Children of D. Tarr, Litchriald. of
Capt.
J. Lawrence, Yarmouth, and more than
twenty other*. cured of Croup, some of whose live* were saved
by it, all other remndio* failing For common colds,
hoarseness, cough*, tore lungs. Ac thousands testify it is *he best aud cheapest ever used
2. Livrk Regulator and
Dyspeptic Carer.—C.
White of Richmond Me., says—"It is the best ar icle
for Liver Complaint I have ever seen. It ha* benefitted my wife more than #100." Geo Webber.Litehfield. Me sey*. "It ha* worked wonder* for my
daughter, who has beeu three tears under doctors'
treatment without benefit. Tour Liver
Regulator
has cured her.
We had lo»t all hope of her getting
well." Mr. J. S. Carter. Watervifle—"I have used
two bottles and find it double extra. It is a * aiuable
medicine." Mr*. E. Jobusou, Pittston, confined to
her bed five year*, savs: "I have used one bottle; it
agrees with me, and keeps rav food from souring, relieves faintness. Please send more
immediately."
Mr. W. Chase of Bangor, says: "I have need
yoer
Liver Regulator with much profit to mvself. and
think much of it." We have a great number ofsuch
testimonies continnallv coming.
a Wbllcoxr's Pair Cure*
Eld I. WightJkagust a, says: "It is the beet thing for an irritated
throat aud lungs, aud for colic. I ever «aw." Elder
A. C. liodgkius, Vienna, says, "It is
being successu*ed here for the cure of
diptheria Send me a
lot immediately; what I had is all sold
J W Griffin. Stark, sav*: "It take* the lead of all other articles of that description; it is being used with
good
success for diptheria.
1 hare not heard of a single
instance where it has failed ;jend three dozen more."
D. N. Kidder, Bristol. H. H .savs: "Your medicines
are doiug wonderful
the Pain Carer.
One case of sciatic rheumatism has beeu cured bv one
bottle. It puts ‘Perry Davis* pain Killer* all fa the
"
shade
Win Baker. Yarmouth, savs he cured a
valuable horee ot lam-nee* aud swelled
leg with the
Pain Carer. Thousands are being cured Rf various
colics, rheumatism, sor ting urinary
cramps,
able* ana neuralgia, for which it is a tare cure
In our store we retail ten times more of it than all
other liniments.
4. Wbllooxbs Diarrhea 9tr f —Thle has
cared hundred* of cases where ever thing else felled.
We warrant it to do more thau say other
preparation now known by doctors or others.
6. Oca Jaumdics Bitter* are very
highly
prised and extensively used.
N. B. Our rtmediei are purelg vegetable, safe in
all cases fer old and vonug.male and female, In whatever condition of life.
LF Call for our Ciroalar and read the testimonies.
Prepared only by I. C\ W LLCOME A CO.. Yarmouth. M«. Sold br medicine dealers extensively.
In Portland by II. H. Hay. C. E Beckett, and
Thomas J. Loring
feb2I eodR wlamdm

vyneiuai
a rmt i^aste.
SIMPLE, palatable, aud efficacious remedy for
Constipation of the Bowels, Habitual CostivenesM, anil all the various aud disagreeable
svmptoma
caused by Irregularity and neglect of the functions

prescription

IB

50,000 BOTTLES SOLD-£S
Welcome's Important Remedies!

to the Afflicted !

tOtmvi LVXCKV, whenever the aid of laxative
medicine is
uecessary. It is as pleasaut to the taste
as a piece of
confectionery, and the most agreeable
for children, who will eat it without the
least suspicion of its medical
properties.
It Cannes uo sickness or pain, aud can be taken
i without the slightest incouveuieuce. even by females
iu delicate health, and those of the feeblest coustiI tutious; especially iu case* of weakness and irreguI
of the female system, it will prove a salutary
i blessing, restoring to health and strength,
by removing obstructions, aud giving tone aud euergv to
| the functions of the system.
This Paste i« put up in elegant paper boxea, of a
convenient sire for the pocket, witb fall directions.
Price 26 cents For sale by

jM,

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

him

These complaints are usually known by the terms
DYSPEPSIA AXD G EXE PAL DEBILITY; aud
the most troublesome symptoms are Paiu in the
Stomach aud Bowels, Flatulence, Headache, Dullness, Acidity of the Stomach. Xorvousuess,
Despondency, Irritability. Uneasiness, aud inability to tix
the miud upon business, or enjoy anything
As a Family Medicine, it will be acknowledged ▲

BOOBSa.

JOHN W. PERKINS *
C©„

Dm* and

WHOLESALE DIALKBA

of nature.

PORTLAND,

CSAI. B.

1*S*.

HT Stats A*ent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELEOTRIC MACHINES.
eodftwtoctl

PDA CLEANSING A

OFFICE,

IB

and

PORTLAND, ft.

Jott

Jaao.ry Ut,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
a

CO.,

Prodneo
Bo. 189 Commercial Street,

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

tunalljr kept In

fc

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

-A Lao-

And all other articles

ROGERS

General

APOTHECARIES' MASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS. BRACES.
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fe.

AND

t.

GOODS.

j

Joy

ancon

Portland, r.braaryt, 1863.

! determine the number and amount of bonds issued
I by said Railroad Company under the construction
I contract aud mortgage,” mentioned in the pleadiugs
j iu said case, “and uow outstanding—to whom tne
same are due. and the amount thereof,
including interest. or coupous for interest; aud to receive aud
return the same into said Court with his return thereon. and also to determine how much is due
upou the
construction coutraot for which no boud* have been
issued as provided therein, and which is still secured
by the mortgage aforesaid, aud to whom the same is
now due—hereby give* notice that he will attend to
the duties assigned to him a* aforesaid, and hear all
parties in relation thereto at the Court Room of the
Supreme Judicial Court iu the citv of Portland, on
Monday, the sixth day or April next, at 3 o'clock is
; tlte afternoon.
8t*TH MAY.
inchfi eodtmch23& w4w 88

War Risks Taken.

FRYE,
IS-

Commercial Street.

Alao

by

a

MiLIU

a«*«.*h raoer

THE

PER VOYAGE.

of tko Po.t ofloc.

aortk

Flour, Meal, Grain and Feed,
No. lOO

are warranted to be as useful and durable as if
by the year will be takeu by this
they
had never decaved.
Company on Ships,Barques and Brigs. Also risks on
vW Office 223$ Congress street, two doors west of
|
Cargoes and Freights. The public desiring to insure
Jflew City Hall aud Court House
feb6 2ineod
their resseis by the year, will find it tor their interest
to avail themselves of the •vricantages presented by
.flafiler in Chancery.
this Company.
uodersigued, appointed by the Supreme Judicial Court Master iu Chancery iu tne case of
; Jeremiah M Mason k a!* in equity against the York
; and Cumberland Railroad Company and others, “to

Marine Risk*

MARINE INSURANCE

On Ubi Street.-

•«

)ao*)3ni

Desire* to call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
n that department of
dentistry, lately invented by
him. He would be
hapny to explain its advantages,
and show specimens or it. to any who mav favor him
with a call. He also continues to fit teeth on Gold,

Hull FUbIas.

•

If Kntmn.e flnt Door

DENTIST,

requested

D. T. CHASE.

[Adeertieement Altered. J
Committee on Public Buildings of the City of
X Portland invite proposals for furnishing Two
Hundred and fifty single Desk* and Seats for the new
school house uear the 8tone Church—to
correspond,
generally, in pattern aud material, with those in the
Park Street Grammar 8choul for Boys,but limited as
follows: each desk to be not loss thau two leet two
inohes in lengtb.aud one foot throe and a half iuches
in breadth; the height of the fr >nt edge of the cover
of the desk to bo uot less thau two foot three and a
half inches from the floor. The front
edge of the
seat to be one foot four aud a half iuches high.
Also, oue hundred tweuty five double desks and
seats, corresponding generally, iu pattern aud material, with those iu the High .School for Girls, but limited as follows: each desk to be not Ies« thau four
feet four inches iu length, and one foot fire Inches in
breadth; the height oi the front edge of the cover of
the desk * to be not less thau two reet four inc >es
from the floor. The front edge of the scat# to be one
foot, four aud a half iuches high.
Each bidder, if be chooses, mav send in with his
bid. a sample desk aud seat, embracing any improvements he may have to suggest,
upon the p%|tern propos d. The samples will be considered iu connection
with the bids, which refer to them, aud will be
parebased by the city, if desired.
All the desk* aud seats contracted for are to be delivered at the new school house within the last week
of July next.
Proposals, under seal, mav be left at the Mayor's
Office on or before the 20th day of March, at 12 M.,
when they will be opened.
The com nittoe reserve the right to reject anv proposals they may deem not for the interest of tf»e city
to accept.
W. W. THOM AS, Chairman,
me by dtiuchSO

*1,135,540 75

Creditors' Meeting.

Attorn< y for all the heirs at law of the late John
Ronnds. and assiguee of the claim at New Y’ork he
(Strout) “could not find, or had forgotteu about,’’
which claim remains unsettled.

CAPITAL,

$900,000.

A

paid

Proposals for School Furniture.

CASH

ALL

of March next, at 2 P M to take ioto consideration
the manner the estate was settled, or pretended to be
settled
Sewell C. Strout (Howard k Strout) “as
COUNSEL
POR THE ADMINISTRATRIX.” (mark the
words) according to his own accouut. has had all the
claims against the estate, except mine, and one at
Mew York he could not dnd. assigned To iumsei.f
for 20 per cent., which teas alt the estate paid, as he
has remcatedly stated. I declined the generous offer,
and after years of delay, finding that no better settlement could be effected, directed my attorney to cite
the administratrix into Court, and give Strout due
notice thereof. It was then, and not until then, that
Stroui, like a skillful general, suddenly changed his
tactics. He
that nothing further be done
for the preseut, but to 'see Chase and ascertain the
lowest
he
will
very
take," which was “NECK or
nothino." The money was forthcoming to the tune
of 100
cent.
I*be
problem I wish to solve is, how
per
much did the estate fairly pay ? How much did all
the claims against the estate (except mine and the
one at New York he "could not
find) cost him(Strout)
lu the aggregate? and how much the administratrix
got. She says that Strout told her he ha given her
ALL HE COULD AFFORD TO, A
VERY
INDEFINITE
1 found the claim at New York, an old, estabsum.
lished and highlv respectable house. I also found
that previous to his settling uiv claim, he (Strout)had
been in communication with that very house, and
had offered them the stereotyped edition of 20 per
cent, which they refused. 1 advised them to “stir
him up" forthwith. Out of quite “a batch" of long
winded yarns from Strout in reply, I here
quote only fYora that under date of March 81, 18»*2. "The
dividend upon the claims against the estate of John
Rounds is20 per sent
The dividends have all been
out except vours, a longtime siuce, and 1 had
forgotten about your claim 7’

of the second mortgage Bo.ids of the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
the interest coup .ns thereon due on the 15th of October, 1362. are hereby request -d to deposit the same
in my hands, for which
receipts will be ftfven and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
Portland k Kknxkbec Railroad, (a nctr organization.) as soon a* the book* aud certificates cau be
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said CompaJ. S. CU8HING,
ny, Kot. 8. 1862.
Treasurer Portland k Kennebec Railroad.
Augusta, Dec. 18.1862.
decl8 dtf

OFFICE OF THE

HAS

MEKONG of ail the bona tide Creditors of the
lat«* Mho Rounds is requested at the counting
room of the undersigned, ou .Saturday, the 2Slh
day

Fox,

parties

DR. CLARKE’S

Wine

I»eorg«* It. Mart,
J. k D. Lord,
A k 8. E. spring.

Perley,

At a meeting of the signer* of the above, held at
the Counting Room of Mewr«. Chase. Bros, k Co.,
Monday afternoon. March 2d. much indignation
was expressed on account of
report* circula ed by
interested
that the merchant* troulrf, and
some alreadv hud. broken an agreement entered luto
for their mutual protection. The
following Resolution was
adopted:
flesotrrd, That we will not charter a vessel through
any broker who shall propose to usa* a condition the
violation of the above agreement,
mch'j d3w

Here's Health for the Million!

Sherry

vram.

Jonas II.
Emery k

Portland,

j

Tassauk Ticarrs (hr the Steamers
sailing from New York, on the 1st,
lltli. 21st of cacti month, may he secured by early Application lo
W. D. LITTLE. A|ci.
OFFICE.81 Exchange
Street,(Up Stairs.)
mchll d(cwtf39

Company,

Ca«h Capital and Surplus.<160,000

Superior Quality

California.

YORK CITY.

Capita] and Surplus.<375,000
OF NORWICH, CONN.

protected
every point, with a
non-conducting substance !
Have more Fire-Proof Fill inft*
Are more evenly tilled !

ft-tdO

complicated

Fire Insurance Company,

Thames Fire Insurance

Beal Estate and Tlmhaedfaw

Principal

men, accountants. Ac containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which mav be seen in
print
in the hall at the eutrauce to his Rooms, a few of
which are as follows:
We have beeu taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction
pursued by Mr R N
Brown, of this city, in teaching the art of Writing,
and the
series of Book Keeping, has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and facility in
adjusting accounts we
may now possess
Philip Henry Brown, Jas. Olcutt Brown, Stephen
II. Cummings. W. W. Thomas, Jr., Samuel Chadwick. Augustus Cummings. Jason Berry, John H.
Russell. Fred. A. Prince. John II Hall. George E
Thompson. John B Coyle.Jr., Fred. H. Small, John
M. Stevens, and 200 others.
or The services of a Sea Captain Is seenred to
teach Navigation, who has had 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
feb3 d A w3m33

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Capital and Karpina.<360.000

OF NEW

PORTLAND, Me.

IT. X..

Company,

OK HARTFORD, CONN.
Capital and Surplus
.9250,0OO

Manhattan

rachlOdft w*w89

Tremont Safe and Machine

HARTFORD, Conn.

North American Fire Insurance Co.,

BAILEY 8r NO YESj

College.

Practically taught.** follows: —Book-Keeping,
Navigation, Commercial Law. Native, Business and
Ornamental Writing, Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence, Card Marking, Ac. Teaching from
printed writing copies and text books are avoided.
Each Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted. Certain
eveuings will bo
devoted to Law Lecture*, if expedient.
Mr.
B
would
refer
to
a
recommendation
from
,CJP
his Students of this city, who are
acting as business

Cash Capital and Surplus.9830,000

Merchants' Insurance

JOBS C. PROOTEB,

Y,

The
has had 20 rears’ experience.
be given to those Ladies and Gentlewho pass through thorough courses for Accountants. Terras will be reasonable.
My Institufion is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett’s Commercial
College. Cincinnati, Ohio, the Hrst and oldest in the
L nited States. My teaching and
plans are modern,
and the most improved and
approved, as the tint
clan* business men have and will
testify.

City Fire Insurance Company,
OK

H

men

Capital and Surplus.9225,000

Cash

H.

Diplomas will

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.

TIIIS

THE N4RL4ND

street.

Company,

Western Massachusetts Insurance Co.,

Work is illustrated by 19 portraits of prominent lawyers, and contains memoirs of all the
lawyers who lived or practised in Maine, prior to
the year 1801, with sketches of several ofthe elder
lawyers of the present century. It also contains notices of the earliest practitioners in Massachusetts
and New Hampsh re, with memoirs of the old Clerks
and Sheriffs, tables of Judges, Attorney (ieuerals
and Lawyer*: a history of Reports and
Reporters;
the practise, usages, and anecdote* of the Bar, and
other matters ol interest to general readers, as well
to
as
the profession.
Parties wishing a copy of this valuable work should
order immediately, as the edtiion is small, and will
be soon sold, judging from orders already received.

H.

CARDS.

^BUSINESS

LOCATED

Street*

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Ca*h Capital and Surplus .$500,000

Portland.

pp—price *3.00 in Muslin.

Publishers A

Exchange

MEDICAL.

I860 in the Hanson Block, No. 161 Middle street. The rooms have recently been made
new, and furnished neatly, and are the most pleasant
in the city. One separate room for Ladies. 1
present my thanks for the extensive patronage, and
promise as in the past, no pain* shall b© spared in the
future. I have removed from No. 161 to 161 Middle

HAVING

MAINE,

By Willinm Willis

31

•

1840.

in

the Agencv of the following well known,
old and reliable offices, F am prepared to take
all good FI HE RISKS, at tlie lowest rates of other
sound Companies, and solicit a continuance of the
patronage of the public.

Ofthe LAW.the COURTS,and the LAWYERS OF

Portland Commercial

Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

■

Elating

Cw

LAWYERS OF fflAIME.

A HISTORY

longer.

MERCHA NTS’EXCHANGE

Elce is a tropical plant, hut it makes a feeble
show till it hiu> emigrated (so to
speak) to a
temperate latitude. Carolina and Georgia
the finest rice in the worid. In all the
t Indies, where the inhabitants subsist
mostly on rice, they have to cultivate it with
great skill and care, and the best contrivances

MISCELLANEOUS.

On the subject of the delicious and pulpy
proportion.
fruits, let me say that these are in a still more dealers
generally.
striking way illustrative of our principle.
Manufactured bjL£. R. CLARKE, Sharon, Mass.
The apple, pear, peach, plum, cherry, goose- !
Price oulv 60 cents for the Trial Bottle, 76 cents for
one quart. *1.60 two quarts, *2.60 for the World’s
berry, currant, Ac., came origna)ly from the
Sice,
bolding oue gallon.
but
are
never
found in perfection !
South,
they
there. The apple ol the South is an acid
thing that is not worth eating when ripe, nor !
STANDARD ARTICLE.
fit to cook when dried. Such a thing as ciCorn Starch
der cannot be made from it.
Pltuns never ! Clarke's
mature till they come North. These are good
ORIGINAL BRAND,
in New York, but much better in
Bangor, The Best in the World—Preparedfrom Sound Com.
Maine. The peach of Carolina is a gummy,
And produce* the most delirious and healthy dishes
knotty thing, never finely flavored. It must n the form of Puddiugs, Apple Fritters,Corn Cakes,
Cream Cake^ Blanc .Mange, Custards, Thickening
travel North till It reaches New Jersey before
for Gravies. Gruels, Soups. Ac.
It Is in perfretion. Grapes are best matured
Manufacturer! by F. R. CLA RKE. Sharon. Mas*.,
near the northern limit of their growth. There
aud sold at wholesale in New Bedford bv J. N. Barare no good grapes in the South, though that | rows.
mohl* eod3ra
is the native place of them. The forests and
Dimensions. Ac., Wattled.
swamps of Louisiana and Alabama are full of
the vines, which cover the largest trees, but
AA LINEAL teet, II by 16) Rock Maple or
fHJl/eOO
seldom or never is a grape found upon them;
4bvl6J
ft 4 by 8 in ps 20 and S3 rt lg )
1600
Beach.
and when it is, it is an insipid thing. The ex38 ps 8 by 12—12) ft long, of Black Ash
cess of heat blights the fruit so, no
person at- j 400 pi e«. 35 ft long. 12 in. diameter at the butt, and
8 at the top. straight aud sound, of white, vellow,
tempts to cultivate the grape there. We must
second growth Red Oak, Yellow and Brown
come North to find good grapes—to
Ohio, and
Ash. Gray and White Maple and Hacmatac.
and
New
York.
Some that are (
Pennsylvania,
1,235 lineal feet. 12 by 12. White Piue Lumber.
in perfection in these States I think would :
9,836 feet face, 4 br 4, white pine Plank.
D. T. CHASE.
pass the line of success by emigrating to
Apply to
■til dtf
Maine, thuugh we have acclimated a few ;
kinds that are as prolific and as delicious here
as the Catawba of Cincinnati.
The orange is
strictly a tropical fruit, and
yet none of our fruit dealers will purchase a
box of Havana oranges when they can find
one grown near St.
Augustine in Florida. In
the West Indies the pulp of the orange is
spongy, badly filled with juice, and is not
pleasant to the taste. The northern limit of
success is now in Florida and Alabama.
Melons are a southern production, but by
too ereat a degree of heat they exhaust themTHE POItTUMD COELEOE,
selves in vines. The hot sun will bake or rot 1
-LOCATED INthe sides of a melon before it is fully formed, !
Clapp h Block.Congress St
or has acquired the rich, saccharine and aromatic flavor for which it is so highly esteemed.
just been added to Butant. Stratton A
Co.’s Chain of Commercial Colleges, establishThe water melon in the South is always
ed in New York. Brooklyn. Philadelphia,
Albany,
woody and dry. It is in the Middle States Troy, Buffalo, Cleavelaud, Detroit. Chicago, St.
Louthat this fruit is in perfection. In Maine I
is, Providence, aud Toronto, C. W.
The
of
these Colleges is to impart to Young
have known cart loads of them raised
object
amongst
Men aud Ladies thorough aud practical instruction
corn on burnt land, and though not so
large as iu BOOK-KEEPING, ('OMMERCIAL
LAW.COMtuc i.uiig isiniiu
MERC 14 L ARITHMETIC,SPENCERI4N BUSIwaiermeiou, utey are II anyNESS, PENMANSHIP. CORRESPONDENCE.
thing more deliciou*.
aud to tit them for any department of business
By all thi* it would seem that dame Nature ! fC.t
they may choose. Scholarships issued in Portland
bids her choicest products, both of field and
will entitle the student to complete his course in anv
garden, eniiyrate to the Sorth, where hardv College of the chain, and rice rersa, * ithout addimen live capable of
The College is open Day aud Ev«uiug.
healthy toil; the does not tionalK.charge
M. WORTHINGTON. Resident Principal.
bid a northern people to emigrate South in
For further information please call at the College,
pursuit of lier more perfect productions. Let or seud for catalogue and circular, inclosing letter
u* listen to Nature, and take a
rational hint
•tamp. Address
from her indications. The farmer and gardenBRYANT, STRATTON k WORTHINGTON,
er of Maine can successfully grow all the necfeb2
PORTLAND. MAINS.
d&wly
essary meats, grains, vegetables and fruit*
which mother earth grants for the ueeds and
NOTICE.
pleasures of man. It is a wise proverb to
“let well enough alone.” Let us do this, and
Persons having d mande again-1 the Fire Deset ourselves about
partment, arc requested to present the same to
performing with cheerful- the subscriber
on or before the 25th inst., for apness the duties and
reaping the benefits pecu- proval.
II. C. BARNES.
liar to the salubrious climate in which Provimch6 d8w
Chief Engineer.
dence has cast our lot
W. A. Drew.

Irleal Estate,
INVESTMENTS

N0. 230

INSURANCE.

Bailey

A e/toatnnb

be made to yield thirty bushels per acre. Coming further north into Kentucky, it produces
fifty bushels to the acre; but here in New England, and in Maine, where it grows but about
eight feet high, agricultural societies have uot
unfrequently awarded premiums for one hundred bushels per acre. The heat of a more
southern suu develops the juices of this plant
too quickly; hence it runs them into stalk and
blade to the neglect of the seed, aud dries up
before fructification becomes complete. This
is why we can raise more corn on the same
quantity and quality of soil in Maine, than in
the Middle States.
Wheat is another important grain. Its natural home is in the valley of the Euphrates; but
if you wish for a perfect article you must follow its emigration north to England and even
to Rtissia on the Baltic sea.
Wheat can never
amount to any thing in the Gulf Slates. The
climate is too hot for it. In this country the
greatest yield and the heaviest grain are io be
found in the uorthern States of the Union and
in the Canadas. The reason is, that a hot suu
too early forces the plant into a head, before
its farina can be concocted.
The same Is true of oats and barley. Who
does not know that the oats of Aroostook are
heavier, and much better fitted to make bread
Augusta, March 16,1863.
of, than the oats of Kennebec, and that these
are more valuable than those grown farther
south ‘l In their native homes, in a southern
latitude or in Mexico and California, they
yield a grain little preferable to witch grass
!
seed. Tliay must come to ns in the north and
be acclimated to our latitude, to do the world
CRKtT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS B1F0RI TR1 RISI1
any good. The Canadian, Aroostook and New
Brunswick barley, is a much better graiu than
20 HOUSES, at prices from §1000 to §6000.
the wheat of the cotton States.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at price* from §200 to §8000
Speaking of cotton reminds me to refer to
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
this plant also, as an illustration of the fact
1.000. 000 feet of LAND.
laid down in the beginning of tills article. Cot2 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.
ton is a tropical plant, but it yields the surest
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.,
products in the temperate latitudes. The East
and West Indies can never
nov27dtf
with
the
Up Stair*.
compete
more northern regions of Carolina and Tennesin
the
see
quantity or quality of that article.
Cotton wool, like the fur of
animals, becomes
-andthick and fine as its cultivation advances
northward, and consequently is worth more
House.
Notice also the other lint
plants—hemp and L. 8. TWOMBLY.Proprietor.
flax. The farther north you go, the better the
fiber. The hemp of Russia and the flax of
Having purchased the stock and fixture*,
Ireland are vastly superior to the same arti- l
cles grown in Spain or Italy. In southern latNon. 17 A 19 Exchange Street,
itudes the fiber Is harsh and brittle. A warm
•hould he
happy to see ray fricuds and tlie public
climate forces these plauts so rapidly into magenerally, where I mm prepared to »erve all the lux*
un»*a
that
the
that
not
Boston and New York market* afford.
the liut does
turity,
acquire either
tnch8 tf
consistency or tenacity. Like almost every
thing else, it takes a northern climate to perUor
fect it.

MARCH 21, 1863.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Will Publish Wednesday,March 18,

when the earth is covered with flue, compact
white clover on which oxen may grow fat,
and by means of which the cows will give the
richest milk for the sweetest butter in America.
Are you a farmer? Would you go where
you can raise no rich grass, cure no good Itay,
have poor animals, and no milk or butter worth
eating? Then turn your back upon Aroostook and every other part of Maine, and go to
the “sunny .South,” where you will Had a
decided absence of all mink products.
All the necessaries of life And their northern limit of maturity in Maine more
surely
than in any 'blhcr State south of this; it is
therefore in Maine that the grasses land this
implies the keeping of stock of all kinds) the
graius, including corn, wheat, barley and oats;
potatoes, turnips, beets, carrots, parsnips, cabbages. butter, cheese, honey, flax and wool,
can be produced in greater
perfection than in
any latitude where the sun is hotter and the
seasons

MORNING,

"

f<)r irrigation. But in our own Southern States
it produces largely with a small amount of
labor.
Tobacco is a southern plant, but there it is
always light and chaffy and never gains its
beat property till it is grown as far north as
V irginia. Even in Connecticut it is now so
well acclimated that it is raised to great advantage and of a good quality, though I think
New England is beyond its most northern
limit for the acquisition of its best narcotic
quality. We can raise tobacco in Maine as
easily as wild mulleu,and it answers well for
the pipe.
The Irish potato was born near the tropics,
and there grows wild; but who does not know
how Its value ha« been affected by climate? In
Central America it is no better than our groundnuts. In Maine it is twin to “the staff of
life,”
which is bread. Our tables cannot
dispense
with it. In Aroostook it is’more farinaceous
than in any other part of our Slate, and there
It yields a larger harvest than here. In the
south, a forcing sun brings the potato to fructification before the tubers have had time to
obtain their proper’size, or ripen into the qualities for nourishment. The sweet potato, in
its native soil of the West Indies, never flowers.
It runs wild, covers the ground with
rank vines and makes so much foliage, that the
root becomes small and woody. But in Virginia and Maryland it is large and sweet.
In the South onions go to seed liefore the
bulb is formed. It takes a northern Weathersfleld in Connecticut, or a bleak Cape Cod in
Massachusetts, to grow that edible in perfection. Beets, carrots turnips, parsnips, and
other nutritious roots are equally affected by
a hot southern sun, and an*
hardly worth cultivating in the South. Hence they will allike
our
be
northern
articles of
ways,
hay,
commerce; the South will have to depend upon the North for all such things. There
they
fructify before they form perfect roots, and
make foliage at the expense of the tubers.
Grass is a more valuable crop in the United
States than ever cotton was, and this is
proverbially found in perfection only in
northern and cold regions.
True you can
raise some of the grass by planting them evor
two
In
the
ery year
South, but they can
never make
pasturage, and the hay has no
substance in it. It is impossible to fatten an
animal upon Southern grass, green or dry. It
is without richness or nutriment. The consequence is, most animals in those latitudes
browse from necessity on the leaves of trees
and bushes, and arc poor, and without size or
beauty. After a crop is taken from ploughed
land, you never see grass springing up as it
does here, soon to cover the surface, but it
gives birth to rank, worthless, and noxious
weeds instead. Here cattle grow fat in pastures, subsisting on grass only, and our horse
is always sleek and in good flesh on pure
hay
without' grain. If you would sec splendid
flllfl
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EDWARD SHAW, A«r.i,
1CI Middlm Strut Portlafv
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I

The Polish Herniation.

THE DAILY PRESS.
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w
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PORTLAND

The circulation of the Daily Press fa larger
any other

of

than that

“editors

While Mr. Jefferson Davis was recently in
the Southwest, cheering the armies of the rebellion, be visited the Legislature of his own
State, Mississippi. Chief actor in the great

ly,

gase of the audience from himself, by extolling
the chivalrous excellence of themselves and
their fathers.

rising

was

glory of their lineage
vision, he caught a glimpse

As the
his

on

of retiring stars in northern skies, and in ecstacy of astonishment, wondered “how he could
“have had any love or regard for the old Un“ion, composed of the descendants of men from
‘•the bogs and fens of Ireland and Scotland,
“of low and vulgar origin. With such valgar
“creatures

would never

e

again

unite.''

We commend this choice extract to the attention of our readers.

We have tried hard to

learn whom Mr. Davis had in mind, when
framing this description of his old associates.
We believe he ouee shared the hospitalities of
lair city, when ill health compelled him to
breathe the sweet air of a northern summer;
but he did not then style his entertainers low
our

lie is still, like Brutus,
We remember how he
an honorable man.
praised our State and her people, lielore a
and

vulgar,

surely

and

Democratic convention in the old City Hall.
He cauuot mean tile people, still less the Democrats of Maine, though he mingled very free-

ly

with

everybody

hut

them;

knows that

no

adherent of that party has a inure swampy
birthplace than Mr. Davis himself. It is just

possible he w as thinking of the
gin, aud tbe Hock lie leads forth

Wig-

notable

browse

to

on

the withered leaves of the Saco Democrat. For

thought Mr. Davis meant to repay tbe kindness, which bestowed tbe title of
LL. D. upon him, after his churlish fashion, by
denominating his admirers snobs. But
a moment we

iouud

we

right

ourselves

miles

Indeed,

conclusion.

from

away

we

j

a

find but

can

enigma. The speaker was
unconsciously betraying his old modes of life.
We accept, therefore, without further question,

oue

solution to the

tbe truth of Mr. Davis' confession that he
sorted with low aud

vulgar

None but

con-

for

creatures

ma-

low and

vulgarized
man, on a high day, iu the sight of a la-praised
audience, would have so openly sported his
own shame, aud reminded them of couduct,
over w hich. If true, they must have been glad
ny years.

to draw

a

But character must and

Tbe polite world go

will out.

shaking

thick veil.

a

bed after

Webster,

hands with Professor

iu the morning

to

and

the blood-

aghast
stains left on their sollly clasped fingers. The
polite world admire Schuyler's writing, but
are lost iu horror when they learn the iuk flowed freely, mixed with tbe tears of plundered
The polite world welcome Senator
women.
Davis to their costliest parlors and best garnis bed tables, and ibeu stand in amaze to hear
that between times, he repaired, like a dog to
his vomit, to tiiv company of low aud vulgar
stare

on

Time and

creatures.

reveal

war

strange

secreta.

We have exposed the true meaning of our
The loyal can gather from itis words
the real desigu ai.d lesson ol the bloody dra-

orator.

by

him and his company on
the great theater of the war. The selection
quoted, charges that we of the forth are from
ma

brought

out

tbe Irogs aud feus over sea. The apostle of
tbe theories of slavety gives us tbe lust place
in his distribution ol

Sunuy South,
tbe men of the

be

humaui'y. First is the
niggers,” and then

“the

next

bog

We tear it will

and fen.

novel division to some in the midst of us,
but let them remember it w as made in a moa

penitential grief for

of

ment

leave him who made it

the

to

the past.

society

We
of bis

children of the sun, while we actbe classification, and the lordly scorn at-

niggers and

cept

tending

It shows how priceless is the

it.

government beneath

lowly

w

hose

fostering cure

our

aud their successive generations have risen to such greatness. None like
it is to be found iu ail the range of history,
none
so

ancestors

where out of tlx-

high. Look
where

at

depths men may climb
the free schools and colleg-

of the hog are now taught.
mighty cities, at the vast railway
enterprises. Look at the telegr»| b, the press,
the ponderous enginery and the delicate me-

es,

men

Look at the

chanisms with which the land of the
the feu t
meat

which

men

of

and hums: and sav if the zovern-

ems

helps "vulgar

creatures" to etiect

uch results is not worth having and keeping?
The spirilof the Constitution and the spirit
of the North are one. Through all the long
•

years of its existence, the Constitution has
tended steadily to freedom. The North has
ihllen in witli this tendency, and as the consequence, a love of civil liberty for the sake of
what it does for

man, is inhaled with every
breath of Northern air. Nowhere nre there
a

opportunities so magnificent, incentives so
stimulating, rewards so rich, as in the free
North, whose people translate into their lives
the true meaning of the great charter of their
liberth-*. Is it not plain then, from the fruits
of the two theories, that the Constitution was
fraim-d to kindle libert y ever into a brighter
contract, drawn with as
keen an eye fo the perpetuation of bondage,
as to the interests of freedom?

glow,

and

was

not

a

Man Found Dead.

Watrrville, March 20,1863.
To the Editor of the Prex* :
Mr. John Hudson, of this town, was tnund
dead yesterday morning at the foot of the
stairs leading to his room in Stevens’ Block.
He had been

keeping

a

liquor

Street, and lie lodged in

an

saloon

on

Main

office in Stevens’

He was, when last seen, at midnight,
in a state of intoxication.
When found he
A coroner’s inquest is being
was nearly cold.

Block.

There can be no doubt but he sat down
He » as a man about sixty
there and died.
years of age, and of intemperate habits.
Fuller.
held.

B^“ A letter received in New York, from
one of the largest inauulacturiug houses in

France, thus

impression producln that country by Secretary Sewerd’s reply
to the French proposition to mediate between
the contending parties in this country: “The
“reply of Mr. Seward to the last communication of our Minister of Foreign Affairs is
“what it should be, and the only one that
“could with propriety be given us. The Gov“ermnent of the Eiuperor will, uo doubt, ap-»
“preciate the noble language, as appears to be
“case with the immense majority of the population here; and for our own account we
“have

no

meulious the

fears of auy kind of

a

of

conflict on

“this occasion between France and the United
“State*.”

PKKfW.J

a

Mr. Rowe of Au-

licity.

repulsed. They

one

was

warm, and will be found feelingly alive toevery
cali of patriotism, and every demand of the
government either for men or for money.

BY TELEGRAPH
EVEAIACi

PAPERS.

--♦--

....i

one man

.........—i.:i.-

in

power,

great cause.
This meeting

ability

bring

New York, March 20.
Herald's Washington correspondent
It is understood to-day at the Treasury Department that a deputation from foreign
bankers bad waited upon the Secretary and offered a large loan of specie at the current rate
of exchange.
Gen. Halleck lias advices from Col. Carlton
that lie fought two hattles with the Apaches,
in both of w hicli he was completely successful.
The World's dispatch says it is understood
that the course of the Government w ill probably be to call an extra session of Congress
im mediately on the departure of the next pirate from a British port, and recommend that
vessels under the British flag shall either be
interdicted entirely from loading in American
ports, or be subjected to tonnage duty of about
three dollars per ton.
The News from Port Hudson—Probability of
a Federal Victory.
New York, March 20.
The following explains something of the recent matters at Port Hudson:
Dispatches from Jackson, Miss., 14th inst.,
have reached Richmond, stating that St. Helena was attacked in
the rear on Monday. 0th,
ami heavy tiring was heard there on the 13lii.
St. Helena is about twenty-live miles in the
rear of Port Hudson, in an easterly direction,
and when we remeuilier the forces of General
Hanks have been lor some time moving in that
direction from Baton Rouge, the heavy firing
may probably lie accounted lor by the fact
that Port Hudson was being invested by laud
and water.
it is a remarkable fart that the Richmond
Whig of the 18th inst. mourns over the reverses in the South-West,and it is equally remarkable that a dispatch from Port Hudson was
read in the rebel Senate the same day, which
caused a lively sensation.
From Tennessee— Operations of Guerrillas.
NAsnvn.t.g. Tenn., March IP.
Capt. Juiien of the 1st Tennessee cavalry,
was killed yesterday l>y guerrillas near Hills-

boro’, Tenn,
Sutlers’ wagons

were

attacked

to-day on

the

Murfreesboro’ Pike by guerrillas, the drivers
and horses

captured, and

the

agous burned.

w

Report that Federal Gunboats have Paased
Fort Sumter.

PlllLAliELOHlA, March 20.
The Enquirer’s special dispatch from Washthat
rebel prisoners report that
ington says
six or eight ol our gunboats passed Fort Sumter on Monday and Tuesday.and that Charleston was being bombarded.
|This report needs
confirmation.]

1

j

|

AND

ORIGINAL

On the first

SELECTED.

page—A

Northern Clime

Perfection of Southern

lor the

Necessary
Fruits.

page—Life's Answer,

Miscellany.
A delightful rumor prevails, that the
Alabama is blockaded at Kingston, Jamaica,
by six slow and sure United States steamers.
lias been drawn up,
of England, to Mrs.

*5F"An --loqueut reply
behalf of the

women

apologetic, but,

the whole,

on

jy~A meeting

was

measures

to

Montreal last

assist the distressed

manufacturing
an

operatives

iu

districts of France.
has becu

tax

few editors in the State whom

we

advise to

keep away liom there. As they wear collars
perhaps they would be safe.
;y The Bath Times says a son of Mr. (J.
W. Butler, photographist of that city, was se-

riously Injured on Thursday, at the launching
of the U. S. steam gunboat. He was on board,
and was injured by the slipping of a hawser.
house situated
on the corner of Pool aud Hill Streets, owned
F.
and
Lowell,
occupied by
by Mr. Benjamin
The
teuauts, w as discovered to be on tire.
furniture was all removed, but the house was
badly damaged by tire aud water.—[Biddeford

^y Last Friday afternoon

a

Uuion.

£g“ Paris boasts of no less than 276 journals and periodicals, aud among them of some
50 “Monitors”—the “Barber’s Monitor,” the
“Shoemaker's Monitor,” etc. The gens d'
armes and the commissionaires de police have
separate "Journals.”

;yApplicants for foreign passports are
required by the State Department to die

now

of $1,000 each, conditioned
will respond to the draft under the

bonds In the

sum

they
conscription law or will provide substitutes
the military service of the United Suites.
that

j

for

jyThe Lowell (hnirier copies from the
Advertiser of this

city,

the

suggestion

that

the five provost marshals of Maine, under the
be appointed from among
the soldiers disabled in actual service, and

conscription law,

!

Per order of Committee.
mch21
r M.

AND MEDICINES.
Any apothecary desirous of a retail business would
And this an excellent opportunity. This store bat
been long etttbiithed, and is now doing t good business.
Address
J. A. OILMAN,
mch21 d2w#
Hallo well, Me.

Notice.
fbr

none

ion
S.plM,

SAILS

■

BALSAM OF WILD

Itimtnn

to

complaints.

Balcam at

wonderful

Cough, Cold,

ok

Irritated

ah

results in

once

adds, “The above is the most sensible paragraph we have seen In the Portland Adver“tiser fur a lung time, although we are a ‘cou“stant reader’ of that paper.”

ia the
of Maiae,
1864. conreyed
in mortgage to Richard M. Webb, of said Casco, a
certain parcel of land folly described ia a certain
mortgage deed of *aid date, which was duly recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds. March 18. 1864.
book 252. page 353. to which reference may be had
for a particular description of the premises; which
mortgage was afterward assigned to Solomon H.
chandler, late of New Gloucester, deceased, and by
bis heirs assigned to Richard M Webh and William
Duma, of said Casco; and the condition of said
mortgage haring been broken, the said assignees
claim a foreclosure thereof, and hereby give this notice for that purpose, pursuant to the statute te such
oases made and provided.
RICHARD M
WEBB.
WILLIAM DURAN.
March
1868.
Casco.
18.
40 w3w

days.12.10

NEWS

Friday..March SO.
ARRIVED

Steamship Norwegian (Bn Me Masters,
6th inst via Londonderry »>ih.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Sch 1 1) F. Nelson. Southport.

progress,

Sch Rescue. James Pettengill, master, sailed from
Philadelphia Oct 27 tor Portland, with a cargo of coal
and has not since been beard from. Fears are entertamed that she was lost in the gale that occurred
about the same time.

!

sure

to

lic Speakers and SixaxRft should use the Troches,
Military Officers aud Soldiers who over-tax the voice
aud are exposed to suddeu changes, should have

Hold every where

at

26

cents

per box.

jau21 dk w3m
GREAT DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation
that will STICK

Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficiently strong without stitching:
That will effectually mend Furniture, Crockery,
Patches and

and all articles of household

use.

Belt Makers.

Makers,
Machinists,

Manufacturer* aud

Families,

will dud it invaluable!

to

upon
the estate of

South Bostou to receive her

DISASTERS.

Eastport.

CONCERT
IS AID or

split

SICK

A

AT HE W CITY HALL.
NoaSajr Evening, March 94th.

Rio Janeiro via St Thomas.
Cld 18th, bark lieurietia. Brown, for Rio Janeiro;
brig Chattanooga. Fry. Havana, sch* Cuasetta. Eldridge, and Delaware. Crockett, Boston; Dashing
! Wave, Freeman, Portland via l>eaT* Island.
PHI LA DELPHI A—A r 17th. bark Templar. Mitch,
ell. New York; brig* Wm Creevey, Thompaou, New
! York; C M Carver. Pendleton. Key West; bark M E
‘Trout. Maddocks, Cardenas; brig'Josie Gil key, Gilkev, C'leufbegos.
( id 17th. schs >hooting Star, Marshal), Belfast; N
Pierce, Smith. Salem
NEW YORK —Ar 18th, ship Constellation. Mulliner. New Orleans:
onward. Toombs, Ship Island;
bark Mai lie Metcalf. Ames. St Thomas; Oceau Travschs Billow, Emery, from
Bermuda;
eller, Sargent,
Elizabethport for Boston; Eagle. Hall, aud Hurd,
Suow. Rockland: Florence. Caudage. do; Exeter,
Snow. Haiti; Col Eddy. Blodgett. Wiuterport; N H
Hall, Hamiltou. aud S A Appleton. Salisbury, from
; l'ortlaud; Geu Peavev. Fanning, Lnbee.
Cld 18th. ship M U Ludwig, Harding. Dublin; brig
Ortolan, Daggett. Portland; aata Ufa Alien. ( ramrr. Washington; Joseph Turner, Crowell, Philadeli phia.
Ar 19th. ship Jeuoy Lind. Linnekeu. New (Orleans;
brigs W J Treat, Park. Matanza*; Catharine Rogers.
! Teal on, Bath; schs Wenonah. Parker. Eastport for

It will effectually stop the I

.Inhn

I’hilarit-lnhiA

klafi-h

Hivrklinii:

The proceed, of thte Concert ere for the beoeflt
the Maim Cam* Hcapital Ascooiatio*.

as

or

oil.

easily applied

as

paste.

3

ox.

to 100

Sole Agent in Pott land.

feblTdly

nrTo Consumptive* —The Advertiser, having
a very simbeen restored to health in a tew weeks
ple remedy, after having suffered several years with
a severe lung affection, aud that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to make know n to bis fellow
sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it. he will send a copy of the prescription used (tiee ot charge), with the directions
for preparing and using the same, which they will
Unit a >ure Cure for Can*umption, Jsthma, HronThe only object of the advertiser in sendchitm. k,%
and
ing the Prescription is to beueht the afflicted,
which be conceives to be invaluinformation
spread
able. and he hopes every sufferer will try his remedv, as it will cost them* nothing, and mav prove a
REV EDWARD A WILSON,
blessing

by

9

Lowell 4 Sealer's

SPECIAL NOTICE.
B.

ton, Mass
the Arm of

are

Bkackktt,
uame of FKAXMarket Street. Bosthis day admitted as equal partners la

A. A S. SUURTLEFF A CO„
Portland, Vs. The business will be oontinoed in
Portland under the same Arm uame as heretofore,
and

in Boston under the Arm

of Fkakcis E.

name

Faxok 4 Co.
SYLVAN 8HCRTLF.FF.
J ARVIS C. STEVENS,
FRANCIS E FAXON.

[Signed]

ISAAC F
Portland, March 16, 18*3

l.a-

BRACKETT.

NOTICE.
Sylvav SHCRTLurr and Jaunt C 8Tarawa,doing business under the Arm name of A. A 8.8HVRTLEFFf CO., 64 4 S6 Middle Street. Portland. Me..
are this day admitted as equal partners in the Arm of

FRANCIS E. FAXON A CO.,

Aspinwall.

PROVIDENCE—Sid 18th, ich ME Pierce. Shea,

Bolton.

The business will be continued in Boston
under the same Arm name ss heretofore; and in
Portland under the Arm name of A ft 8. SHFETLirr
4 Co.
FRANCIS E. FAXON.
[Signedj
ISAAC F BRACKETT,
SYLVAN StfCRTLEFF,

tor New York.
for Fall River.
Sailed 18th inst, brig Cyclone. Bunker, from Wiscasset lor Alexandria; setts l mou. Hamlin, do lor
do; Melbourne. Mar*tou, do tor do; M A Gould,
; Phil brook. Bath for do; Laconia. Proctor. Saco for
! New York; Highlander. Hogan, Portland for do;
Clark,
I Erie. Coombs. Belfast for Baltimore; Hyena,
*
Portland lor New York.
HOLMES' HOLE—Ar 18th iust, brig Ruby, (Br)
Farley, Cardenas for Portland; sch William S Loud,
Clark. Havana for do.
SOMERSET
Sid 19th, sch Argus. Cowley, for
I New York.
BOSTON—Ar 19th. brigs Marine, Cook. Ctcnfbei go*; Ruamor. Haskell, Wilmington Del.
Cld 19th. sch* Ocean Bird, Powers, Cape Havtien;
| Snsau. Bcarse, New York.
Ar 2dth. bark l udine. Thompson, Havre; schs J C
: Horner, A rev,
Bucksport; Brenda, Burnham, East*

JARVIS C. STEVENS.
meh*> d k wFw
Portland. March 16, 18*3

EDW. & FRED. FOX,
Counselor* and

(STTBDiYAirr

Williamsburg!], Rings County, Nffw York.

ALL

FOREIGN PORTS.

where he will atteud to all

wishing

toconsu

him.

First Examination at office.S20C
Each subsequent sittiugat office.&i
City Patieuts, first Examination at residence,... 2 6(
£ach subsequent visit at residence,. 1 <X
August 16. 1662 —If
Dcntistrv.—Dr. JOS IA11 HKALD.No 241 Con
gress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Churcl
Portland. Me.
augTdly
ryil you are in want of any kind of PRINTING
tf
call at the Daily Press Office.
aud

BILL HEADS neatly printed

Dr*. LOCKE k KIMBALL.
Middle Street. Portland, Me.

tf

Dentists. No. Ill
auglo— ly

;

oes

[Per steamship Norwegian, at this port ]
Ar at Liverpool 1st. Aibiou, Locke, and Aurora,
Baker, New York; E F ( base. Doyle, do. 2d. Mary
Warreu, Riusmau, Boston; 3d. Hemisphere, from

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stoors.—Boston, March 20, 1862.
92/00 Amorican Gold.163
1.900 .do.164
bellion and unite all the States in six mouths, i
1641
7,000 .do
1631
2,000 .do.
or refund the money, says,“If Jane will reveal
United Stab*s Coupon Sixes (1881).104
“her plan we will give her our note with good
U. 8. 7 3-10 Treasury Notes (Oct).106]
do (Aug).106j
“endorsers, for Hve hundred dollars payable in
do (endorsed).106j
U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness (Oct).100i
“six mouths—piovided the war is closed.

(Nov).100]

do
do ( Jau).100
do (Feb).100
Bangor City Sixes (1874). 168
132
Boston aud Maine Railroad

Also ar, 28th ult. Emerald Isle, from New York;
Nora, from Bangor
Sid 1st, Lillian. Evans, for Pernambuco; 8d. Lis
bou. for Gibraltar; 4th, F B Cutting. Hayden. New
York ; Gleaner. Thompson, Hong Hong; Jaa Foster
Jr. A heel. New York.
Aral Falmouth, VaacJuse, Norton, Rangoon.
Ar at Cardiff. Glad Tidings, from New York.
Ar at Deal 3d. Margaret Evans, from New York.
Sid 3d. Villafrauca. for New York
Ar at Gravesend 28th ult. ('resent, fp* Guernsey.
Ar at Shields 28th ult, Faith, fm Huelva.
Sid fin Troon 23d ult, Chase. Evans, for Cardenas.

SPOKEN.
March 16, lat 39, Ion 71, ship Emerald, from N Y ork

for

Liverpool.

Temperance who

hr their work*,

willing
pray

am
to
ss well ss to preach and
are willing to show their faith
invited to meet at SONS OF

are

TEMPKRAMCM HALL. Saturday Evening, March
21. at 7| o'clock, to take couusel together, and devise

plsns for united and
Municipal Election.

successful action at the coming
mchl9dtd
Per order

BOARD AND ROOMS.
rooms »t kiscsbi rts.

of Congress and Wilmot streets.
Desirable
chamber ifroutl with

pleasant parlor

one

eor-

▲

very

or

more

ner

rooms attached.con venicut for four or moregentlemen
accommodations—ruruiehed
that iusy de*ire
rooms on Arst Aoor, convenient for
A *uit
or not.
a doctor, dentist, or a

{|T Rooms
out board.

ofparlor
family.
to let by the day or week,

Davidson, Miragoaue.
At Bermuda Hth inst. hark Sebra Crocker. Dunn
for New York 2 days.
At Ponce 1st inst. schs Maria Hall. Bartlett, for N
Y’ork next day; C T Holmes, Cook, for do 7 days.

New Y'ork.

of

friends of

votr temperance,
temperance, and who

P Johnson, Chase, for

26 th ult, brig Amanda Jane, from
Philadelphia for St Barts.
Ar at Aspiuwall 2*>th ult, bark Starlight, Berry, fin
Boston; 6th, Magdalena, Day, New lurk; brig E
Drummond. Conway, do.
Sid 2d iust, brig baron de Caatine. Hotchkiss, for
Trinidad ; 8th, sch Snow Squall, Shephard, for Cuba;
7th. brig Weiionah. Dow, i'uba.
At Alvarada. Mrx. 2Uth ult, brig Helen Jane, for
New York 2 da vs
At St Thomas 1st iust. brig Progreraive Age. foi
New' Y ork few da\*.
Ar at Jacniel 5th tnst, brig ('has Adam*, Peterson,
New York.
Sailed from Port au Prince SOth ult, sch Uniou
At Barb ad

Block).PORTLAND, Mb.

TO THE POLLS.

brig Coqutte. (Br, late Am) Hodgdou, for
sch Talistnau. Gi indie, Bucksport.
CALAIS—in port 13th. scl) Sarah Anu, Grover,

('Id 2>Xh.

!

DR. P. P. QUIMBY. would givenoticetbat he ha
eturnedto Portland, and can be fonud at bis Room
No. 13 International House. Tuesday, Augus

a

Carry your Trayemsce Principle.

Cape Havtien;

for Providence, readv.
MAI BIAS—Sid 10th. sch J
Boston.

Law,

at

mch20 Iseod4ur6w40

i port
i

Ati.ntcy*

NO. 06 EXCHANGE STREET.

—

feb27 d3m

Sale

of

commence v

FAXON and Isaac F.
FRANCIS
doing business under the Arm
CIS K. FAX OX t COX8 North

NEWPORT—Ar 19th. brig Herald. Wing. N York

lb*., by
THOS. G. LORING, Apothecary,
Corner of Exchange aud Federal 8treets,

Supplied in package*from

f’jnCAKDS

L«»nct*ri 10

o’clock
rickets for sale at Messrs.
and at the door.
mar*> td

Proctor, Bath; Juno. Mills, and Hiawatha.
Ingraham, do; Highlander. Bogart.Portland; I’tica,
Thorndike, do; Forest City. Burrill, Fall River; It
Prescott. Crowell, New Haven.
Cld 19th. ships Sonora. Brown.fra Melbourne; J H
Ryersou. Patterson, Liverpool: Vanguaid. Russell,
do; Byzautium. Robin.*011, London: bark GeorgeS
Hunt. Woodbury, Portland; brig Caroline, liar lord,

It will adhere oily substances.
It is
HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brothers, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

at this office.

aceuu

Aunisaiu.v

coots.

It is insoluble in water

l2th,

SOLDIERS!

Miscellaneous CONC ERT, embracing patriotic
pieces, will be riven by several of oar professional and amateur singers,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th. bark Kedroa, Farrell, fm

leakage of Coal Oil.

liquid,

JAMES M JORDAN,
late of Rarmond ia the Coanty of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond a* the law directs; be therefore requests ail persons who are indebted to the said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment; and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlement to
OLIVER P. JORDAN.
w3w*40
Raymond, March 8. 1863.

She will go

1

Boot aud Shoe

and

material.

all

notice to

subscriber

from N York
Brig Lady of the lakr, of
for St Kitts, went ashore on Hart Island night of tbe
lStb inst.
Brig Mountain Eagle, at New York from Santa
Cruz, has been 10 days N ol iiatteras, with heavy
sails, kr.
gale*,
Brig Handy, Wicks, at Bermuda from New York,
in lat 36. lou 71. had a heavy gale front SE to sW;
loot boat, carried away some of tbe cattle, awning,
and stove some of the water casks.

TROCHES

Be

hereby gives public
THE
concerned, that he has been daly appointed and
taken
himself Use trust of Administrator of

A2j herm brig Olive, of Jonesport, bail! at Msrbias in 1860, 198 tons, ha* beeu purchased by partiea
in Lubcc tor 33000.

Pulmouary

be counterfeited.

Tkt MW gunboat "lasc«»," built at Rath by Measra.
Larrabee k Allen, was launched on Thursday afternoon last.
She registers 100U tons, is 240 feet long
36 feet breadth, and is built of tbe most substantiu
machiuery.

parts and give almost indirectly
stant relief. Iu Brohchitis, Asthma, and CaThe good effects resulttarrh they are beneficial.
ing from the use of the Troches, and their exteuded
to

February,

LORENZO

Littlejohn,

the affected

has caused them

day

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the < ounty of < umber land, on the third Tuesday of March, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-three,
D
HARMON. Administrator of the
estate of James M. Hunt, late of Portland la
said County, deceased, having presented his petition
for licea e to sell and
convey certain real estate of
said deceased, as deserf bed ia said petition, an adoffer
vantageous
baring been made therefor:
It was Ordered. That the said Administrator give
notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
be published three wrecks successively in the Matos
»teis Preee printed at Portlaud.that thev may appear
at a Probate Coart to be held at said I’ortlaad. on
the third Tuesday ot April next, at tea of the clock
in the forenoon, and show canse. if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, attest,
4*) w3w
KUGENF. HUMPHREY, Register.

Brig Ashler, Thestrup, Cienfuegos, by E Churchill
k Co.
Sch Horae, Shute, Fernaadina, Fla, by J Iiarlow
k t o.
Sch Pavilion, Parker, Fernaadina. by J Harlow
A Co.
Sch Lizzie W Dyer, McDuffie, Philadelphia, by Joe
11 White
Sch Texas. Rom. New York, by R G York A Sob.
Sch Haunie Westbrook.
New York, by
M B Nickerson.

van-

guard against worthless imitations. Obtaih only
tbe^nsinr ffmirs'i bronchial Troches which have
proved their efficacy by a test ol mauy years. Pub-

Liverpool

CLEARED.

Ex-

;y The Gardiner Journal, in alluding to

the offer of Mrs. Thurston to furnish, tor the
sum of $500, a plan which w ill close up the re-

of

no-

WHEREAS.
County of Cumberland and State
of
the ninth
A. D.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Saturday..March SI*
Sun rise*.6 3 I High water. 12 38

| Length

hereby give public

Notice of ForcekXMire.
Joseph Anderson, of Casco,

on

Sun sets.6.13

a

February. 18*13.

possessed,

Londonderry.

Throat, if

serious

BHOWN’8 BRONCHIAL

a

arrest.

erly

Liverpool

Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.

Aud

roue

tice that 1 shall offer for sale, at private safe, on .Saturday, the twenty-fifth day of April. A. I> 1863, at
ten o'clock in the forenoon, at the office of Deblois h
Jackson, No. 58 Exchange street. Portland, certain
real estate of which William Anderson died seised
and
situated in Portland, in said County,
and lying on Washington street, on the south-westside thereof, being sixty fret wide on said street
and running book therefrom.keeping the same width,
one hundred and twenty feet, conveyed to said Anderson by the heirs of Joseph M
Gerrish. bv deed
of June 8. 1W>. recorded in Cumberland Registry of
Deeds, in book 262. page 210.
Dated this 18th dav of Mareh. A. D. 1863.
TlIOM AS II TALBOT.
Administrator of estate of Wm. Anderson, deceoced.
40 w3w*

Havana_March 19

Mail* are forwarded by every steamer in tbe regular line*. The steamers for or from
can a
tjueeustown, except tbe Canadian line, which call a

Prepared by SETH W FOWLE k CO., Boston,
mcl>21 d&* 3m40
by all druggists.
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suffering, the application of this soothand

reach
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license from the Judge of Probate for Cumberland County, dated the third
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of
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and for sale

and

JOHN DAVIS.

)». 1863.

March

AdininiMmtor** Male.

Mtn*h 41

York March 2ft
York March 28

CHERRY.—

Messrs. 8. W. Fowle & (o„ Boston—
Gentlemen: —For a remedy of such undoubted
merit as Dr. Wistau s Balsam or Wild Cherry,
1 cheerfully give you my testimony, and trust that
otheis may be induced thereby to give it a trial and
be relieved, Heveral years since 1 first twin acquainted with this Baf-ant at a time of a distressing
cough and cold, which took such firm hold ol ray
lungs as to render me unfit for business, and its operation produced a speedy and permanent cure, after
tryiug various remedies to no avail.
In our town this remedy is a great favorite with
many and if all who suffer will give it a fair trial, I
think they wilt find it to be ol more service iu pulmonary affections, than any other remedy of this
class before the public.
Geo. W. Millett.
Yours respectfully,

allowed

have this day given to my sod,
hi. time to act and do baaincaa
and after thi. da. I «ha)l claim
par an. debt, of hia contract-

A3 a shopping bag, containing. among other
things, two pairs soldier’* slippers, unfinished, and a
money hag, with one dollar in it The finder will
confer a favor, and shall be suitably rewarded, by
leaving it at this office.
Portland, March 21, 1863.
lwd
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Kuropa. Bouton.Liverpool... April 1
Saxonia .New York Hamburg
April 4
Bohemian.Portland
Liverpool-April 4
Etna.New York. Liverpool... .April 4
Asia
New York. Liverpool
.April 8
North \merican Portland.
Liverpool... April 11
Glasgow. New York. .Liverpool.... .April 11

GE >RGE W. MILLETT, Esq.,
Editor of the “Xoriray Advertiser,” gives his opinion of this great remedy sutatantially as follows:
Norway Village, Mr Aug 4, I860.
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Apothecary Store for *ale.
fflHE andersyrned. being desirou* to change hit
JL business. otters for sale his stoek of DRUGS

TO DKPABT.

Eagle. New York
Anglo Saxon.Portland

quishes the disease and restoies the sufferer to wont-

It is

adopted in Beloverwhelming majority. There are

ty The dog

l.ivpronnl

Alnca.Liverpool-New

perience proves that this exists in Wistar’s balsam
to au extent not found ia any other remedy ; Low evthe

are ihvitku.

Lecture—Subject—“Hatsand Hatters.”

NOTKKS.

certain antidote to ail these

ing, healing

Library Hall.

Lost.

FOR

llammonia.Southampton.New

the year: few are fortunate enough to escape their
baneful influence. How important then to have at

pleading guilty.

Saturday evening, for the purpose of taking

j

( inula

Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Asthma. Croup, Whooping Cough. Quinsy, and the numerous as well as
dangerous diseases of the Throat, Chest and Lungs,
prevail, in our changeable climate, at ail seasons of

incnjsiir^

held in

da;

Public

The

PORT OF PORTLAND.1

er severe

order.
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C. E. Association.
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Saxouia.Southampton. New York March 11
Etna.Liverpool.New York March 11
Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland. March 12
Asia.Liverpool.New York March 14
Glasgow.
Liverpool.New York March 18
North American.. Liverpool.Portland.. March 19
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The next meeting of thl. Amociatioa fbr
Lacrritxa axo DxaaTxa will be held Tharxerening March », at 7J o’clock, la their

Minburg.Liverpool.New York March
Norwegian.Liverpool.Portland..March
Europa.Liverpool.Boston —March

developed a firm resoluprinciple of prohibition to
May the seed thus sown

SPECIAL

hand

made

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

See a woman in another column picking SambucG rapes, for Speer’s Wine. It is au admirable article
used iu hospitals,and by the first families in Paris
London aud New York, iu preference to old Port
Wine, it is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfaction.
declXdly

Inm.

On the fourth

j
|
I

Kemp.

Delicacies.—One ol the social delicacies
ol modern times may be accounted Speer’s
SAnbuci Wine, which combines with rare purity and nicety ol flavor, the good qualities of
port and claret, it is neither insipid nor bitter,
but hits llie happy medium most to be desired
in a constant beverage,or in a drink for the
sick. For iuvalids it is iuvuluable by virtue
of its tonic qualities, and particularly its absolute freedom from all adulterations. Actual
trial will show that the Sumhuci wine lias excellence of iu owu unrivalled by any other
wine iu the market.
[New Yorker.
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In the Norwegian, from
Liverpool—( apt Atwood,
and 2 children, Wm Dugal, J
Waiuwright. Mr
Hamilton aud lady. Mis* Brown, Jane, Eliza. Elenor,
and
Capreol, 8 Selinas. Sir H LaKuntaiu. Otto
Wolfe, (has Haskins, (apt Mac hell, Wm Newton.
Mr 1 ouug. lady aud (children, Nicholas
Roney. Jaa
Tilton, John Bell, Mr
Miss Tracy, Mr Canningham, Mr >mith, Mi** Kidoer. George Ferrin. Mr
(reswick. Mrs Warreuton, Col Canty, lady, daughter, Mr Eusor, Jas Davidson and sou. Him Horton,
and 226 in steerage.

lady

One of tuk Boat’s Crew.

states:

a
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killed and two wounded.
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Freer, Bovd k Co; 16 boxes tobacco. 3 cases and 1
bale mchds. 4 casks seed, 6 casks 6 cases and 1 bale
mchds. Tboe Paddock ; 2879 bars iron. A E Stevens k
Co: 28 cases mchds. J E Priudle; 131 ooils wire rod,
to order; 1 case mchds, J E Dow; 37 cases steel, J B
Taft; 270 bars, Ferier k Co; 17 cases mchds, Thomas
May; 2o pkgs do. W Graham- 12 cases do, A Murray k Co; ‘leases do, J 8 Miller: 36 bdls wire. N P
Richardson k Co; 1 box mchds. Thou Barker: 6 pkgs
silks. Lane. Lamsoii k Co- ‘14 pkgs mchds, BAA Ex
Co, aud sundry pkgs for Cauada, Boston aud New

followed upon this and other
of interest involved in the general sublie

STVLES,

PATENT elastic CUSHION I
*'“•»
can

IMPORTS.

Hon. Mr. Vinton, the character of which need
not be named to any who know the gentleman's ability, and his steadfast interest in the

—

on

Camden. March 2, Mrs. Deborah Hathaway,
91 years In months.
In Benton, March 10. Asher C. Hinds, aged 23 yrs,
member Co. G, 3d Me. Reg.
lu Troy, Mrs. Eunice, widow of Wm. Partridge,
aged 83 years.
In

aged

points
ject of temperance by Messrs. Audrews, Walton, Carlcton, Bonner, Stevens, McCarty and
Smart. The Portland delegation was obliged
to leave duriug the delivery of a speech by

Off“r of Gold from Foreign Bankers
Proposed Retaliation for British Aid to
the Rebels-No Letters Marque

a

DIED._

king home the entire company of the “boat,”
(35), and E. R. Slarbird, Esq. taking charge of
nearly all the rest. The entertainment was
most cordial and fraternal, and was highly appreciated.
At the opening of the evening session, Mr.
Stackpole offered a resolve in favor of the
Temperance Journal, and backed it up with
a speech characterized by great eloquence and

The Rebel Attack on Newbern—Complete Repulse of the kfnemy with Heavy Loss.
New York, March 20.
Newliern letters state that on tlie 13th mat.
the rebels appeared in heavy force between
tlie Trent ami Neuse ltivers, and drove in our
pickets. They were held in check by our cavalry until Gen. Palmer advanced with a portion of his command, when they fell back.
On the Utli they made a demonstration
against Fort Anderson, an unfinished earthwink on tlie North of the Neuse River, on
which no cannon are mounted.
They commenced a bombardment which did
no particular damage, and then demanded its
surrender, winch was refused. The enemy,
who were commanded by Gen. Pettigrew, then
opened their batteries again at short range,
and after a brisk cannonade, again demanded
its surrender, which was again refused.
Gen. Foster had by this time sent forward
reinforcements,and when the rebels attempted
an assault they
met with such a murderous
fire from our gunboats aud the 2U-poiuid howitzer on shore, that they were forced to fall
back.
Tlie action combined three hours, when the
enemy tbial'y retired, liaviug lost heavily in
i-:11...i

Gentlemen’s Dress Hats.
SPRING
WITH

and generous entertainment was offered to the
Portland delegation, John Bradbury, Esq. ta-

-TO TUB-

sustaining, unconditionally ami unequivoeoery measure of the Administration decally,
in
his
seat the
scot, a Union Democrat, say
clared uecessary to crush out the unholy re- \
other day while discussing tlie military bill,
bellion now causing so much bloodshed and
that the Conscription Act of tlie late Congress
:
was one of the
acts
that
lie
had
suMering. He is one of the few men who, in a |
mosPperteet
ever examined.
It was carefully drawn,
quiet, humble, unassuming way, has the popu“There, Jane, you will not get a better proguarded at all (mints, and it had his full aud i lar talent of playing upon the feelings of uu auhearty approval. He looked upon it as the I die nee as a skillful harpist would upon the posal than that for a long time, so wade in
I wires ol his instrument. He sweeps the strings “and ‘close up’ the war as soon as possible.”
great measure for quelling the rebellion.
Wo heard Senator Peters of Penob-

city,over sixty ladies and gentlemen,
big boat and other commodious
conveyances, arrived at about 3 o'clock P. M.,
and the meeting was then organized, E. H.
Starbird, Esq. in the chair, and 11. F. Smart,
Secretary. Tte Rev. Mr.Chace offered prayer,
after which short, earnest and appropriate
speeches were made by Messrs. Slackpole of
Gorham, Carlcton, Walton, Bonner, Andrews,
Beale, Stevens and Fowler, of Portland, Humphrey of Cumberland, and Chace of Falmouth,
mainly upon a resolve touching the proposed
amendment of the Maine Liquor Law, respecting ale, beer, Ac.
At the close of the afternoon session, ample

of great enthusi-

__•

_.

in Robinson's

asm, and we dare say will be productive of
much good. Tlie heart of old Somerset is

change

formed a lln** parallel to the wood. The insigned by loyal Democrats and Republicans,
surgents. unluckily for themslves. formed in : and was nobly responded to by the people of
a similar manner.
The Russians at once
lu the afternoon
that portion of the Stale,
rushed upon them and succeeded in passing !
through tlie wood. Attempts were then made so large was the crow d of people from the
during au entire hour to hinder the troops
surrounding towns, that it became necessary
from entering Wonehok, but they ultmately
Two large churches
to hold two meetings.
n
of
the
proved unsuccessful, though
part
were opened, and soon filled to absolute reRussian cavalry was destroyed. The insurpletion.
gents opposed to them nearly all fell. These
aeemints show the tetn|>er with which the inOne ol the meetings was addressed for an
surgents ot Russian Poland have committed
hour aud a half, by Hon. John 8. Tenney, of
themselves to an armed resistance.
ex-Chief Justice of the SuAccording to the best estimates, upwards of Xorridgewock,
fifty thousand Poles were in arms the third i preine Bench. Judge T. made a very able
week of February, and at last accounts the
speech, went largely into the constitutional
forces marshaled under Frankowsi were so
argument, lie said hadgiveu much attention to
rapidly augmenting as to cause serious disqui- : the
matter, and he justified the Emancipation
In
the
of
inthe
etude in Russia.
fact,
spread
Proclamantiou on the plainest principles of
surrection has bceu so amazing, the successes
of the Insurgents so unlocked for, that the orthe Constitution. His speech produced a
dinary methods of repression have thus far ut- wonderful effect and was the theme of general
make
a permanent impression
failed
to
terly
admiration.
When ill-armed bands of stuon the Poles.
The other meeting was addressed for two
dents and peasants, encouraged by their clerhours and a half by Lewis Barker, Esq.,ol Stetgy and the nobles,successfully resist the inarch
of disciplined battalions, yielding only to the son, and we doubt if an audience in the State
force of superior numbers, and winning in
Mr.
was ever more acceptably entertained.
more than the average number of bloody conBarker was a Douglas and Jameson Demoflicts, it is evident that a mighty spirit of revolution is abroad, and tliat the struggle is not a
crat, but his whole soul is baptized in the spirit
temporary or causeless outbreak.
of joyalty, and he joins hands with Republicans

The occasion

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

In Saco, Jan. 28. by Rev. Josiah Keely, Wm. O- M.
Haim** ami Miss Melina* A. MilliKen, all of js.
In Monroe, March 5. Emery O. Stantial, of Knox
and Mis* Mary A Woods, of M
In Readtield. March 2, Wm. |\ Bailey, of Winthrop
ami Mis* ( harlotte C. Gove, of R.

from this

one

and were listened to for Over two hours. Mr.
Drummond spoke with his usual force and fe-

Resolve making a conditional grant to the
Maine State Seminary was amended, in concurrence, and laid on the table.
Passed to be engrossed.—Act additional to
Chap. 81 R. S., relating to attachment process
in civil actions; resolve making appropriation
for a continuance of the scientific surveyor
the State; act to amend Chap. 4, R. S relating
to elections; resolve for the purchase ol Law
Reports for the State Library, and providing
for the payment of contingent expenses of the
library; act to change tile name of Harriet
Norton Young; act additional to Chap. D4,
R. S.. relating to tenancies; act relating to

the names of certain persons.
Passed to be enacted.—Acts relating to fees
| of Registers of Deeds; to amend Sec. 9,Chap.
cienlly explicit declaration, as lar as it goes; 1 82. It. S., relating to days of grace; additional
hut in order to arrive at a thorough underto t'liap. 182 of the laws ol ’02, to regulate
htainlini' ol tin* iwm'it at fount* it fo nt*rt*sK;irv
agencies for, and to prevent imgiositiou in the
to go back a few mouths.
The mainspring of
sale of intoxicating liquors; relating tojudithe revolution lies ill the deep feeling of hate
cial proceedings in the county of Knox; to
and thirst lor revenge which have been creatincorporate the Dover ami Foacroft Village
ed in the hearts of the Poles by the cruelly reFire Company, and to repeal certain other
the
Kussian
Government.
ol
pressive policy
acts; to make valid the doings of Hiram Bass;
The patriotic demonstrations which look
to repeal Chap. 101* of the private acts of '01,
place at Warsaw last year were significant in- respecting the scaling of lumber; in relation
dications of the popular discoutent with the 1 to the election of Wardens and Clerks in cities;
existing administration. The churches were to amend Chair. 177 of the laws of '6(1, relating
repeatedly tilled w itli men and women, singing
to nuisances; to amend Sec. 17, Chap. 7.R. S.,
patriotic hymns, hut abstaining from violence. relating to sales of real estate; to authorize
The ferment continued and gathered strength.
tlie construction of a wharf at the pool in BidThe great land-ow tiers, d< termiuiiig to bring
delord; to incorporate the Robinson Manufactheir grievances to the personal attemiou ol
turing Company.
the Emperor, strove to express their want* in
Finally passed.—Resolve to amend the rea temperate and decorous address, which was
solves in favor of certain hanks in this tstale;
signed by two hundred chief proprietors. All
additional in lavor of Henry Upton; in favor
they asked was an enlargement of the area of of the towns of Bremen and Smyrna, and
Poland by the addition of certain provinces
Macwahoc plantation ; iu favor of George W.
w hich were under the Kussian rule,but which
Tukey and Frederick O. Chick; in favor of
had been separated from Poland since the first
the State Kelorm School; for payment of expartition iu 1772, and the establishment of a penses incurred in negotiating the State loan;
constitutional government.
to repenl resolves in favor of Alexander T.
When this address was presented, the nobles
Turner and Charles W. Buckuam.
were told that they had committed a grave
Adjourned to afternoon.
oflence, and the agent ((.'omit /.amoyski) who
Afternoon.—Mr. Elliot called up the hill rehud been charged with its delivery was pun- ;
pealing the act creating Trial Justices. The
ished by a decree ol banishment. This miscarHouse amendments were rejected, and the bill
riage of the humble and thoroughly loyal pewas indefinitely postponed.
tition of the nobles was followed by a series of
Mr. Elliott called up the Quaker and Shaker
secret movements among the fiery students
bill, and the same was indeUnitely postponed
and the no less impulsive peasantry of the nain concurrence.
tiou. Secret revolutionary societies were or- i
Mr. l’eters called up the resolves relating to
:
and
all
tow
in
Warsaw
the
us;
the sale of public lauds, and on his motion
ganized
large
the most solemn obligations were taken by
they were indefinitely postponed.
the members; the smouldering embers of the
Mr. Josselyn called up the bill to make valid
national heart sprang into a blaze, and the elthe doings of the town of Farmingdale, and
ments of a grand conflagration were joyfully
tlie bill parsed to be engrossed.
Mr. Woods called up the bill providing for a
prepared.
The agents of the Kussian government, uot
depository of wills, and it was indefinitely
slow to discover the increasing combustion,
postponed.
made suclv. representations to their tu|>eriora
Mr. Peters called up the ale and beer bill,
as to arouse the bitterest and baldest exercise
and the same was indefinitely postponed, by a
of despotic authority.
Uuder a law of the year
vote of 12 to 7.
I85S, a system of conscription had been intro- |
Report of the committee on the bill to disduced into the Kussian military service, by
pense with the use of seals in tlie execution of
w hich it was provided that a ceitaiu number
contracts, was taken up and the Senate went
ol males should lie drafted out of every hundinto committee of the Whole, Mr. Woods in
red, or <1111 of every thousand, in the empire. the chair. Altersome tie bate the committee
The recusant Polo were punished by the rigid
rose and reported back the hill, which was acenforcement of this law in the towns only, and
cepted.
Iroin lists furnished by the poltoc.
Bill additional to the act incor.rorating the
liy this
sweeping measure it was intended to remove, proprietors of Hailowell and Chelsea bridge
at once, uli the disaffected, who were to he
was taken up, amended, and passed to be enseized by the Kussian. soldiery and couveyed
grossed.
aw ay without trial or examination, and withMr. Elliot called up the bill additional to the
out an opportunity of proving their claim to
liquor law of '68. relating to the attachment of
was done iu a single
The
deed
exemption.
liquors, and on his motion it was indefinitely
night in January last, and on tile uext day the postponed.
Polish nation flew to arms.
Mr. Rolrerts introduced a bill to pay each
The first body of the insurgents left Warsaw
drafted man from this Slate one hundred dolon the 21st or 22d of January, making their
lars. Ordered to Ire printed.—Adjourned.
way down the Vistula into the government of
HOUSE.
Plock, probably intending to seek a position
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Ballon.
among the forests and morasses which line the
The report of the committee on Agriculture
bunk of the river. Ollier bodies flew together
upon the subject of an Agricultural College,
iu different parts of the kingdom, but for sevecame from
the Senate—the minority report
ral days there was little cohesion and tio acsubstituted for the majority report, and the
knowledged leadership. Presently, however, resolve passed to he engrossed. A debate enthe telegraphic dispatches announced that the
sued which lasted all the forenoon, w hen on
leader iiad appeared; that his decrees bore the
motion of Mr. Thing, the subject was laid
signature ol General Frankowskl,” that the upon the table, and this aiteruoon assigned.
insurrection” was spreading; that the insurAfternoon.— Mr. Cony, from the committee
gents were uot only gaining strength, hut that
on Banks and Banking, reported a bill authorliias kiiKwi.-ni fiirrisa ws-nt mil tit in**«*t tlis-tn lint)
mug the surrender u! the charters ol existing
been disastrously repulsed.
banks, and to remit a portion of the bank tax.
No sooner bad the revolution thus gathered
Laid on the table and ordered to Ite primed.
headway under a competent leader, than
Mr. Kingsbury, under a suspension of the
In avy blow s began to fall upon the Russian
rules, presented a resolve for an adjustment of
troops. Successively at Wengrow. fSornovice,
the claim of the State ou the bond of B. D.
Wonehok, aud Konin, the Rnssiau veterans Peck and ids sureties. Ouce read and to-morhave been (breed to retire belore the desperate
row assigned.
valor of tlie Poles. In the affair of Wengrow,
The subject of the Agricultural College was
the insurgents, armed only with sticks, chargtaken up. After a lengthy discussion the
ed the artillerymen at their guns, and, notHouse non-concurred ill the Senate’s amendwithstanding the grape-shot aud the tire of ment, substituting the minority for the majoritlie
Rusmusketry, they passed right tbimtgh
ty report, by yeas 25, nays 88. The majority
sian ranks. This struggle lasted lour hours.
report was then accepted, and the resolve acThe Russian officers, forced to defend themcompanying, relating to the establishing a colselves with their revolvers, could not but adlege for the benefit of agriculture and the
“If
mire the courage of their adversaria?.
mechanic arts, was amended by striking out
these men were armed and regularly organizall save the first resolve. As amended the reed.” said the Russian officers, “no Kuropean
solve passed to be engrossed.
army could withstand them.” The insurgents
liesolve providing for an amendment of the
retreated in good order, after having lost oue
Constitution, relating to soldiers voting, was
hundred and llfty killed aud nine wounded.
taken lip and amended ou motion of Mr.
At Wonehok, the lighting (Feb. 10,) was
Kingsbury.
still more desperate. The Russians were adthe resolve at length.—
Mr. Smith
vancing w ilh at tiller; towards the town, and Adjourned. opposed
had to pass through a little wood about a
mile and a half distant. In this wood a deGreat Demonstration at Kkowhegan,
tachment of the insurgents was posted, who
suddenly threw themselves upon the soldiers
The great Union demonstration at Skowheand compelled them to retire. The Russians
on Wednesday afternoon and
evening
attempted the passage three times, and each gnn
last, was a triumphant success. The call was
time were
then withdrew and

evening

packed meeting was
held in the Methodist church, over which Gov.
Coburn presided. Hon. J. II. Drummond and
J. T. Gilman of this city were the speakers,

grossed.

j

hear him in

soon to

MARRIED.
__

The meeting held at West Falmouth Wednesday under the auspices of the Cumberland
County Temperance Association, was a complete success in every respect. The friends

laughpleasthis city.

•

In the

Hill to amend the law relating to fences and
common fields came back from the House,that
body insisting upon passing the same to be
engrossed. The Senate insisted in indefinitely postponing the same, and appointed conferees.
Resolve for amending the Constitution in relation to the election of Governor and Senators by a plurality vote, came from the House
amended by striking out “Governor,” and
indefinitely postponed. The Senate concurred.
Subsequently the Senate reconsidered its vote
of concurrence, and insisted on its vote passing
the resolve.
Bill changing the time of holding the April
term of the S. J. Court in Llucolu county was
read twice and tabled.
Read, and assigned.—Act to secure the more
prompt payment of county taxes; resolve relating to tile purchase of stationery lor the
State. &c.
Bill relating to returns of manufacturing
corporations was laid on the table, on its passage to be enacted.
Bill for the assessment of a State tax was
twice read and passed to be engrossed under
a suspension of the rules.
Resolve relative to placing an inscription on
the inonume.it about to be erected in memory
of the late Gov. Dunlap was read a second
time. Mr. Spring m jved to indefinitely postpone. Lost, and the resolve passed to lie en-

are

hope

—————■——

B

The Coaventlon at West Falmouth.

and the

brother to David Darker, one of Maine's
favorite poets.

gusta.

occurrences

withdraw the concentered

modestly, to

as

of

disturbance in Warsaw ; hut such
had become common, as well under French and Austrian as under Russian
rule, and the fact excited but little interest.
Dispatches, artfully devised in the Russian interest, continued to distort the aews by successive arrivals, and it was not until the Gercontrived to ascertain the
mans of Posen
truth and exerted themselves to circulate it,
that tile real slate of the case became knowu.
This German veralou of the oulbreakycoupled with the clear and energetic expositions
made in the Hritish Parliament by Earls Ellenhorough and Russell, gives us at last an
inkling ol the real purpose of the Poles in
their new and most furious struggle for an independent national existence.
We have already published (Feb. 20) the
stirring appeal to the patriotism of the nation,
which was issued by the Polish Provisional
Government at Warsaw, on the 22d ol January last. Ill that document the cause assigned
tor tlie revolutionary movement is the Russian conscript Ion. “The vile usurping Government,” say the Polish leaders, “has resolved to seize many of our bravest ami most
ardent deleuders, to clothe them in the bated
Muscovite uniform, and to send them thousands of miles away to lasting misery and destructioii;' and il is added that "Roland is
neither able nor willing to submit unresistingly to this crushing outrage," hut that “an energetic opposition to it is alone consonant
with her duty to posterity.” This is a sufllrence

He is

SENATE.

The outbreak in Poland, which bore the
guise of an aimless insurrection at the outset,
has developed with startling rapidity into a
revolution, threatening the peace of Europe,
and drilling the Great Powers into anew maze
The tlrst intelligence
of entanglements.
w hich reached this country reported the occur-

aociation, he could not forbear to come belore
the curtain and acknowledge the plaudits of
his enraptured admirers. In the flush of an
enthusiastic welcome, he sought as dexterous-

TO TH* DAILY

Friday.—Prayer by Rev.

submit to our readers:

the Cotton Slave As-

by

Post, a journal

DISPATCU

We

ure.

Augusta, March 20.

genuine, laborious students, and
No other
“above all students of history.”
newspaper on this continent has given so intelligible a rehearsal of the late important
events in Poland, as that which we herewith

A “Southern Gentleman” at Home.

out

tSPKCI AL

magic effect,

response is manifested in convulsions of
ter or floods of tears, seemingly at his

LEGISLATURE OT MAINE,

which the Count Gurowski says in his eccentric “Diary,” in one of his lucid intervals—“Its

Tsana.—#8.00 a year if paid Vitkin tkrer monthe
at the end of
from the date of lubicription, or *7.00
Ike year.

tragedy brought

BY TELEGRAPH.

revolution,

effectually w ithdraws

taken from the New York

city.

in the

daily

hich for a time at least

a

which may at any time kindle the flames of a
general war on the European continent, is

—

■

account of

the attention of Europe from American affairs, in which Prussia, Austria and France
arc already diplomatically
entangled, and

Saturday Moriiiuiu March 21,1S63.
___■

following

^——————i———————

of the human heart with

with

or

with-

mchSO dlw

SPUING

.HATH and CAPH
Jl'ST RKCMIVMD AT
*

8HAWS,
Portland.

186 Kiddle Street.
r.b.». IMS.

edIMtw

REMOVAL.
under>l|rnpd would rv*poet fully Inform hi,
friend* nud the public, that h, h.« removed from
1-lHto No. 13» NlLclUlo St., neat

THE

atvrnou**-.
Emory nud
J4o.nbovi* M.-*r*.
General Aaeurlment of
w

oor

I may be found

where

a

Drugs, Medicine*. Paint*, Oils,
DYE STUFFS, So.,
at Wholesale and Retail. The former patron., and
the public generally, are rcrwctfully inrited to call
8Alll EL HOLER.
a. above.

Portland, March 18, 1883
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MATTERS

ABOUT TOWN.

Ey It

by reference to notice
under the head of “religious notices,” that

Religious Notices.

Miss Lizzie Dotcn is to

rr^riie Washingtonians will meet at Sons of Tem-

Hall to-morrow.

at 7 o’clock
Adevening,
Free. All are invited.

perance Hall t<>.morrow
dresses by the members.

by the Rev. Mr. Lovering, to-morrow evening at 7j o’clock.
Subjeet, Free Fro«aand Free Speech: this being in-

aeries of discourse# for the times.
Miss Lizzie Doten, Trance
speaker, will
lecture iu Mechanics' Hall, before the Portland Spiritual Association, to-morrow afternoon and eveuiug
at 2j and 7 o’clock.
8ubiect in the afternoon, What and whereia Heaven.
Subject in the evening, What ahall be my angel
name? to «io»e with a Poem to be improvised for the
oooasion.
Sunday School at 9j, Conference at lOj o'clock.

the occasion

the close of the evening lecThe discourses aud poems that arc pronounced through this gllled lady have the

true

flue of

ing

the International Bank to have some $500
bills on the Central Bank, Worcester, Mass.,

purchase

wished to

Augusta.
FIVE

Arrival of the
Steamship

and that there

nomination, to their knowledge.
The dispatch to the Associated Press newspapers, which came Thursday night, stating
that counterfeits on the Central Bank of the
denomination of $500 bad been detected in

leave

New York that day, solved the mystery. Tbe
bills had, simultaneously been put in circulation here and in New York and probably in
other places. But the “bird had flown" from
this place. About half past IS o’clock Thurs-

the line

morning

\

The two men arrived in this city Wednesday
evening and stopped at the Preble House.
entered their names

Daniel B. Pond

as

and N. Elliott, of Woonsocket, K. L
We learn that the men were seen In Saco as
late as four o'clock Thursday afternoon, and

they

that

place,

exchange

endeavored to

Central Bank bills

at one

of the

some

quaiut

remark of the President of the bank that he
“liked the looks of the money better than the

looks ot the men.” The counterfeits, it is said,
are of the best execution, and so handsomely
got up that many more of them could have
been exchanged at our bauks here, if the
scamps had pushed them.
Several bauks in the vicinity of Boston were

victimized in the

bills,

way, with these

tame

Thursday.
jyRumsey’a Minstrels had an excellent
house last evening at the new City Hall, and
the performances were of the first order. It
is a strong company and comprises many of
audiences,

the old favorites of Portland
as

Brockway, with

such

the old violin that his father

used in former times

at

the dances in Union

Hall; Stratton, who won such applause in
singing “llobin Ruff;” West, the inimitable
clog dancer; Runisey,who is a host in himself,
and many others. It is worth a “quarter” to
hear the sentimental songs given by this troupe.
This evening there will be an entire change of
programme, and it will be the last performance
of the company in this city. The programme
is a good one, embracing sentiment and fun
enough for any one.
The Ophha.—The programmes for the Opera
on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings are out.
On Tuesday evening, Part 1st will be selections from Bellini, Rossini, Donizetti, Verdi
and others in which Madame Lorini and M'lie
Cordier as Sopranos, M’lie Morensi as Contralto, Signors Brignoll and Errani as Tenors,

Signor Amodio as Baritone and Signor Susini as Basso, will display their extraordinary
vocal powers.
II

Part 2d wiil be the 4th act of

Trovatore, (in costume,) including

the cele-

Part 3d will be the last act
It is a splendid
bill and one that must attract all lovers of
music. Signor Muzio is the Conductor and
Musical Director.
brated Miserere.
of La

Favorila, (in costume.)

Smashtp.—A horse attached to
fA/\lr

fall

fplnlsl

last aranino

sn/f

ctartad

a

sleigh

•>nnn

«ka

He dashed round the comer of the

run.

U. S. Hotel, just clearing the

post with-

himself, but bringing the sleigh
in contact with the post and smashing it to
atoms.
Fortunately the driver had been
thrown out, without injury, just before the

out

injury

stone

to

steed reached the post.

gentlemen who has so long been a Representative In Congress from Missouri, arrived in this
city last evening, and is stopping at the U. S.
Hotel. Mrs. Phelps is a native of Falmouth,
but was married to Gen. Phelps many years
The General Is

a

native of

Connecticut.
The Ravel Troupe.—There will be a
grand matinee at two o'clock this afternoon
for the benefit of families and children. This
evening there will be a grand performance at
the usual hour. The troupe have drawn full
houses every night they have performed in
this

city.

Steamer Harvest Moon.—A trial trip of
the steamer Harvest Moon will be made today. She will make her first trip to the Penobscot

Monday, returning on Wednesday, aftrips will be regular, going
down one day and returning the next
ter which her

fcy-The sale of reserved seats for both
nights of the Italian Opera will commence this
morning at nine o’clock at W. Paine's music
store instead of City Hall, also the
fifty cent

tuiiut'iiiiiru

liic

the subject,
neutrality.

on

ami

urpircaivu

urged

a

uim.

usMoii

continued strict

Ilouse of Commons—Mr. Caird

lu tlie

attention of Government had been called to
more than one vessel of the kind, but no evidence had yet been furnished to enable Government to interfere.
Strict orders had been
given for all suspected vessels to be closely
watched.
A motion by Mr. Fitzgerald, for the production of all correspondence relating to the war
and its effects, including that with theConled-

Commissioners,

adopted.

was

In tiie House of Commons on the 4th, the
first important division of the session took
place, upon the hill to abolish certain declarations as quaiiticat ions for office. Government
supported and the conservatives opposed the
measure, which was carried by three majority.
It is reported that strong efforts are making
to divert the Galway line to Canadian ports.
Mr. Inman entered a strong protest against a
restoration of the subsidy as unjust to his line.
Tlie Times’ city article says the proposal of
the Washington Government for issuing letters
of marque, with other indications, have revived the impression that a curtain portion of
the Washington Cabinet was endeavoring to
obtain a solution of the existing difficulty by
forcing on a foreign war, so as to enable the
breaking up of the Union, to be attributed to
the overwhelming power of jealous EuroThis theory alone, says
pean aristocracies.
the Times, explains Mr. Sewaad’s determination to insist that the Federal* have met with
nothing but success, and that there is actually
no Southern insurrection.
A grand dejeuner was given at Manchester
on the 4th, in honor of Capt. Lunt, of ship
George Griswold, and a formal address of
thank* was presented.
Among tlie toasts
drank was one in honor of the New York contributors, proposed by Sir J. K. Shuttleworth,
and responden to by Mr. Lord, the American

Consul.

A deputation had waited upon Mr. Adams
in London, and presented him with an address,
signed by more than 13,50U citizens of Birm-

ingham. sympathizing with
policy of President Lincoln.

the

anti-slavery

FRANCK.

Tlie La France asserts that the CabinM
at St. Cloud resolved to act diplomatically at St. Petersbftrg in favor of Poland.
It is stated that (ien. Forev had made a demand for more men and material for Mexico,
and that the demand could not be complied
with.
Lyons letters state that tlie American war
had not ouly affected cotton and silk manufactories in France, but other branches of industry were suffering from the same cause.
The Le Nord state* that Mr. Slidell had just
had an interview with M. Drouyn dc L'Huys,
In the course of which mention was made of
Mr. Seward's recent despatch. Mr. Slidell is
said not to have concealed Iroin the French
Minister his surprise that Mr. Seward could
think the seceding States willing to send members to the Washington Congress.
It is also reported, says Ijb Nord, that the
Government of Richmond had just contracted
at Paris a loan for sixty miiliou francs.

Council

of the train from Canada.

Mails close at the

Postofflce in this city at 1.30 P. M.

City left Thursday
trip to Eastport and St.

Forest
first

She was full of passengers, and had
of freight

a

large amount

sr-The Atlantic Monthly magazine for
April has been received at the bookstore of
Hall L. Davis, No. 53 Exchange street.
Sy-This evening

is the last exhibition of

the Glass Workers at Lancaster Hall.
entertainments are very

FROM HILTON HEAD.

j

Indignation Meeting of Pennsylvania Troops.
Inspection of United

Slate* Steam-

of Federsl

Proceedings

ol the Black

|

Monitors.

SPAIN.

POI.AKD.

Nothing

new

as

to the movements of the

Letters from Cracow
Poles.

are

favorable to the

Prince Domireiki was killed whilst cutting
bis way through some Russians, who surrounded him and several refugees.
The Governor General of Wilna issued an
address to the peasants, appealing to them to
oppose tlie agitators, and to arrest guilty parties and deliver them up to the authorities.
The appointment of Gen. De Bery as Commander of the Russian troops In Poland is
considered indicative of stern and unrelenting determination to crush the revolt.
The Paris correspondent of the Times says
the English and French Governments are
quite agreed as to the tenor of the note to the
Prussian Government on Poland. Allusion is
made in it to the various partitions of which
that country has been the victim, and regret
is expressed for them. It is, however, a
thing
of the past, and there is no
help for it, but
both Governments speak as earnestly as diplomacy allows of their hopes for the fulfilment
of tlie solemn promise made to the Poles by
granting them liberal institutions. Austria Is
also as emphatic in the same sense, but discreetly says nothing about the matter.
RUSSIA.

Serfdom in Russia expired on the 3d instant.
To Deum was sung in all the Russian churches
in celebration of the event. Complete tran-

quility

prevails, notwithstanding alarming

rumors were

interesting.

Their

NEW

Democrat,
Mayor to-day by thirty-eight majority.

Hii-ton Head, March 10.
The 18th Penn, regiment held a great indignation meeting ou the 12th, to denounce the

was

Hi* present facilities enable him to give his custom*

ers

ELEGANT GARMENTS
at

and customers can select from a nice stock of mat*
rials, and have them cut or made in the latest style.
Employing none but the best workmen in his Cut*
ting and Manufacturing department, bis customers
can roly upon
ELEGANT GARMENTS, AT FAIR PRICES.
His Stock of

Albaxy, N. Y., March 20.
The resolutions in the Assembly against arbitrary arrests, were defeated ou’a motion to

FURNISHING GOODS,

of a peace meeting recently held
at their homes.
Similar meetings are being i reler them to the committee on Federal Relaheld in other regiments.
tions, by the casting vote of the Speaker.
A memorial to the President is being preBaltimore, March 20.
The following additional numbers ol $1,000
pared by the soldiers asking the appointment
of Union orators to visit the army, and also
U. S. certificates were among the valuables
that an administration journal may be furnishstolen from Adams’ Express Company on
ed gratuitously to the troops in the Held.
Wednesday night: Nos. 58,591, 9,00s, 59,069
A movement is on foot here among various
and 59,070.
regiments to raise a fund lor the suffering poor
Philadelphia, March 20.
of England.
Mr. Jay Cooke, United States Loan Agent,
The U. S. Steamer T. F. Sear, Capt. A.
announces the conversion of two millions of
Blanchard, which was Gen. Xaglee’s flagship,
legal tender iulo the five twenty government
will be taken by Gen. Forney for the same
loan within the last six days. The subscripHer
efficient
and
skillful
purpose.
Captain tion to-day in New York was $310,000. in
was presented with a handsome
testimonial
Philadelphia $150,000, In Boston $50,1X10, ill
from Uen. Naglee and staff prior to their deCincinnati $150,000, in Pittsburg $50,000, in
parture.
Washington $200,000, in Cleveland $20,000,
A special commission of the U. S. Board of
total $700,000.

embraces

IF

THE NEW CONFISCATION LAW.

current.

The Polish question was unchanged.
It
was believed that the Prussian Government
had yielded to European pressure in favor of
non-interference.
It is rumored that Russia is prepared to
grant an amnesty and reforms. Accounts of
the insurrection are most contradictory.
ITAI.Y.

Cardinal Autonelli tendered his resignation,
owing to the arrest of his attache for political

complicity.

Monetary and Commercial.—Tlie Times’
city article says the demand for discount at
the liajik was again
active, and in the opeu
market tlie general rate is but
fractionally below tlie Hank minimum. Cousols were
heavy
yesterday in connection with the settlement
It is stated that Messrs. Rothschild have concluded with the Italian Government for the
negotiation of their loan.

W. D.

Bonda of Collectors and Deputy Co: lectors.

qualities.

tv..

IUH

tities of munitions and supplies, and are still
driving the enemy before them.
The expected arrival here of another army
corps, said to be Burnside's, the departure of
which is noticed by the Richmond papers, has
created fresh holies and additional enthusiasm
our

troops.

A Charleston paper s|>eaks of the expected
arrival In that city of some distinguished military characters to witness the anticipated
battle at that point.
FROM THE SOt TIIWEST.

Troop*

at

JjOUlS.

Knox-

ville.

Sl.iuER’8

SEWING MACHINES!

Baltimore,

The hall of the Maryland Institute was
81 Exchange Si., (up ,taira).
crowded to-night with a most enthusiastic auW. D. LITTLE, Agent.
dience of unconditional Union men, to hear !
mehll d A way
Gov. Andrew Johnson of Tenn., ami others.—
Secretary Chase. Postmaster General Blair,
and Hon. Mr. Maynard were present. The
hall was spendidly decorated. The meeting is
still in progress. Mr. Johnson is makiug a
CHICAGO. CLEA VELAS D, CINCINNATI, ST.
telling speech, and is warmly applauded.
PAUL, QUINCY, ST. LOUIS, INDIANAPOLIS. MILtV AUKIE,GALENA, LA CROSSE,
GREEN BA Y, LOUIS VILLE.OSHKOSH,
Commercial.

The Cultivation of Cotton and Tobacco to
be Discontinued.
LATE

FEDERAL

Gen. Van Dorn

CAVALRY

Largely Reinforced.

New York, March 20.
A special dispatch to the Herald from Murfreesboro yesterday, says: The rumors heretofore given of the proposed rebel invasion of
Kentucky are not groundless. I learn from a
Southern man who left Chattanooga Sunday,
that the rrliel troops known to have left Virginia did not reinforce (Jen. Bragg, but concentrated at Knoxville, Tenn.
Yesterday a
body of 500 reliels crossed the Cumberland at
and
it
was
Kowena, Ky.,
reported that a large
force was lollowing.
It is suspected Uiat the
invasion has already begun.
A bill to organize a volunteer navy has been
introduced into the rebel Senate.
The rebel Senate has resolved that the
President shall issue a proclamation dissuading
the further cultivation of cotton and tobacco,
and enjoining the planting of grain. Governor
Brown ol <Ja., threatens to do the same.
The Chattanooga Rebel of the 11 th, says
Oen. Bragg’s army Is in Is-tter condition, better organized, larger, healthier, and more bent
upon its mission than ever before.
Tlie rebel papers say that ample preparations are making to give our troops a warm
reccpliou on tin- Tallahatchie.
A cavalry raid In North Alabama has been
made by our troops, who lately ascended the
Tennessee river to Florence. They destroyed
the ferryboats at Florence and at the Shoals.
Th" details are interesting. The force captured about 150 prisoners and carried away a
quantity of cotton.
Gen. Joseph Johnston was at Mobile on the
13th inst.
Franklin, Tenn., 10/A.—A considerable force
of the enemy's cavalry recrossed Duck River
and advanced towards Franklin yesterday, but
"uic

umcu

brigade.
Tlie bridge

uj

inks

mm choice of routes

RAID.

lui.

nuiKer s
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LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET.—Beef
tending downward, and ali qualities slightly lower.
Pork very dull. Bacon tuactive, and 1* lower.
Lard quiet but steady. Butter still declining. Tallow dull aud unchanged.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET-Ashe* quiet
but steady. Sugar quiet and unchanged
Coflee in-

was almost recovered. The market closed at barely
last week’s quotation* for American, jd decline for
Surats, and } a, Id for other descriptions. The sales
Krkiav are flow balm, the market eloeing firm and
unchanged. lh* authorized quotations are:—New
Orleans fair 24id; middling 2ld; Mobile fair 24;
middliug 20jd; Upland fan 23d; midhug 2ld The
stock in port is estimated at 4u8,5O0 bales, of which
68.000 are American.
Breadstuff* steadv, except Corn, w hich is declin-

AMERICAN SECURITIES-Erie 421 a 43i; Illinois Central 43j a 42i die; United State* 6’* o9.

New lork Market.

uplands.

Flour—State and Western opened Ann and closed
>tat.
dull, and 5 <>
'•up. riii
Extra do 7 0»> ft 7 15: choice .20 ft 7 40: Kouud iloop
Ohio? 40 ft 7 60; choice 7 55 ft 8w; Supertine Western tt 80 .ft 695; cotutnou to g»o<l Extra Western
7 05 ft 7 30; Southern heavy ; Mixed to good 7 5o ft
7 66; Fancy and Extra 7 75 ft lJOO; ( auada 5c low00 ft 7 20; Extra 7 25
er; sales 650 bbis; Common
9 00
Wheat—very quiet; Chicago Spring 138 ft 161;
Milwaukie Club 162 ft J 64; Winter Red \Yesteru
1 77.
Corn—steady; Mixed Western sound 90 (ft 91 in
store; do unsound 81 a 89.
Oats—firmer; New
81 ft 83; Northern aud
Western 83 ft 85.

South.

Rebel

Speculations

on

the

Jersey

Impending

Battles.

lieet—quid.
Pork—more doing; Mess 14 00 « 14 25 for old ; 16 25
ft 16 50 lor new; Prime Me s 11 25 ft 13 50 for old
aud new.
Sugars—dull and heavy; New Orleans 11} ft 12};
sales New Orleans by auctiou at 12 ft 12*

Headquarters

Army of Potomac, I
March 204
(
Coffee—quiet.
Notwithstanding the quotations of gold in
Molasses—dull and heavy ; Ne
Orleans 49}. Musthe Richmond papers, it is known here that
covado 50; by auctiou. New Orleans 46 ft 49
from $6,no to $6.50 in Confederate notes liavo
Freights to Liverpool—fl*-m: cotton nominal; flour
Is 10}<1 ft
grain 5} ft 7d iu bulk aud ships’ bags.
been offered within the past two days in FredWool—steady.
ericksburg, and. moreover. $2.25 in Virginia
bank notes and $3,.50 in Conlederate notes are
Stock Market.
freely paid for national currency.
New Yoke, March 20.
The Richmond Examiner of yesterday has
Second Board.—Stocks are dull
an extraordinary leader, the tone of w hich is
United States 5’s 1881 coupons,.194
evidently intended to prepare the public mind j United States 6’s 1881 registered,.Iu8}
of the South for serious reverses to the j United States 6’s 1*68 coupons,.I08
Confederate arms on the line of the Rappa- I United States 5 s 1863 registered.lo3j
7 widths.107
hannock. It commences with the following j Treasury
United .States 6’s one year certificates. 99j
significant language: “The active operations Tennessee 6’s. 61}
California 7’s,.
134
of the chief Federal army, under Hooker, are
Missouri 6’s.61}
now commenced, and either a decisive battle
American (.old,.154#
or the retreat of Geu. Lee must be the speedy
Pacific Mail..187
New York Central.116}
consequence. The latter contingency is posErie
79*
sible but not probable, and another heavy
Erie preferred,.
99}
struggle over the line of the Rappahannock Hudson..100
may be safely anticipated." After speculating
iiarleiu.„. 38}
Harlem preferred,. 84
on the supposed plan of Gen. Hooker, and the
Michigan
Central.104
strength and probabilities of the success of Michigan .Southern,
60}
Gen. Lee's forces, the editor remarks: “If,
Michigan Soutben guaranteed.107}
Cleveland k Pittsburg.72
however, the Confederate General’s lorce is
Cleveland k Toledo,.
not sufficiently numerous to prevent the com98}
A Rock Island,.94}
pletion of the maueuvre it is supposed no course Chicago
Pittsburg, Fort Wavue and Chicago,.64
remains but to fall back upon some point nearMilwaukee k Prarie De Chieu.
89}
er Richmond, and
give the enemy battle at a
greater distance from iiis base.”
There is nothing of importance from any
^“In the closing part of Mr. Wiggin’s
scene of active
operations in the field.
speech iu the Senate, on Thursday last, he
There was a heavy fall of snow here during
pledged his party to a hearty support of the
yesterday and last night. It is cold now.
laws, and said no men would more unitedly
>

..

From Fortress Monroe—Rebel Conscript Officers Busy—Ounboat Isaac Smith.
Fortress Monroe. March lit.
The flag of truce boat arrived this morning
with ail the political prisoners from Richmond.
The Richmond Enquirer of the 18th says:—
Conscript officers have been busy hereabouts
for days, handing in nice young men.
A Charleston correspondent of the Enquirer says the captured guuboat Isaac F. Smith,
now called Stone, lias been repaired and is now
in good fighting trim. She will be the flagship

of Com. Ingraham.

and

promptly stand by the conscription act of
Congress. We hope Mr. W. spoke hy authority. If he did do so, there must have been a
sudden change made in the party programme.
At any rate, we shall not impugn the motives
of the Ron. Senator, unless his acts shall be
found at variance with bis declaration.
Evi-

dently copperheadism

is

found

and if it is abandoned we are

Inquire

too

closely

after

the

lead to that abandonment.

unprotltable,
not dispoted to
motives

which

announce

Opera

<

Just

ompany. comprising Prime Donne Soprani.

Madame Lorini and Mile. Cordier,
Mile. Morcnsi, Prima Donna Contralto,
Sig. Briirnoli and Sig. Errani. ienom,
Sig. Atuodio, Baritone, Sig. Susini. Basso,
Under the musical direction of Sig. Muzio,

The
Part Pirnt -GRAN D
Part Second.—the 4th

opera.

3000 sk,!™"*

COD LISES A!¥D IfBT8.

400lnd
bo/.

of

Mac

St.

UKDSS COD HUOK8.
400 brow Mackerel Hooka.

BEEF.

DANA A CO.

.....
mchl4
lmis

DON PAsqUAUE.

Sierra Norma Nolann.

Lorini a, Norina, Sig Itrignoii aa Ernaat,
aa Malateata. Snaiui aa Don
l'aaquale.
To conclude with the laat act of

HllUi.,
M«rena Molawae now
23 Tiercee, [Sierrm
I landing from Br.g "C. B. *L
len,"—a anperior cargo for retailing—f<r sale br
JOHN D tOBD,
... ..
mehl2d8»«
No 1, Union Wharf

EUCIA DI LAN.VERlIOOa
Mile. Cordier aa Lucia, Sig. BHgnoli aa
Edgard.
Conductor and Muaioal Director. Sig. Mark).
Admiaaion 60 eenU;Teaerred aeata 25 centa extra.
Seat, tor either or the two grand opera night, can be

Store,commencing

BBL8 n*,e “<* ktrs beef.

loO

Beef and Seed.
OIHI BBL8. Repacked Western BEEF,
■ 'rt f

1 KM Barbels New Herd, Graae SEED,
for aaie low by
W. U. Sit AW k SON.
mehlled3w
W< ointaerelal street.

this

Saturday morning, at^ o'clock
Doors npeu at 71; to commence at 8 o'clock.
March 19.
dlw

MOLASSES.

Firemen’s, Military and Civic

Box Sagar.

R

LANCASTER HALL,
Thasrday Eveiling.March sttttb,

WlvI.

W. D. LITTLE,
this office.

Agent.
tickets

by securing

uichll iseo<!6w

Warren's

Improved

WATERPROOF

ESTATE^ FOR

SALE I

LOTS OF LAND, adjoining the Lot on the
westerly corner of'(Vnorr#* anJ Franklin Sts.
Oue ou franklin Street, titty-six feet front and one

TWO

doep.ooutaiuing5.51o

feet. The
other, on (bngreet Street, fifty-six feet front, and
aereuty-dve feet de p, containing 4,2-4 feet.
-a

Lao,-

LOT OF LAND on Cbnyrest Street.(Munjov) with
story house thereon. Said Lot is titty-six feel on
Congress Street, and exteuds to Mtmument Street,
(keeping the same width) two huudred aud forty feet,
frouting H'aterritte Street, containing about 13,500
feet.
For

Guardian's Sale.
be sold
private sale,
public auction,
WILL
by order of the Hon. Judge of Probate within
and for the
or

County of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
April the 29th dav. in the A M 11 o’clock, at the
dwelling of Ellen Jacobs of Westbrook, in said Couuty, tiuardian of Elias M.. George B Asa A'., aud Arthur B. Jacobs, miuors and heirs of Elias Jacobs,
late of said Westbrook, deceased, the following real
estate situated in Westbrook aforesaid, aud subject to
the life estate of Eliza Fickett. to wit: the-sevcuth
parts of three acres of land situated iu Stroudwater
village, in commou and undivided with Nahum
Fickett and Ellen Jacobs, who own the other two-

seventh parts of said land, and situated in the rear
of the house now occupied bv Ellen Jacobs.
ELLEN JAC0B8, Guardian.
Also, at the same time aud place will be sold the
one-seventh part of said land owned by Ellen Jacobs,
and all the life estate of Eliza Fickett of aforesaid
maraOdlin

Notice.

TJ^TIO^

THE

promptly answered.

JL

RVADY!

Spring Style
At

JL

Silk Hats!

IIABBI8', opposite the Postoffice.

EF-Hats mapr to
flpb'21—4w is ed

fit

by the Conformateur

Cbko Street

one

LET.

Notice.
largo front Chamber, with beard, at

No 10 Wilmot street.
mehlS lw

Terms rtasnnabla

For tale.
IN GORHAM,

TROUPE

!b

ah.

near Earn Buxton
a
one and one-half story House and Bara, with
seven acres of land, lonr of whieh are wood-

Depot,

11.
For further partienturs enquire of Col. H. D.
MoLELLAN, at Gorbara Village, or ef
J E BAKER. 166 Fora Street.
Portland. March 1*. 1863.
dlw*

Museum. New Tork, will give Four
of their Grand

For tale.

M*

JIW.

181111

■BW

Hf E W

CITY

FOK SALE.
HOUSE N->. 177 Cumberland Street, bpElm »“d Cheetaat. now occupied by
Eisi ,w»»n
Ker
W. R. Clark. Said honae Is la good ra*
MIL

UfiS

is built or brick, and contains thirteen rooms.
with gas
Good cellar sod furnace. Title
clear.
For particulars enquire of THOMAS R. JOXEM.
of this eitv. or J. C. PROCTER, Lime Street,
mehlt dtf

Gir.
hted

HALL.

Villa able Real Estate for Sale.
0lfS the Three Story Dwelling Honeo end La*.

THE WORLD RENOWNED

jUJL 12.000

RUMSEY S MINSTRELS!!

!

feet Offend; the hoa«o well loisb«4
iu good order
For solo on rvuonnble term*,
w»alrt bo exehnnrod for n good modern bmil ft
lions*. in n good location.
For fortbor particulars Inquire of
JOIIN C. PROCTER.
Lime Street, adjoining the Poet Ofloo.
feb28 dtf

or

Will bare the honor of making their first appearance
since their return from an extended tour of Eugland,
Ireland. Scotland and Germany, on

Friday & Saturday Evenings,
March SOth

Oflicc to Let*

and 91st,

In

a

second

Middle Street, centrally strnnto4
OXend eesy floor.
of
Apply et Xo 8fl Commer-

New,

access.

cial Street.

Varied & Pleasing Entertainment.

in tba aeeond Kory, orer 8torn M
reel—Mitchell'.
Poaeeeeioa
immedlately Inquire of
J*nM tf
A. T. DOLE.

CHAMBERS
given

Vooalists

Middle

And the

BEST COMEDIANS
in the Profession.

ON

Admission S3 Cents.
Doort open at 6} o'cock.To commune* at 7J.
HARRY UAt'GOOH. Agant.
March 14—Tt

SPIRITUAL
WILL

BOLD

FOUR

To Let.
eommodloae Chamber la the northerly ear
aar of the new brick block, orner of Lima aa4
Milk Straato, directly feeing tba market
Beat oW.
Enquire at oOce of
OCEAN INSL’RANCK CO..
dtf
No *7 Eiehaagett.
Bept. lb, IMS.

THE

ASSOCIATION

A SERIES OF

LEVEES,

WANTS....LOST.

I Commencing Wedrutdag Evening, March 111 A, and
will continue

ou

Board Wanted.

Friday Evening. March SOth.

F)Rin

ty Music by Chandler's Band.
Dollar each for the Course Even*
iug tickets—Gentlemen, 60 cents; gentleman and
T. F.
G. K
J. V.

Cooper’s Shop to Let.
Commercial Street, bead of Hobeoa’a Wkarl
Inquire of J. U. HAMLEN.
Office on tlobeon’e Wharf.
•ep4tf

THE

AT MECHANICS' MALL,

lanr 76 cents.
Tickets may

s
n

gentleman and wife in plonannt location
private fsmilv or boarding homo
Addree. BOX btO Pant Odea.

msrV) dlw*

Lost.

be had of

Cummings.

SMALL black and white DOO. Ha
rad ribbon round hie neck, and bis
front leg. ware .haven up aa fer aa the fret
loint The Under will be .uitabiv reward*
ad br leaving him at PRINCE S
E.prea- 0«ee. or
at No. SI Dan forth .tract
mehlS Iw

M A. Blanchard,
ft A Nash.
ffm. E. 8mitli,
Dr. Newton.
J. VV Mansfield.
P D. Cummings,
N A. Foster,

Davis,
King,
G. C. French,
T. P Boa's.
J. B. Curtis,
J.J. Gilbert.
mchlfi

M

A
had

Wanted.

~lT

A

A

jl. a.SPECIAL MEETING ofthi- Association will

Board Waaled.
a

at

their

Kooras

Wednesday Erening,

March35th. 1*8. at S o’clock precisely.
Members are particularly requested to

as

busiue

***

s

of

great importance will

ff*er order
mchlb lw

be

come

preaenf,

bslora tbs

GEO. H SMARDEN,

Recording Secretary

Gentleman and
Addraaa

Iv.
F>K
mrblddtf

hla Wife la

BOARDER,

a

private Mai-

at thla

Odea.

TITCOMB’s
Effmewlni
Price Fifty Caata.
aebt aodtmla

l*.

A be held

a

SITUATION aa H >no>ka»per Good reference
given Apply at S3 Franklin Street.
mchlS ill tr*

REGULAR MEETING of thta Awociatlon will
be held at their Debating Room, over International Bank. Saturday evening. Match Sl,t. IMS. at
o'clock
precisely, the public are invited.
7|
QUESTION FOR DISCUSSION
Retalrtd. That the eoune panned bv the prevent
admin •tration .luce it. inauguration h'aa been ,uch
as to entitle it to the confidence and approbation of
all loval citizen,.
Her order.
GEO. H SMARDON.
“tarSOSt
Recording Secretary.

on

Building.

it

TO LET.
Third Floor, corner of Middle and Tama!
atieeta. Enqulra at M State Street.
Janli

Social Levees.
THE

febll) If

To be Let.

The

Best,

ALSO—

fobli—eodtm

Admission to this double Gift Entertainment—Gen.
tlemeu. 25 cents; Ladies, only 15 eents.
For particulars see bills of the dav.
JOHN GRAFF AM. Business Manager.
mchl8 St

Institution

the charge of the former Priueipal. Mis* II. Hawkks.
The course of study will embrace all the branches
usual.y attended to in tych institutions
There will also be a department for Children.
For terms, Ac., application maybe made to the
Principal, at 217 Cumberland street, after March 7th
ed3w eod3w#
Portland, Feb. 14,1868.

—

T wo Lots of Land, one on Spring and oaa oa
Spruce street. Kit bar would bo exchanged for a
good Dwelling House
Fur particulars please apply at 177 Middls street,
Portland.
It. I. MITCHELL,

ton.

Seminary.

for the instruction of young ladies and misses, will be re-opened
THIS
Monday,
March 30th, under

on the corner of Proepoat
and Cneco streets—the basement flalnh.
ed for n store. A good etaad for a fernUy Grocer

4Bh

Social Dane© !

Ivl
ALL

J.

GM * Promenade Eatertainmcat*

JOHN BELL.

mchlO dim

8ALE~&TO

AGAIN !

01am Worker* and 01am Spinnera,
From Barnnm's

•<

Union

FOR

Tickets—One

subscriber, late Gardeuer for Hon. J B
Brown, would notify bis friends and the publie
that he may be found at ELMWOOD NURSERY,
at Woodford's Corner, where he will be btppy to
wait on them, lie will attend to jobbing in gardens,
green-houses aud graperies, at reasonable raves.
Orders left at Wm Sparrow's Seed Store,on I'nion
Street, in Portland, or at Elmwood Nursery, will
be

Augusta

lltb^wT

mcblt Id

YOU

"

100.000 foot Pino Shipping Boards.
16,<lt> " Spruce Plunk.
60.000 -* Cheap line Boards.
1B>.000 Pina Clapboards—plnnod.
30.000 Spruoo Clapboards.
100.000 Extra Cedar Stdnrlra
GKO T. FOSTER,
By
*“** * C‘t°n
Portland, Deo.

Phillips.

attendance.

plans of the above Lots, terms, Ac., enquire of
mchUtf
JOHN C. PHOCTEB.

Hardener’s

*-

Cbioaaaw

60
66
60

Flooe Tickets |UW; Galleet, 60 Ckkt*—to
be had ofjhe Managers, and at R L. Robinson’s,
under Lancaster Hall, and at Paine’s Music Store.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
Mu*ic, Chandler9* Fall Orchestral Band.
X B. The PORTLAND BRASS BAND will be la

on**

at

BUSHELS

FOR TWO RIGHTS ORLY

Fro»t,

TAJ B. Cummings,
Cummings A Brock,
T E. Stuart,
Geo. Worcester.
Win. C. Means,

foet

At Wholesale !

Floor Manager*.
Charles E. Carle.
George W. March,
B. F Nelson.
John D. Mitts,
Frank G Rich.
Charles H. Rich,
Wm. K Rhodes.
George W. True,
W. H.

1S> Fora

Extra Mealing Cora.
IA
400 Bbla. Stona Mills Floor
7(11
,Ul/U
160 Bbla. Arcads

Phillips,

H

Entertainment each evening
from 9 to 11 o'clock.
C7~Music by Heywood’s Quadrille Band, of Bos-

VALUABLE

six

mchS-Iwed

At the close of the

inch 12 d3m

hundred and

400BfoDr8^Kri%^^^
it.
_No

Charles E. Carle.

kw49

Fire

nmacifcn.
C. K fc L- E.

William Moulton,
J. B. Carroll,

Herds Grass Seed.

at

HERSEY-Agent,

John B. Brown,
A. A 8 E. Spring,
John Mussey,

REAL

W

CanadaSfl Cos

WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Tort land. Dec. 10.1862.
eodtr

* Malarday Evenings, March IS, IS, SO A SI.

Office, No. A Union Street,
Thoma,,

THE

Committee of Arrangements.
W True.
Capt. Charles H. Rich.
Capt. Leonard Pennell, John D Mitts,
Charles
chase.
Benj. K Nelson,
Capt.
Capt. A. M. Laugiuaid, N. Littlefield,
O.
Edward Hodgkins,
Charles
Hindle,
C. H. Bowkor,
Capt. Geo. W. Murcb,
Wm
A.
Lieut.
Pierce,
Capt. Geo H. Chad well,
Wm. K Rhodes,
Frank G. Rich,
Amo* Smith,
A. D. Reeves,
Thomas A. Snowman,
George Swasev,
M. McCarthy.
George H. Holden,
J. II Barberick,
Melville Higgins,

Wednesday, Thnr*dar, Friday

GRAVEL KOOFIVG.

Wm. W.

Flour, Flour.

Capt. George

Strong.

Portland Ptar.

No. \

BEST BRANDS of Western nad
k arnily FLOCK ean always bo found at
grass street, at fair prices— for saJe by

AT LANCASTER HALL,

COMPOSITION

FELT

Iaed3w_

THE House

-A*D-

ELIAS

L._MORSE.

Firemen, Military and dancing community in
general, reepcctfnlly tender to Mr. Morse a Complimentary Beuellt. as above, and invite the public to
unite with them in makiug this the Ball of the Season.

-of-

Great Wertein Ticket Agency,
Office—SI Exchange Street, (up stairs).
money

ilSI S'!0*
JtCr A 16 Tiercca.

The

William

now

NohUM*.
t Snporior Clayed Molasses.cargoI Barque --R B ti alkar," irom
Matanras. now lauding aud for sale by
H 1 KOBIXSON,
mclitO

COMPLIMENTARY TO

Louie Linee.

the

save

BOXES superior qoalitr Hnrana Sonar
landing Iron brig "Hnttle Eaton, for
H. I. ROBINSON,
F
mel.10 iaedSw
No , Portland «*r.

007
mitt I
“*• *F-

-oe-

the Laki

Through Tickets may be secured at lowest Bos-

IT*You may

>IHDS lOTc* superior retailing Motaama,
just ItiideJ from Uric Ionic, and tor mJo
ELETCHER* CO..
brw
....
„-.UEttsEYMarch
dkwSw
14,1368.
159 Commercial ft.

fr° LET.

point

at

»

ere!

Finn hooks.
1
Hon
1'A/l/

Mad.
Amodio

WITH

Those Line* are all provided with Splendid Sleeping
Care. Bargage checked through to any
desired. Connections sure. Ratos of fare at low as by
any other Routes.
ton rates,

Co,ttm 1““'

Lines.
150 Herring, Mackere* aud Porgee XETTB.
yiM)

CONCERT of eight piece*.
act of Verdi’a renowned

W. Paine's Music

c‘r‘oo'r

8000 iihds. Turk’s Island and- Trapani.

Mile. Moreusi as Leonora. Sig BHgnoli as Fernando, who will introduce the Komanza Spirto Gentile.
On Wednesday evening. Italian
Opera will be produced, Donuizetti’s comic opera

at

StHW

SALT.

IL T ROT A TORE,
Including the celebrated MISERLRE.

RAILWAY,

Bellefnntaine f

Or the

Cotton—quiet; tale* 3n>)

Columbia has been rebuilt,
and Gen. Van Dorn is said to have been largely reinforced. Cavalry skirmishes occur daily.

Hold in the

New Yobk. March 20.
bales at 78c tor middling

cavairy

2Vi Tubs
300 Boxes Cheese
received, aud for **Je by
J T‘
■OUtHelw

GRAU has the honor to
that all
MR-theJ. principal
artists of his celebrated Italian

The Yal-ou-ske-na-ti-zio!

Thx Great Western Railway, or
Shore Ik Michioa* .souther* R

‘V
LONDON MONEY MARKET.—Coomb elme.1 at
92| tor monev. The bullion in Bank of England ha*
decreased X109,600.

p«rk. InHI—aCk..—.

GRAFS ITALIAN OPERA. 100 ssv-Sr1**
50 I ierces Lard

-VIA THE-

ERIE

active. Linseed oil ouiet at 44* 8d & 44* 6d. Ko*in
—sales small at 2u* *>d .a, 27*.
Spirt* Turpeutiue

steady at ,20*. Petroleum heavy.
[Latest via. Londonderry.]
Liverpool, March 6.—The Broker*' Circular reports that the sales for the week were 28,000 bales,
including 6000 to speculator* and 8UU0 to exporters.
The week opened at a decline j a Id, but subsequently, under Amcricau and ludiau advice*, the decline

AT THX

WEST A!VD SOUTH WEST,

—

at

High Price of

steamship Norwegian, at Portland.

LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, March Mb
Cotton dull and nominal but the tone wan better at
the clone. The sales for three day* were 9000 bale*,
including 8000 bales to speculators and exporter*.

|

FOIHTft

▲ HD ALL

LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET—Big.
laud, Athya tk Co., and other*, report Flour dull and
**& lower. Wheat heavy and 1 a, 2d lower; Red
W eatera 9*«£9*3d; Red Southern 9*6d; White
Western 10* & 10a 6d; White Southern 11* a 11* 6d.
Coro flat aud Od lower; Mixed 28* »Jd; White 29* a.

MERCHANDISE.

ffa.ll.

£).lrt

j
|

Supposed Rebel Invasion of Kentucky.
Rebels Concentrating

Exchange Street.

March 20.
The issuing of the order of seizure acts,
WOODMAN, TRUE A COn
commonly called the couUscution laws, is entrusted to the discretion ol District Allornies.
AGENTS.
While it is enjoined upon them to be vigilant
No*. 54 and 55 ...... Middle Street.
to execute the statutes, they are required to
Needle, and Trimming, alway. on hand.
be careful to avoid hasty and improvident
mchl8 tf
seizures. In every Instance they must be satisfied that there is probable cause for the j
THROUGH
TICKETS
seizure, and that they have reasonable ground
to believe that they can prove in court the facts
necessary to warrant the condemnation. For :
NEW YORK,
otherwise, besides the injustice which may be
done to individuals, the Government would be
Philadelphia.Balllaa.rc or Waabiaglaa*
put to great expense, and bo discredited by the
Traveller, may ,eenre Through Ticket, (from Portfrequent failure of its prosecutions. There
land by Bailor Steamer) to
have as yet been no condemnations under the
confiscation law. but information has reached
New York.
Washington from various quarters of prelitni- j
Philadelphia,
nary proceedings in the premises.
Baltimore,
The official bonds given by Collectors and
Or Wanhingtoa,
Collectors
on
Deputy
entering upon their Via the STotntoToe or Norwich Koctr*. or the
duties, are required to be stamped in accord- 1 WoHcwru k SPRi!ioriELi> or Smork Luna—conance with the provisious of the excise law.
necting with cither of the regular train,.leaving Hoaton at 7.8 30 and 11.10 *.
and at 2.15.5 30and 8.10
Commander Preble has Iteen ordered to the
r. *. lor the South and Wet.
command of the sloop-of-tvar St. Louis.
Bu,ine„ m *n and ail traveller, ( Ladic, cpcciallv)
will Hud it a great advantage to »ecure their Ticket*
at tki. Agency.
Great Union Meeting in Baltimore.
OFFICE .WESTERN TICKET AGENCY,
March 20.

i_

City

mch!7 dfcw39

Washington,

ade, which is now marching into Florida, is
that they have taken several important points,
with many prisoners, and captured large quan-

arrlong

Ol.

eenti;

obtained

LITTLE, Agent,

Office-31
0om. Preble Ordered to the Command of

Over Ooian Inauranot OflkM.

LA FAVORITA.

99,000.000 (nine million dollars),

APPRAISER

Exebaage Street,

Will attend to tales of VeaaeU.Cargoea. ft tonka Beef
Estate and Merchaudtxe
Sale* promptly aade and settled.
ache .a-

Mile. Lorini. Leonora; Mile. Moreusi.
Azugena;
Errani, Maurico; Amodio. Conte di Luna.
Part Third.—The famous last act of

all inverted in til** best securities nt 7 per cent, interret, (with no premium n dee) for the benefit of the
Policy holder«. I particularly invito every person
propo-iog to insure. to examine the .r.tem of thl.
great inutitution. which ha. distributed more than
4,900,000 among widow, and orphan..ince 1843.
Thi. Company gave $8,000 to the U. S.
Sanitary
Cron nit. ton the last year, for the benefit of the jici
had econnded eotdiert of the Union army.
The Dividend, all go to the in.nred.and add
largely to the value of the Policies every yenr.

steamers

The Adams Express steamer Augusta llinsarrived hereon the 13th from Xew York,
via Beaufort, X. C., with the United States
mail and express matter.
The new steamer City of Bath, which sprung
aleak on her recent trip to Key West, leaves
to-day for Baltimore lor repairs.

for the old

OF NEW YORK,
Fund.wow vork tuai

Casa

FROM WASHINGTON.

more

systems of the various

do so.
20 YEARS

vou

Ageut for

been

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

|

Chase to examine into the condition of the
in this department. Ten government
transports, Ac., chartered ones, are found unfit
for service.
The recent experiment of the Monitor on
Fort McAllister has proved of great value in
demonstrating their iuipregiiahility and good

the

sure

A

*T

Saturday night, March 31, positively last
of
the Hernandez Ravel Troupe,—An Immense biU ia offered for to-night!—To commence with that beautiful
GOLDEN EGU.—To conclude with the new PantoBime, the Midnight Attack, or the Italian Brlnnd
PRICES OF ADMISSION—Partjnette 60
Gallery 25 cent. Door* open at 6]—Performance to
commence at 7],
precisely.

March 34 and 35.
programme for Tuesday will constat

Insure your Xilfe
Having

OTGrand GOLDEN EGG Matinee this afternoon

at 3 r. M. for the acooamodation of ladies and ehil*
dren who are unable to attend In the
evening. Come
one. come all! and witness this beautiful Pantomime.
Admittance, children lOeents; adults 16 ett.

YOU INTEND

to examine
BECompanies
before

PATTE.V7
Commission Merchant,
AUCTIONEER

Two Grand Operatic Performances,
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,

-TO-

SALES.

EDWARD n.

WILL OIV* 15 PORTLAND

DESIRABLE.

3ind&weow88

mch6

|

Superintending Inspectors ol Steamers, consisting of Messrs. J. X. Muller and J. Remington, have iHien dispatched by Secretary

everything

XE W and

Doering- flail.

MR J. C. MYERS.LESSEE.

New

low pricoR as any in New England.
Hifl arrangement* are now completed for the
as

Boys’ Department,

elected
Dem-

AUCTION

night

Gentlemen's and Boys' Garments.

ocratic loss 250.

proceedings

GOODS

-NOB-

Harrisburg, Pa., March 20.

A. L. Tronmfort,

Fernald,

—HA* JU»T MECEIVRD—

to

Brigade.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MERCHANT TAILOR,
No. S7.Middle Street,

The schooner Bullrtish, of Newport, loaded
with hay, lying in the North River, was burnt
the water's edge to-day.
The hay was on
The schooner was not
government account.
insured.
Gold closed to-day at 154 3-4 a 154 1-2.

|

Impregnability

Juuicm 13.

j Jersey City.

er*.

The ministerial crisis has terminated. Mar- I We hate vast
advantage in position.
quis Miraflores is President of the Council ;
and Minister of Foreign Affairs. The Chambers will shortly be reopened.
FROM RICHMOND.
Tbe passport system has been abolished.

PRUSSIA.

gySteamsliip Anglo Saxon, CapL Ballantine, will sail for Europe to-day, on the arrival

John.

uiuiiuii,

asked, if Government were informed of ships
preparing for the Confederates in England,
similar to the Alabama. Mr. Layard said Lite

tickets.

jysteainer
evening on her

Daily Press.

insurgeuts.

Personal.—Mrs. Gen. Phelps, wife of the

ago In Missouri.

In the House of Lords, Lord Strathedon’s
notice in favor of the recognition of the South,
whenever France is ready to concur, had not
been brought forward. The Times strongly

erate

of the banks in that

but were bluffed off with the

vessel, Saturday,

OREAT BRITAIN.

them.

They

as an extra

base two and a half broad.

Yesterday
dispatched in pursuit of

officers were

Liverpool,

preparations were going on for the
wedding of the Prince of Wales and the Princess Alexandra.
The Queen’s confectioner at
Windsor has just finished the bride cake. It
stands five feet and a half high, and at the

far as Sonth Berwick.

as

Norwegian, Capt. McMaster,

Great

The haekman

drove out there aid landed them at the York
Hotel about two o'clock. The men went Into
the hotel, took some slight refreshment and
then left. It is said they did not take the train
for Boston at that place, nor at auy place on

Portland

THE

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

March 7th.

day noon, one of our hack drivers was engaged
by two men to take them out to Saco. One
of the men, according to the description given
of him, was the man wlio had exchanged the
Central bills at our banks.

Norwegian.

from Liverpool Thursday, 5th, and 1 Londonderry Friday, 6th, arrived at this port at 2.30
P. M., yesterday. She brings 40 cabin and 227
steerage passengers, aud a full cargo.
We an- indebted to Win. Jenkins, Esq.,
Purser, for papers.
Atlantic A St. Lawrence Railroad stock
maintains the same quotations, $63 to $65.
The steamship City of Manchester was to

counterfeits of the bills of that de-

no

DAYS

LATER FROM EUROPE.

Traders' Bank, suspecting something wrong,
telegraphed to the Central Bank at Worcester,
and received for reply that they knew of noth-

transaction,

TO

Director of

;y The resignation of Capt. C. S. Larrabec, of the 19th Maine, has been received at

Canada money. The cashier exchanged two
bills for him, giving him thejiills of the International. Subsequently he exchanged one of
the Central Bank bills at tbe Canal Bank, one
at the Bank of Cumberland and one at the
Merchants’ Bank. He also tried the same
thing at the Manufacturers’ and Traders’ Bank.
He did not apply at the Casco Bank. Mr.
Gould. Cashier of the Manufacturers’ and

were

officers were elected for the eusuiug year:
Speaker; X. Sloppel, Leader; C.

Prince, Secretary;
Richards,
Entertainments; W. Jackson Colby, Treasurer; Geo. M. Howe, Armorer; John L. Shaw,
Second Leader.

Opebation.—Thursday
gentlemanly looking man applied

exchanged, saying that he

BY TELEGRAPH.

•

In them.

C. G.

at

ing

ring of inspiration

W. O. Fox,

Cocxtebkmtino

wrong in the

at

TfRN VERKIN.—At the annual meeting of
the Portland Turnverein, held at their Hall
Friday evening, March 20th, 1863, the follow-

live dollar* and costs.

forenoon a

She is the celebrated “Spirwithin the past

■

Various Items.
New York, March 20.
It is reported that the Secretary of the
Treasury will visit New York next week to
present his matured plan for a loan.
Washington letters say it will lie impossible
to dralt before June, perhaps July.
In the
mean time government will prepare beforehand lor their equipment.
They also state that a loan of $100,000,000
has been tendered to the government by a
distinguished German banking house.
There is to be a grand review of the army
of the Potomac under Gen. Hooker. General
Parks is to take command of Gen. Smith’s,
the 9th army corps.
The schooner Dairy, a government transport loaded with hay, was burnt to-day at

ture.

Municipal Couit~..Maicl» 20.
Albert F. Hanuaford, for fast driving
through

Mechanics’

that the claim is entitled to some consideration. I
However that may be, it will be'seen that her i
audience is promised a poem, improvised for

a

city, paid a

at

few years, those wonderful poems have been
delivered, which have claimed to come from
the spirit of Edgar A. Poe, and If a striking i
similarity of style is an evidence, it would seem I

church

the street* of the

speak

^—

through whom,

itual Medium”

Saata

tyEldor E. Burnham will preach in tbe Second
and 3 F. M.
Advent Church to-morrow at 10 A. M
Prayer meeting in tbe evening. Seats free. The
public are invited.
IST^An address will be delivered at the Park St.

troductory to

I

will be seen

Seltzer A peri eat!
at STS

Oongrace Street.

j
Heal Estate Office—l.ime Street.
have at my di.poaal one of tba moat daalrabJa
Houaaa iu the Weal End of tba City, considering
location, neighborhood and other advantagee. Far
JOHN C PROCT0Z
particular, enqulra of

I

March 4—Iw.

B

———————————B

_POETRY.
Life's

Answer.

BT THE DEAX OF

CALAIS A

EASTPORT,

delight

On aud after Thursday, March the
I9th,tbe Steamer Fo'hksy CITY,
Cap!. J. J. l.iscomh, will, until further notice, leave Railroad Wharf, loot of State 8t..
every Thursday, at 6 o'clock 1\ M., for Eastport and
Bt. John—connecting at Bt. John with Steamer Emperor for Windsor aud Halifax, Nova Beotia.
Returning, will leave Bt. John every Monday, at 8
o'clock A. M
tor Eastport, Portland and Boston.
mclift
C. C. EATON. Agent.

Portland and Boston Line.

me.

THE STEAMERS

My bark is wafted to the strand
By breath Divine,
the helm there rests
Other than mine.
on

a

Forest

City, Lewiston and Montreal
Will, until further notice,

^BBPa

hand

rfflrSiW*foiiowa-.
Leave Atlantic

(I

run

at

Wharf, Portland,

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thu radar and
Friday, at 7o clock P. M and India Wbart, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday aud
every

One who has known is storms to sail
I have on board;
Above the raging of the gale
I hear my Lord.
me when the billows smite,
1 shall uot fall;
If sharp, "tie short; if long, ’tic light;
He tempers all.

He holds

»t ft o'clock P. M.
Fare in Cabin.6160
on Deck. 126
Freight taken as usual.
The Cotnpauy are no! responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 660 m value, and tliat persoua). unless notice is given and paid tor at the rate of
one |>asseng(‘r for every 6600 additional value.
l.i 1' M
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

Friday,

*'

Portlimd and Now Vork Simmers.
Safe to the land—safe to the land.
The end is this;
And then with Him go hand in hand
Far into bliss.

—[Macmillan’s Magazine.

SEMI-WEEKLY

MISCELLANY.
Sunday is Greenwich Park.—On Sundays, when the sun slione, and even ou those
grim and somber days when, if it do not actually rain, the English persist in calling it
line weather, it was good to see how sturdily
the plebeiaus trod uuder their own oaks, and
what fullness of siuipJc enjoyment they evidently found there. They were the people,—
Dot llie popuh.ce,—specimens of a class whose
Sunday clothes are a distinct kind of garb
from their week-day ones; and this, in England,
implies wholesome habits of life, daily llirilt,
and a rank above tile lowest. 1 longed to be
acquainted with them, in order to investigate
wiutt manner of fulks they wire, what soil of
households they kept, their politics, their religion, their tastes, and whether they were as
narrow-minded as their better*. There can be
very little doubt of it; an Englishman is English, in whatever rank of life, though no more
tensely so, I should imagine, As an artisan or
petty shopkeeper, than as a member of Parliament.
The English character, as I conceive it, Is
by no means a very lofty one; they seem to
have a great deal of earth and grimy dust
clinging about them, as was probably tbe case
Willi the stalwart,quarels linemen who sprouted up out of the soil, alter Cadmus had sown
the dragon's teeth. And yet, though tbe individual Englishman is sometimes pretermit urally disagreeable, an observer standing aloof
has a sense of natural kindness towards them
in the lump. They adhere closer to the origiginal simplicity in w hich mankind wascreated
than we ourselves do; they love, quarrel, cry,
laugh, and turn their actual selves inside out,
with greater freedom than any class of Americans would consider decorous. It was often
ao with these holiday-folks in Greenw ich Park;
and, ridiculous as it may sound, I fancy myself to have canglit very satisfactory glimpses
of Arcadian lile among the Cockueys there,
hardly beyond llie sound oi Bow-Bells, picnicking ill tlte grass, uncouthly gamboling on
the broad slopes, or straying in motley grou|is
or by single pairs of love-making youths and
maidens, along the sun-streaked avenues.

French Gallantry.—When the Duke of
Orleans (son of Louis Philippe) Was told that

LINE.

The iplcudid tod fut Stramihipt
r"CHESAPEAKE," Pant. Willett,
C TitTT-ai.ci
PARKERSBLHli.” Laptain
ufisa Horraaa, will. until further notice,

run as

follows:

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, aud SATURDAY. at 4 P M .and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock. P. M.
These easels are fitted up with fiueaccommodations

Tor passengers, making this the most speedy, sate and
route for travellers between *New York
and Maine. Passage 66.00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Baugor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.

comfortable

John.
Shippers

requested to send their freight to the
a*early as 3 P. M., on the day that tbep

steamers

are

leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FOX. Brown's Wharf. Portland.
II B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6.18 3.
dtf

HOTELS._
blackstoni: iiorsr,
118 II a mover Street.Botrroir. !
Formerly Man firm House—conducted on
the
Kuropean plan. The subscriber has
above

e

throughout.
dec2J

The

House, and
House is now
A. I*.

newly

open

to

furnished it
the public.

Mf>Klil&OK, Proprietor.

“ELUI

HOUSE.”

THK undersigned respectfully Informs the
public that he has leased the above House.
on Federal Street. Portland.
>d invites
the travelling community to call and see if
he knows “how to keep a hotei." ( lean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t tide, attentive servants and moderate charges are the induce1

he holds out to those whose business
call them to the "Forest City."

ments
ure

JONATHAN
Portland. Aug 1U. 1*42.

HATH

or

pleas-

BLISS, Proprietor.
dtf

HOTEL,

By C. M. PLU M M K

ft
(
^
L_i

An additional
IV

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

Dear faces may surround my hearth
With smiles and glee;
Or I may dwell alone, and mirth

And

ST. JOHN.

8*6, Washiwotoii St., Bath.
•••Terms SI per day. Stable

conned

with house.

Bath. June 28.1*62.

dtf

SAGADAHOC 14

Mitt,
Proprietor.

AllYeci Carr,

BATH. MAINE.
Til K City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfulIv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
(ruin the sea. aud affords one ol the most
inviting re*reats from the dust and turmoil of our
!
cities
The Sa«*aoahock is one of the finest, most
spacious. and best ap|K)iuted Hotels in the State, located
within thsee minutes walk of the Depot, .steamboat
Post
C
ustom
office.
Lauding.
House, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

yv

I* (CVKO vn

duty 'J

ifuiy

oc

p

I

.14

*16

roa.

J'ig and Stamp #6,
liar not exceeding #60 p

tun value #17
low, exton #18,
ceeding #6u
less than 4 inch thick or
more than 7 incAe* tride,
rounds less than i inch
or MVf than 4 inch*« *n
diameter, and squares
less than i inch or more
than Ainches square #20,

»'°*

:.7*9 81
Applr>.

( otton
Max

BUSINESS CARDS.

36 4»c ad ral.
Sail.1 u3al 06
“.60 ^a, 66

do.

medium

<16

and under 6

a

Ho. 166 Fore 8t., head of
Marine, Fire

|>c, ortr 18c

Office, Commercial St.,

Steam and Ga«

THE

le ft, »flVv snd glo«*r. «nd disposing It to
in any desired position ; qtiie Ir cleansing the
scalp, arresting the fall and imparting a heailLy and
naiural color t» the Hair.

Rendering It

Urey

Hair

TO

But acta directly «p<»n the
them the natural tn ml-him
same vitality and luxurii us

Slash.100&120
Hoop*.

V ov '\»iv(\.'vcs. vvvvvV C\v'v\.v\vcw

J.

Whn»f Hair requires frequent dresring the 7vIobal►amuin has no equal.
No lady's toilit
is eoaplete without it’
Bold by Druggiaip throughout the World.

Magnesia

PRINCIPAL SALES

R.
Is

T H O 1*1 P S O N,

prepared

to receive

orders for

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Marble Chimney Piece*. Monumental
(iriuMmm

OFFICE

Cerutr .f Pearl

a

ad

HAI1¥E

AND

—

Soldiers’ Relief Association.

oc21 tf

A R XT V
fConvrieht

TAILORING

Remedy

V

vv

ESTABLISHMENT,
MY

FOR FEMALES.

A* D. REEVES,

DR. MATTISON’8 INDIAN EM M ENA GOG C E.
This

XI TV

secured.!

The Great Indian
<

A

98

celebrated Female Medicine,

•

EXCHANGE

•

Tailor,

STREET,

Portland. Aug. 6.1862.

virtue* unknown ot anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all other* have failed,
is designed for both married and singleladies, and is the very best thing
known for the purpose, as it win
bring on the monthly sickness in case*
of obstruction*, from any cause, and
after all. other remedies of the kind
have b*c»i tried in vain.
OVER amx> HOITLKS have now
1
been told without a single failure,
when
taken as directed, and without
1
the least Injury to health in any case.
MT*It is put up in bottle* ot three
different strength*, with tail directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES—Full strength. #10; half strength, #6;
quarter strength. #3 per bottle.
HF“ REM EMBER— This medicine is designed expressly for obstiuott casts, which till other remedies
cf the kind karefaitt* to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price
i will be refuntied.
!
UTHEWARE OF IMlTArtOSS! None genuine and warranted, unless purchased
rf Ihr.
M. at his ft -medial Institute for Special /diseases,
No. 28 L uion street, Providence, K I.
|yi hii Specialty embraces all disuses of a prirate nature, both of M E> and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
! giving them his whole attention
in ousuiiation* by letter orotherwis' are strict|
ly conn dent ta/.and medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation. to all parts of the l nited
Mates Also accon.modation* tor Mm 1mm ahtoad
wishingfor a secure and ouiet rkullat, with good
care, until restored to heal to.
< AITIOK.—It has been estivated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quack* annually, in New England alone, without any
to those who pay it. All this cenx* trow
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
assert/.•> «, la srths ot themselves
If, therefore,
you would avoid being humbugged, take no man’s
word, no matter what his fire tensions are, but
it will cost you nothing, and
M A K E INQUIRY
may save you many regrets; tor. as advertising physicians. in’nine case* ou. of ten. are tx gu*. there Is
i no safetv in trn«ting any of them, unless you know
who and what thev are.
tr Dk M will send frkk. by enclosing one
stamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN. and on Private IHsrases generally, giving fyll
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without w hich no advertis.ng physician
or medicine of this kind i« deserving of AS F COS! FWFSt E II HA I F. I AII
attended to. Write
rr« )rders by mail
your address plainly, and direct to DK. M A IT I SON,
as above.
dec6dawly3t>

possowing

---

**
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iptheria

..

dly

I. D. MERRILL A (Om

PLUMBERS,

STAMPS,

44

—

American

Foreign

44

EDDY,

..

Doeskin*

Gentlemen’s

Styles

Furnishing Goods,

44

FROM

and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No lire wood will e conveyed between October 1st,
1962. and May 1st 1 63
An advance in tie rates of Are wood will take place
neat summer, but in consequence of change* in tbo
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire woo l from certain places on the line, so
i that should any parties make contrmcta for Are wood
to be carried o the
the neat season,
they must and rstand that they willdosoat their own
risk, and that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations Are wood can be carried neat

railway dunug

summer.

C. J. BRTDr.Eg, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1.1962.
aAdtf

...

Nhadea,

I

Harvard College,1863.

(

'"***

delicncp.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
for
PRIVATE
numbcMof years confined bis
diseases of
certain class.

Fancy Printing

•

that he is mach recommend-

because or his acknowledged skill and ruputafioa. attained through so long experience, practice and observation.

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE f
be not robbed aad add to your sufferings ia being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, Ihlse
promisee aad preteuaioas of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special dfcessee. and

Lxes as to their cure
Home exhibit
of Institutions or Colleges, which
existed in any part of the world: others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, xi known;
not onlv assuming and advertising in uaraesof those
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their
tion assume names of other most celebrated
cians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

forged diplomas

never

imposiphysi-

An* Priiioii.

THE

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through fuse certificates and references, and

iu the U. 8. service.

recom-

mendation* of their medicines by the drod. who cannot xpose or contradict them; or who. besides, to
further their imposition, copy from Medical books
much that is written of the qualities aud effects of
dilfereut herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Pills, Extracts. Specific*. Ac., most of which,
if not all. contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of its “curing everything,** bat now known
to “kill more than ts cured." and those not killed.

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldier*, wounded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

Pensions
Procured for widow* or children of officers and Soldiers w ho have died, while in the service ol tbo United States
IVize Money. Pensions. Bounty and Back Pay collected lor Neamen and their heir*.
K«s.s. for each Peusion obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claim* against the Government will receive
prompt attention.
Post Office address
#

cuusuiuuuuwij jujurm

lor iiiv.

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTOR* AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Throagh the ignorance of the Qonck Doetor.knowing no other reinedv, be relie* upon Mercury, and
give* it to all his patients in pills, di op*. At.. *o the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so|
called Extracts. Specific, Antidote. Ac., both reiving
upon ifk effect* in curing a few in a hundred, it is
SETH E. REED1
trumpeted in various way* throughout the land: but
alas' nothing I* said of the balance: souse of whom
Aufinti, Me.
die. other* grow worse, and are left to linger and sufNo.
•
State
House.)
(Office
fer for months or year*, until relieved or cured, U
possible, by competent physicians.
RKFKRKXiKS
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Hon Lot M Morrill,
Hon. Joseph B. Hall.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
U. 8. Senate,
of
Bec’jr
I some quack doctors and uo*truoi niakers.yet, regardHon. James G. Blaine.
Hon. Nathan Dane,
lea* or the life aud health of others, there are those
State Treasurer,
sepattd&wHtf
among them who will even perjure themselves, conj tradicting
giving mercury to their patient*. or that it
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the "usual
fee" may be obtained tor
professedly curing, or "the
dollar" or "fraction of ltr’ may be obtained for the
Railway Chains and Track Irons. Nostrum It is thus that mauv are deceived a!to.and
uselessly spend large amounts*for experiments with

MARINE

quaokery.

undersigned ha# been
f|lHE
X the sale of Marine

appointed Agent for
Railway and other C hains,
in the I'nited States and British North America.manufactured hr Hexry Wood k Co., of Liverpcnd,
(•rest Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to tit
These chains are made of an iron peculiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
•hows its average breaking strain to be 8tS tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties
wishing good and reliable chains will do well to exaiaiue those in actual

DR. L D1XS
charges are very moderate. Communications sa
credly confidential, and all may rely on him with the

strictest secrecy aud confldeuc*. whatever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicine* sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix. No. 21 Endicott street.Boston,
Mas*

service.
Marine Kailwav Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk boles and the Bolts to match; alao.
of all kinds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and ail
kinds of forging done to order, aud of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C feels confident he can
the above articles on as favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HOKA< K I CRANDALL.
Sub-marine Engineer.
janlO ’62dlawly«
Nxw Bedford, Mass.

Boston. Jan. 1.18*3.

Spikes

Infirmary.

The

THE

j

TODD'S HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
No.74

Middle,corner of Eichnngr Street.

wptutr

Surgical

to

which they will
21 Endicott street. Boston. Mass
find arranged for their special accommodation.
over
devoted
Dn. IH X having
twenty years to this
treatment of all diseases peparticnlar branch ofis the
now conceded by all (both in
culiar to females, it
this country sud in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners in the safe, speedy and eflbetaal

treatment of all female
Hi* medicine* are
with the ex pres* purpose of removing all di*ea«e*, such as debility, weakunnatural
ness.
enlargements of the
womb, also, all discharges which flow from s morbid
state of the blood
The Doctor is now ffclly
to treat in his pi'culiar style. both inedtcallv and surgically. all disease* of the female sex, ana they am
respectfully invited to call at

complaints.
prepared
suppression*,

DYE!

market has been flooded for rears with difier
eut articles called Hair Dyes, which hare never
The rr
satisfied the expectations or purchasers
Pi.rs rLTKA has been reached at last in TODD’S
satisentire
IIAIR DYE. and the article has given
It contains
fhction to every person who has used it
hair
a
the
beautino injuriousingredieuts. and gives
Directions for using
ful rich brown or black color
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superioritv of Todd’s Lux Solis Hair Dye over
all others is. you do not have to cleanse the half or
wash it before or after using the dve, and there is but
one kind to be used, aud that can be put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlika all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used This dye is peculiarly
adapted fbr coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to washout the dye after putting it on. I*alike
allotbrrdyes.it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.
fT For sale only at

celebrated DR. L.
a

or

TODD’S LUX SOUS

H A I

ly

THE LADIES.
TO
DIX particularly invite* all ladie* who need
call at his Rooms.No.
adviser,
Medical

supply

..

&

Proprietors, he.,

proudly refers to Professors aad respectable Physicians—many of whom consult him in critical eases,

undersigned is prepared to obtain from tha
United States Government, 9100Bounty Money.
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officer* or Soldiers dying

DR.

Book, Card

Hotel

ed. and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, more umnenms ia Boston than other
large cities,
DR. L. DIX

8100 Bounty Jlonrj, Bark Pay,

thFTadies.

THE

engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a Bet so
well known to manv Citisens,Publisher*. Merchants,

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

...

CORDAGE,

AX*

SIXTEEN TEAKS

sanity

Invalid

boldly a*serfs (and It cannot be contradicted.exeept
by Quacks. who will nay or do anything. even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that he
IX TXX OXLY KBUTLAX URADl'ATI PUYSJC1AX
YKXTISino IX BOST05.

consUtutionalTy

NOTICE.

THE

1

ple

|

Boston,Man#.,

patients

Hughes has
attention to

aud there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, ft Temstreet. C barges moderate, and a care guaranteed
tu all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen bat the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedie* fail: cures without
dieting,
or restriction in the bahirs of the patient, cares without the disgusting and sickening rfttts of most other
remedies; cures new case* In a few hours: cure* without the dreadful consequent effects ol mercury, bat
is sare to annihilate the rank and | otsonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the propar
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either
or
locallv. ran be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits In youth,
I the effects of which are pain aud dizziness in the
head, forgetful new*, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes. etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will a
returned If desired. Address
DR J B HUGHES.
No. ft Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
KV^Send stamp fer Circular.
Jull—dAwtfft

Corn, Flour and Grain,

■

31 Endftcott street,

is so arranged that
never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the oxly entrance to his OBee to
No. U. hav ing no connection with his residexce.eonsequent)? no fhmily interruption, so that on eo aeconut can any person hesitate applying at his oBee.
DR. DIX

During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure
The remedies are mild,

44

..

DR L. DIX’S
PRIVATE HED1CAL OFFICE.

a

■*■>*an

STONEHAM'Sj

Their effect* and coueeqneneee;

SPECIAL AILHKKTS AMD SITUATIONS,
Incident to Harried aad Single Ladle*;
j
SECRET AMD DELICATE DISORDERS;
Hareariai ASrctio •; Eruption, and aJI Die cnee* of
the Skin; Ulcer* of the -None, I hroal and Body; Pirnpie* oe the Fee.-; Swelling* of the Joint*; Marrow*,
ueaa; Constitutional and other Weaknwee* in yoath,
aad the more adranced at all age*, of
BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OR HARRIED

Infirmary.

a

TWO

*■»

occupation

laiaae,
SELF-ABUSE AMD SOLITARY HABITS.

Established for the treatment rtf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, SkiU, Honor and

44

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

AK/kJ~k WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L.
Of DIX if foiling to cur* In lent time than
any other phy.ician. more effectually and permaor few of
nently. with lam rent mint from
expoeare to all weather, with ufe and pleaeaat mud

'T'l'

DR. RUSHES’

Eclectic Medical

SCALES.

SCALES!

Viuuraap—Pnnaic, NewJrner
Orricu—JOS Broadway. New York.
JOHN LA FOT. Paric.
Agent Ibr France and Getmaay.
Soldln Portland by H. H. HAY.Draggiet, SupplydecSS dly
ing Agent.

_

...

AFTER

each bottle.
rr *r.1KK o vg TRIAL OF THIS WISH.
l or *ule by Draggiet* and all #r»t clue* dealers.
City and town Agent* aappUed by tht State Comtniaeinner*.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.

Xorrmbor l«t. IMS. to Mot lit. IKS. the
rates of freight on all description* of lumber

BROtty,

Latest

ark, N.J.
Haye*. Boetoa.
Ofsone genuine without the nignature of "ALFRED SPEER. Paecaie, N. J.,” it over the cork of

Dr.

Phillips.

Maine State Agent, Washington, D. C.

Dr Dongberty, Newark,
N.J.
Dr. Marry. New York.
Dr tnmmioge.Portiand.

Drc.DareyA NichollJJew-

Notice to Wood and Lumber Nler>
cbanti.

J. W. HATHAWAY,
dec 10 eodAvrCtnM

Dr.J.R.Cwitoa.N Y'.CKy.
Dr. Parker. N. Y. City.

.or

nPAVTi TPnvF niTTwtv

No* 275 F Street,
Communications to be addressed to

WE REFER TO

few well known gentlemen and physiciaa* wka
have tried the Wine:
Lea. Winfield ScotEl'SA. Dr. Wilton. Iltk it NT.
Lor. Morgan, N.Y’ State. Dr Ward. Newark, N.J.

Passengers for this route will take tbe car* at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
I armington May 5. 1«62.
june28dtf

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.
his intended w ile had yellow hair and complexlarge
ion, be vowed to wear yellow spectacles, "that
Water (Insets, lTrinals, Force and Suet ion
every woman might appear to him of the same
Pumps,
I
Bath Boilers. Wash Bowls, Silrer Plated
Complexion with his w ile." a piece ofgallantry
f Brass
on a par with that of a Erencli Marquis, lately
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.
married to a handsome young wife, whom lie
Teresa Moderate by tbe Week ar Day.
k>-W All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
loved with much fervor. She had dressed for
•et
Bath. June 28. 1862.
dtf
up in the best manner.
All orders in city or country
and
a grand ball,
came betore her husband, at
personally attended to
Oaiaae
Dyrwdt*
I. D. MERRILL.
JOHN BONO.
0. D. M EUUILL.
the moment of departure, looking so radiantly
bbl.84
Free.
00(a4 37
!>uty
4>
augtdly
CENTRAL HOUSE.
♦» bu*h.1 6»ft,l 66
Harwood.2j^
beautiful tbaL after gazing adinirfngly at her
Brazil Wood.13 $
I’aiat*.
for a while, he very deliberately tore her gown
Il«. O. Mayo,
Proprietor, i Camwood.4*-$ 4J Ihity (hi White I^-ad dry
<>ardi\i;r a
lit pieces from Iter Iwok. by way of preventing
or ground in oil and Rstl \
Fustic, Cuba .2 j a
MAINE.
PASSADUMKEAO,
Lead 82 4o
Savanvilla 2 $21
otliers from enjoyment of such a sight. Many
100 lb*.
At 63 Middle Street,
THK subscriber would very respect full v anLitharge 24c, Oxide qf
llypernic.4i$ 5
a woman would have felt outraged by surh
“i.
nounce to his numerous friends, amf tbe
Logwood,
-J'"
Opposite the Custom House,
conduct. The Marquise,a true French woman,
< arapearhy.2j $21
Mu*. Vermil*>m, Chrome
public generally, that during the temporary
told her story bersell. and. "was flattered bel ent turn AW 26,
Hare
on hand, and are
YeJloar,
of
Lis
business
daily receiving the lathe
compulsory suspension
M»T aud MOOT DEWIRABLK STYLES of
Extract Logwood.18 a 14
isheo this well-known house anew, and is
Sptiniah Proem dry 20,
yond ineasuic, snd proud of this proof of her
directly
in oi/ 30 pc
Nic
Wood.
!>/A'
now
better
ra/.,
than
ever
to
;
wait
his
cushusband's admiration.”
uj>on
prepared
Peach
.8}a 4J /orr and other Ockreti60c
CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,
| tomers. and hope# by strict attention to their wants
44
Red
to merit a continuance of tbe
.8} a 3j P 100 lb*, /’ori* Nv*«f«
patronage w hich he has
44
i/rn 60c, in oi/ $1 6(>,
.2 a
Sapan
E. G. MAYO.
; hitherto received.
and CaMiwrrM.
Fancy
guercitron Bark.. 2y* 2} Hhttttiy 60c i> 100 It,*
dAwtf
PMsadumkuajt, June 28,1862.
ID
AL.O A rCLL STOCK Or TUB
Red >anders. 3 ,& 6 P'tPd Lead, to oil.$12* a 13
Lewi* Lead,
l>urk.
til3
<0 AN be prevented by curing Coughs,Colds,Hoarseliontou Lead,
IhUy 80 pc ad rat.
sJ uess. aud ail Irritations qf the rhroat and Bron|]3
of
Ravens.55c iC
French Zinc.
..11 a 11^
chial Vessels, with the Great German Remedy. The
U. a. IJMTEKISAIi KEVEriUE
Portland. No. 3. 1 <V»^ Amer Zinc. **
.fUaKI
Mem pel 1'KEVEXTJV*. Clergymen, law yet a, teachREADY-MADE CLOTHING,
No. 10. .77 *
Rochelle Yellow
.8 (ft 31
ers. singers, and all w ho overtax tlie strength of the
31 04
Kug. Ven. Red-3ft 8|
vocai organs, aud consequent lx suffer from irritation
-AMDNary.8T.No
44
No. 10. 70
and soreness of tlie throat, will And this medicine inLitharge. % 12
for kali at the
Bed Lead.
Tent Duck,
valuable. It uot ouly re/seres.but permanently cures.
(a 12
PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
U S. 10 oi.66 ®
Planter.
Tealimoay of Dr. Mm«,of London.
12 o*.76
Senejit
Puty Free.
which we will sell at prices to suit the times.
In Merchants* Bank Building, Exchange * t.
Per ton Soft..... 2 5fift 2 76
Kratkrrs.
“Diptheria is one of the most fatal diseases of modPortland. Nov 19.1862.
ern times, and be who suggests means to
Hard.. 225ft2 60 j
dtf
Duty 3n pc a*I vat.
prevent it,
dtl
jan22
» a56
•
I
or to arrest it in its course, and render it mild and
’f*e p th
Li round.6 005.626
Ru**ia. 26 ,a
Proeiniaan.
manageable, is truly a benefactor of his race. MediFAIRBANKS'
cine like this ought to be iu every family in the
Kish*
Help for the Sick and Wounded
Puty Pee/ and Pork lc.
country." For sale bv
* oldiers.
Duty For 100 Ihs/orci^ii Lard, Partm and Hama
Putter and Cheeae 4c
9 1.
8. H. COLES WORTHY. 92 Exchange St.,
2e,
caught
Herring
fit HE Army Committee of the Portland Yoiqig
Standard
Markerel 92, SaJmon 98. ( h go Mes* Beef .912 a 14
fcbifi ed2w eoddw
and elsewhere.
-B Men’s Christian Association would most earnestand all other pickled in Portland do.
12 « 13
ly ap|»cal to all Christians, and to all other benevobbl*. *1 60 p bbl other- P’tPd ext. do.
14 n 14 1
lent persons of Maine, tor aid in earn ing out the
wife 60c p cwt. From Pork, extra clear 2t*ft21
Com mis-ion. in ministering to the
and
Patents. Christian
physical
Pork, clear_
19ft 20
/%rnrinre*free.
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distribute' its
Cod large p qut. #6*61
Pork, me**. 17; a 1«
store# by mean# of Christian men, who go
among
4
small. 3}a
Pork, extra do
16 a 16
R. II.
the soldiers without pay. and give personally to those
These celebrated Scales are still made by the origPollock. 8 iu 3j Pork. Prime.
131 a 14
who fle-d. accompanying such distributions bv words
inal iuveutor*. (and only by them.) aud are conF.x Prime.14 ) a 16
Haddock, .none.
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,
of cheer and religious counsel. Over seventy such
stantly receivtug all the improvements which their
Hake, .2<Ma2 25 Round Hog*. Ka9
men were on the battle-field in Maryland,
long experience and skill can suggest.
Late Agent qf U. «S Patent OUce,
doing all
H< rring>!ior« pM \ ,i \ Ham*.. 9 a 10c
Washington,
( hristian #»
that
could
tor
devise
the woundnipathv
(under ie Act o/ 1887.)
Pitv Smok’d liam* 9, « 10
do Labfodoi
They are a*rred in principle, ihttmughlg made,
promptly
1 edanddving. Many a brave heart wa* made to re3»rt3f>c
qf the best materifils, and are perfectly accurate and
do. Scaledpbx
Produce.
76 Slate Street, opposite Kilby Street,
joice, and many a wounded soldier owes his lile to
durable in operation.
do. No. 1
Beef p tju r p lb .7# ft 8
2o.u26
the timely assistance rendered bv these men. ImmoMackerel 4* bbl..
13 ft 16
Kgg*. p dor
; dlately on receipt of the new# of the battle at MurBOSTON.
For sale, in every variety, as
Bay No. 1.... €12 «12$ Potatoes, pbbl.f 1 4^a 1 60
POOR RICHARD'S
j frees boro, tweiitv-four men were despatched from the
Bav No. 2.10,* Id* ( hicken*.
18a 16
various Young Men s Christian A.*soriatums. with a
foul and Railroad Neales I
6« Lamb .7 a) 9
ao extensive practice of
No.
Hay,
of
Bay
8.6ja
twenupwards
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
EYE & EAR WATER !
Shore No. 1 —13¥a 14 Furkiet. 14 a 16
ty yea s.coutiuues to secure Patents iu the Unitwith no other reward than the approbation of their
BUTCHERS’. GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS’. CONa 12
Cd States; also iu Great Britaiu. Fiance, and other
2.0
<a 9* l»ce*e.
1<
own conscience the conviction that thev are in the
FECTIONERS’ and GOLD
do. (medium).. 6£« 5< Veal..61 ^7
foreigu countries. Caveats, Spedticatione, Bonds,
-V-o Organ* of the human *> stem are more imporpatli of dutv. and carrying out the great object of i
do. (small).H« 3j Pickle*, p bbl... .98 ft 9
Assigntneuis.and all Papers or D.awiugsfor Patents,
i ^
their mission, according to the example# set bv our
tant
to
health
and
comfort
than
the
Eye
and
executed ou liberal terms, aud with despatch. KeFruit.
R Ire.
Divine Master, who made the body ot man the obEa r. and ret uone are less understood or more neg••arches made into Amencau or Foreigu works, to
Duty: Lemon*. Orange*, ftuty: Cleaned 11c. Padject ot bis miracles, and his soul the object ot his docfi-wana- and Plantain*
determine tne validity or utility of Patents or Inven!c l> lb
dy
lected. They seem to pa** even common observation,
trine.
tions—and legal or other ad. ice rendered in all mat2o pc ad raJ.,
Rice p lb .8ft 8J
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimand yet every part of the body is dependent up n
ters touching the same
♦c. and Shelled do. 6c 4>
l upie* of he claims of any
ulants. and many other articles that are not usually
With a complete variety of
Patcut furnished bv remitting Hue Dollar.
j
them for life aud health.
th. Xut* and Ihitr* 3c Portland di*tilled 70 (ft 78c
Assign- ; contributed.
ments recorded at Washington.
4* th. t'urrant*. Fig*. Salrralun.
Donations of money, biblea, tracts, magaziues, re- I
WEIGHING APPARATUS,
Tue Agency is not ouly the largest In Now EngPlum*. Prunes and llai- Kaleratu* p lb ....7*"ft 8c
Poor
IticliarcTs
and
Ear
Water
Eye
ligtons m-wsf*a|ters. clothing, or stores ofanv kind,
land, but thro igli it iu*entors have adrautag s tor
sin* 5c P th, t.\tron 3*
Salt*
are earnestly solicited, all of which can he sent to the !
Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wondersecuring Patent*, ot ascertaining the patentability ol
4>c ad cal.
I>uty In hulk J8c. and in
office ut Dr. WALTER R Johnson.
22l*j Congress
inventions, unsurpassed bv. if uot imun-a*urably suAlmonds—Jordan 4? th.
FAIRBANKS & BROWN,
ful in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
baga 24c W 100 lb*.
I street, two doors west of New City Hall and Court
Soft Shell.20 a2tc Turk’* la., p hhd
to. auy winch ca. be offered them elsewhere.
perior
of treatment, which hav^ quite a* often done harm
House, and the contributors mav he assured thev will
118 Milk Street
.corner of Batterymarch Street,
The
Testimonial* lx* ow gGen prove that none is j be
Shelled.87
(8 bit*.)
26 a3 60
*38
S3
applied to the relief of the sick and needy solas good. Below we give the certificate of Rev. I*. 8.
more successful at the patent office
Currant*.16 a 16 Liverpool.3 12ft3 87
!
diers
Poaton.
than the subscriber; a .d a- 8UCCE88 18 TH E BE8T
( Ilron.44 a46 I'adiz. .none
Henson. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Henry H Burgess, Andrew J Chase. Jacob Chase
PR'HIF OF ADVANTAGE AND ABILITY, he
pea Nut*. *«.2j ( agliari
3; a,3J
Jr David B Ricker. Walter R Johnson.
in
EMERY
k
Sold
Portland
If
one
has
doubt*
a*
to
the
value
WATERHOUSE.
i
Comby
Philadelphia.
any
Army
would add that he has abundant reason to believe, j
Figs, common.... none. lir'd Butter Salt 24 a/
mitt*?nf Young Men’s Christian Association,
oc25
of this remedy, they may learn more of It* practical
aud can
New Eleme
.ISeg 22 Starch.
prove, that at uo other ofhce ol the kind
febi 2ra
----—
are the charge* for profes ioual services so moderate
Lemons, p l>nx 84 a
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. 11.
Puty 20 pc ad ral.
Tbo immense practice of the suhscrilx-r
Orange*—Messina 4?«; Pearl.6?g8
during twenLAW'
SCHOOL
Philadelphia, Oct. 17,1W2.
Raisins,
1’otato..
4 a 41
ty rea»* past, has cabled him to accumulate a vast
Window
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
collection of specification* aud official decisions relaBlue pca*k.16|a 16
—or—
Shot-p 100lb* ftOitt in
.a 10
tive to oatents.
Black
Drop. 9121 a 13 boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
CLOTS & WIRE 8CREEN8,
Bunch 4> box 4 33« 4 46 Buck.
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
13a 131
consequence of w hich I suffered constant martyrmechanics! works.and lull accounts ol'paten's grantLaver. 4 50 a 4
Soay.
Sign*. Kitiiner*. Oriiiimcnlal and Date*.7 a 9c Ituty
dom.
Every moineut of my w aking life w e* embited iu tlie United 8tates and Europe, reude him able,
36 pc ad ral.
bevond questiou, to offer superior facilities for obPrune*.84* 10} Leathe k l»ore’a. Trowtered, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.
Terms of nineteen weeks each, commencing
Fanry Painting.
Flour—Portland
k
taining patents.
Smith’* Exin*p. bridge
March 2d and Septimbkk 7th.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to withEXECUTED TO OKDEK.
Ail necessity of • journev to Washington, to
Superfine- f7 <*‘a7 2.6 tra Ko. 1 p lb
9fa 91
For Catalogue and Circular address
proout success, aud I entertained the purpose, a* a last
care a patent, and the usual great
Fancy.7 25 a 7 60 Family do.8*a 81
JOEL PARKER, ItoyaJl Profoggor.
delay there, are
Extra.7 75a8 26 No. 1. 7 ft ft
here eared inventor*.
uiiuriiBiuiit,
miue, leiu'r
resort,of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
$7 w3w
Cambridge. Mass., Jan. 29. 18 3.
26aA
60
No.
1.6 ft. 61
Family.8
Eagle
the hope of thus finding relief.
©d and put up at short notice,
Extra Superior 9 00*9 26 Star .5*at 64
TEftTIMOKIA LI.
In the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
Western extras 7 75*8 26 asine.1 54-a 17*
ALBERT WEBB & C O„
44
"I resrard Hr. Eddy a* one of the moat capable anti
AT
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHfamily.. R 26a 8 76 Crane's. 9 (a9]
BMccet^fal practitioners with whom I hare had offiI'KALERS IH
R
Ofi
60*9
superior
Spires.
EYE WATER. 1 had never heard of it beARD’S
•
No. IA* 1-2 Middle St.
cial intercourse.'*
e
"r...
w
or
.Me.
( IIAKLE8 MASON,
Portland,
Ihtftf
Uinger Foot 6c,
but determined to try it, and did. with the most
Commissioner of Patents.
fore,
8 60«8 78
around
family..
deol2 pod8m
dinger Sc, /’«>•
“1 hhvo no hesitation in assuring inventor* that
Canada xuperXo 1 7 75 a,
per and Pimento 12c,
delightful result*. In a very few day* the painful
St LoniaFav Britd* 10 alii
('lores !<»c, C'assia 10c,
they cannot employ a pervou more competent and
HEAD OF MEKKILL’S WtiAKF,
rritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
Southern 111.do do 91a104 Cassia Puds 20c. Cinnatra*tw,rth',. and more capable of putting their apConatwerriwl Street,*
Portlaad, Me*
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
plication in a form t«> secure for them an early aud
PetanaeoFamily, lli a ill mon 26c. Mare and Xutfhrorable cousid-ra’inu at tne Patent Office
1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
Je23tf
Bye Flour.4 to.' 4} mrgs 30c 4> lfe.
Internal Revenue Stamps.
Corn Meal.4J@ 44 <’a**ia 4? lb
EDMUND HURKE.
49 »50c
my eye serin* at all disposed to annoy me, I give it m
Buokw't Fl’r
Late (.'omm.asioner of Patenta.
!b -8|c<$4$ ('loves.41 n 42
A
FULL sopnljr of all kinds of Stamps for sal© at
Eclectic Medical
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be w ithCrain.
35 *36
Ginger, (Race).
4‘Mr. R. H. Eddv has made for me THIRTEEN ap- ! A. mr office. No. i#2 Commercial street; and the
out it for any amouut of money. 1 take occasion to
Duty ( on* and Oat* loc. <»inger, (Africa) 35 a 36
public will be ox pooled to use them ou and after thie
plications, on all hut oir* of which patents have been
ind
AM
If^LMM
date.
to
lior/ry
(January
1.
1863.)
Maw.R3
rt90
grouted, and that is note pentiing .Such unmistaksay, further, that mv wife used to suffer severely at
H'hrat 20c 4> 5m.
From Nutmegs.96a 1 00
When sold in sura* less than one dollar, payment
able proof of great talent and ability on his
HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
part
fir.
In
Postal
31
1‘nuinceffree.
a32
Pepper.
required
Currency.
leads me to recommend all inventors to apply to him
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
Rve.95 a 1 on Pimento.24 a.26
she has found Poor Richard'* Eye Water a sovto procure their patenta. as they may be sure ol liav
6 Temple Street, which they will find .arranged for
OrriCK Homs— 8 to 12} A M.; 2 to 4} P. M.
Oat*.(V> @68
Seeds.
their esnecial accommodation.
lag the most faithful attention besrowed on their
in her case, giving her almost instant
ereign
specific
NATH L J MILLEK. Collector
South Yel.Corn.. I 03a 10* Jhitg l inseed 16c |> 6m.,
Or If 'a Eclectic Renovating Medicines are nnrivaloases, and at very reasonable charges
1st District State of Maine.
relief, ti rateful to liod for the benefit that 1 have
jaul2 dtf
Corn, Mixed. .1 oda 1 <i?
Canary Pi |> hu., Musled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
JOHN TAGGART
Barley.I 2dd i 2-’ tard 3c !♦ It)
I cannot but commend the prepreceived,
personally
Female
Ir re gnlaritie*
Their action is specific and
Dnringeicht months, the subscriber, in course ol
Short* |» ton.
£23 o25 Herds lira**. P2 90-53 12
certain of producing relief in a short time.
aration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
his large practice, made on twice rejected
SAIL CLOTH.
Fine Feed.27 (0,30 We*1ern jClover .12 3D124
applies,
it
LADIES
will
find
invaluable
in all cases of obtlons SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERT ONE ofwhicli
P. 8. HENSON,
(■rindatonm.
! Red Top.P3
3{
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
was decided in hia
favor, uy the Commissioner ol
Linseed. 4 60-5 4 66
Duty
Jl(rugk—free.
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
vaiu.
It
Is
vegetable,
purely
I-rteiHcontaining nothing in
ILItmi FLAX BICK, WITH Bill STRIPES,
R. H. EDDY,
ton .’. ,f30@26 Canary
Rough.
4 6Q§4 62
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
janfteodty
Drewed
85a 40
Sugar.
with
at
all
times.
safety
perfect
£ ^Numerous certificates of a similar character ;
(A substitute for Cotton.)
Dutg Meladr>2c,nofSthorr
(iunpnwdrr.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,
\
\.
12
Duty Valued at les* than
Utte, i1
might be tarnishedt>R HUGHES.
Dissolution of
by addressing
2>*c
over
20c
lt>6c.
6c
<opartn«-rship.
andnntahore
15
8c.ahore
VKBIEACBIB CATV AS, WIT B BIB STRIPS,
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle. Portland.
Copartnership heretofore exi.tiu, under the
Xo. 16 «»i<# not ahttre 20
4* !h and 20 f*c ad ral.
Poor
Richard** Eye and Ear Water
drm n.me of V A FOSTER ft CO., ii thi.
34c. ahore Xo. 20 andreBlasting.864a) 6
dat
Of various descriptions.
N. B —LADIES desiring may consult one of their
ntuolred bv mutual content. N A
Rifle aud Sporting
(fned 4c 4> ft)
Foam j, ,u
8J
Is truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisA lady of experience in constant attendown sex.
thorixod to collect all due., aud will pav ail debt. ol
Portland A .none.
Hay.
ALL FKOMf A O Non. 1 TO S.
ance.
eased Eyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
julldawtfg
the laid firm.
N. A FOSTER
Press'd p net T.818 ®15 1
do.
A A.11 1*11}
a Lao on ha no
.1 T. OILMAN,
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism aud NeuLoose. 18 ^14
do.
Yellow.
none.
JOSEPH B. HALL.
Fxtra Yellow.none.
Hides and Rkiaa.
Portland Shovel itlannlavlurtnii
mmA,
ralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
Portland, Feb. 2,1883.
10 |>c ad ral.
feb 25
Muscovado.
BOLT ROPE
the par by a small glass tube, which, together with
Company.
4C., BDuty
do.
A. Hide*. 80 @31
in bond 7 a 8
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
For sale by
undersigned, a majority of the persons namWestern. 21 a 22 Havana Brown .11* a 12
ed
iu
the
Act
do.
White.
incorporating said Company. give
181 a 14
Slaughter Hides..-6Fq/74<
Stores in this city. Price 25 cents per Bottle.
notice, that its lirst meeting for punio*o* of organiCalfskin*.11 a 13 New Orleans.1215 14
LF. MESURIER k CnAMPION,
Tube* 6 Cent*.
will
held
at the office of MrCobb k Kingszation,
be
Calcutta Cow—
Crushed.154,5 61}
H. H
HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS. Wholesale
bury. iu said Portland, on Saturday, the fourteenth
St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
NEATLY EXECUTED
Slaughtered .190981( Granulated.164-5 16}
1’ M.
at
four
o’clock
(ireen Salt.186«20C Powdered.154&16I
instant,
Agents.
tT~SampU-,on band, and order, taken by
♦
MOSES GOULD.
Tallow.
Sheep l*elt*,(ir'n 14 a. $2
AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
MRS. M.G.11ROWN, Proprietor,
J T. FATTEN fc CO.,
SAMUEL F. SPRING,
I Sheep rolls, Dry #14a21 Duty Tallow 1 tpc, Soap
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street, Batb.
novlS d6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
mcU9
JAMES T. McCOBB.
—

and

AGE.MJf

—-

complexion.

a

New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingtield, on Wednesday* and Saturdays. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong. Avon

Federal Sea..

WINE

a mixture or manufactured article, but i*
pure.
from the juice of the Portugal Sambtiei
grape, cultlrated in New Jeraey, recommended by cliemiet* and
pbyiician*
powering medical propertice itperior
to any other wine* In o*e, and an excellent article lor
ail weak and debilita ed perron*, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefltting ladle*
end children.
A LADIES’ WINE.
Because It will not intoxicate a* other wine*, aa It
contain* no mixfnre of ■pint* or other liqaori, and is
admired for it* rick, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
propertie*. Imparting a healthy tone to the dige»tire
organ*. «nd a blooming, *oft and healthy *ku and

ARRAXOEVXarr.

returning opposite days
Stage leaves Farmington

Work and

PORTLAND. ME.

__J«23<f

SPEER S

I* not

On and after Momdat, Mar 6, 1862,
SK^9R^rpnt will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for I^wiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.
Leave l^ewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M
Freight trains dally between Portland and Lewiston.
btagb coevbcttoee.
Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesday*. Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Perm
and Dixfield ; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursday* and
Saturdays;

Work.

by

It aa ao equal, eauaing an appetite and building up
the ayatem. being entirely a pure via* at a mod raL
aabte grape.
AS A DIURETIC.
It impart* a healthy action of the (Hand*,
Kidney*,
and Urinary Organ*, rery beneficial in Dropcy.Uout
and Rheumatic Affection*

□REBBBD

Shafting,

ls/I arble

ME?

European

AS A TONIC

13_

IRA WINN. A|ral.

dec 16 dtf

rf the Hair, pivlrg
nir.
jr rincing the
quantity a* iu y nth.
root*
t r«

need in
and American Hoepitala. and
of the Brat familice in Europe ana America.

coma

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.
SUM

«a

SAMBl'CI WINE.
celebrated in Europe forlta medicinal and benefieia
aa
a
Stimulant, Tonic, Dtnrctie. cad
gentle
qnalitie*
Sudorific, highly eeteemed by eminent pbyncian*.

At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Limington. Ac.. Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis. Limerick,
Ossipee. Newfiehl. Parsonsfield, Effingham. I reedom,
Madison, Eaton, I imington, Cornish. Porter. Ac.
pov
dan carpenter. Sup t.

STREET,

_I

.2

^

E

Baldwin. Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Frveburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,

friends and the

«

S

■

Fails.

Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers. Water Tanks. Ac.
Will devote his personal attenfio « to
arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers,
on reasonable

Its Origin etl Youthful Color
\\ vs. wo\ vv
,

c’try.126a

Oo ,n,l *S«r Mondir. Norrmtor
10,
trams will leave as follows, until further

Ac., Ac,

(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer
any orders
tor steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and <aa* K ttings of all descriptions.
^ ill nlso attend to fitting the above for steam or

IT HIYF11 rAltS

To Restore

UNION

3 7

5

1 |1

Sarcarappa

&c.

Fittings,

subscriber would inform his
public, that he may be found at

=

=
«

JJ*ver

MACHINERY,

i'

6.

i
£

for Portland at 6 36 and 9.16 A. M. and
3.30 P. 91.
I*eave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A M
and
-..ana
2.00 and 6 15 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train oat. and tbs 9.16 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
daily for South WindStages connect at
ham, Windham Centre ana Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,
Steep

of Maine KTi’J.

-5

ti:
fi

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

WBH

<

|S
I
t ==1
©«
111

and

SAWYER * WHITNEY.
mahFO'88 dly

remain

Spruce....

head

1

n|vl8

orders:

E

&

rival of of train fVomPortland.
B. U. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov. 15. 1802.

sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

a.

£<S

York A Cumberland Railroad.
quality,

=

u

0
s

STAGE COHEBCTIOES.

COAL

r§B.

Persons and Invalids

mm

X

Bruns*

Stages leave Bath daily at 8 00 P. M., fbr Wise asDamariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M.. or on ar-

The public are requested to call, as we are deter*
mined to give good bargains to those who
pay cash.

The crent unequalled P*epmnlions for
Mentoring. Invigorating. lte:>aiifylnB
mid ilren^ing the llnir.

at

set.
and

Hard and Soft \% ood.

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

trains

For Bangor and Stations on tbe Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills

FOR SMITHS' USE.

1

••

CASH,

f I1IIK.SE Coals are strictly of the best
X warranted to give satisfaction.

Fraiiklin. Of sJ

Verdigris,

FOR

CUMBERLAND

Lehigh.V*j g

Sheet and ripe.. 12] *13
Lime.
Duty 10 |>c ad cal.
lb.
Kockland, ca*k.. 75 *80c
1... At tV.
U\ nA‘h‘
I. am her—From yard.
St. Domingo.80 $31 Clear Bine, No. 1.#38 *
83 & 35
do.
No. 2 85 *
Eio
do.
No. 3 26 * 28
Mocha.S one.
do.
No.4 14 *
Cordagr.
Duty Tarred!]c, Manil- Shipping Lumber 18 *20
lb Spruce.11 *12
la 24, all other 8*
American P !b .16 $161
Russia llemp.19 .$19j Box Sh kMcanh) 45 a 56c
Manilla..
18p$19 Clapb’da, 8 ext fl4 a 16
do.
I***.. .80 a%2
<$20
ltoltrope. Russia
do.
Manilla.
$21 Shingle*, C**d. ext. 3a 84
do.
Cement*
Ko.l 24 a 21
do. ext. Piue 3l a, 41
bbl.8l50$ld0
Lat lis,
126a 140
Drug* nad Dyr*.
Lhtty: l> lb— OU Cinna- do. Pine.126a 2 00
mon 82, Oil Ahmads and Ked Oak Stave*
80(oi86
Otto of Hose 81 80, Oil Mol. lllid. Shook*
Bergamot, Cassia and k llea<'*,cifr 262ft 2 75
Clones 81. /lydrioelate Sugar da. city. .262a? 75
do. do.
Potash 75c.Cantharides.
1 50
Mastie^. Ipecac, Bhubarb, (.mn ( o)w d. 80 a 1 00
Cardamons, Oil Lemon, Country Kill Mol.
H hd. Shook*.. 120a 135
Anise and Orange, lodiue oOc, Tolu and Crude
83u ft3*>
('atnph'r&tc, Reined do.
40c, Tartaric Acid 20c. Macktnetack Tim*
Cream Tartar. Citric h^r. 4» tun.10(ft20
M oln
Ariel. Shellac, (’opal. Da6c 4> <7at.
mar and Gums used for Shity
like purposes 10c, AT**. Cienfueg*. old_none.
Chlorate of Trinidad,old.42 a 44
( uba clayed,new. 41342
Potash. Carb.
do.
do.tart".. 34 a .6
6c, Borac.ic Acid, Yellow
Prussiate Potash and do Mti*covado’\ 44 ft.46
Bed do. 10c. Lieruorice. New Orlean*_
Orotic Acid ana Sugar Portland8yrop.hhd* none
do.
bbb none
qf Leael 4c. Asphalt tsm
and Bi-< hro. Potash 3c.
Kail**
Salts,
lie.
fWlc,
Shtty:
Epsom
Sago
Wrought2c.
tb.
Liqtuvrice Boot, Bi-Carb. Assorted 3c
Soda. Caustic Soda Ic: t’a*k. 86 00 cash.
Cnstenr Oil 50c
Naval Starr*.
gal
ox.. Al- Shift/
Turpentine, Rosin,
Morphine 82
um doc p cwt., Cojperns
Pitch, 7V*r20 f»c ad ral.,
S. 7'urpentiue 15c \*yaJ
60<* pCtrl.. Muriatic Acid 10 4>r ud ral.. Spong- rar (loirigti »4» bbl.813a 14
es, Assifertida. Isin- Pitch (('oal Tar) 84« 4J
glass. Ftor Sulphur. Sen- Ro*iti..18 a2o
na. Arrowroot. Ginseng Turpentine$>gal 875ft3 90
2«» |*c. Bleaching PowOakum.
ders 9>c p cwt.. Sago S>uty Free.
60c |> cwt.. Sal Soela and American.8]« 94
,V*da Ash ]c
lb. Crude Oil.
Brimstone 83 and Boll S>uty: Sperm, Whale and
eio. 8d iy ton, Alcohol40c
other S'ish Oils qf foreign fisheries 20 |»c ad
P gal.
Alum |> !b.4 (e$ 5c
ral
Linseed, Hnmpserd
and Rat*seed23c \> gal.,
A)oc« .30 a 37
Arrow Root.17 <$40
(dire. 23c.
Salmi bite.
Borax.30 $33
Palm, Seal and Cocoanut 10c
Brimstone (roll).. .4$ a 6
gal.
Bi-Carb. Soda.7 <$71 Portland kero*ene
Sulphur.6 <a oj llluminatg Oil 50 a,65c
Sal Soda.. v.8f $ 4 Machine. .80 (ft K2
( ainpbor.13o« 135 Clarine
Cream Tartar.4<* a 70 Starm Winter. 2123215
Logwood ex.14 a 15 Whale.ref Wint 1 12all6
do.
Crude. 1 Wg
Magnesia .2# a 3d
Indigo, M'la, fine Slja 2 Grand Hank and
Madder. ITcal*
Bay Chaleur 828 '3294
811 o Hi Shore.27 i a2M
opium
Rhubarb .2'*»a 22a United. 81
Alcohol.1 10 a 1 2" Boiled.1 ssa Mai
Fluid.1 32 8)1 70 l-ard Oil.1 16a 1 18
Campheae.4 (Of 4 05 Olive Oil. .22*‘a 2 26
Saltpetre.12 $25 t axtoroil. 236«2 40
Vitriol.16 $16 Neatsfoot Oil.... 116ftl 25

WOOD,

SPRING MOUSTAIS LEHIGH,
HAZEL TOS LEHIGH,
COLERAISE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUSTAIS,
JOHNS,
THE GENUINE LUBBER Y,
Pure and Free Burning.

Also,

Androscoggin

PHYSICIANS’

Females, Weakly

a

Lewiston, Livermore Falls. Wilton and Farand at Augusta with the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro', Waterville. Kendall’s Mills and Skowbegan ; and at Kendall’s Milla
with the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, Pittsfield. Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on tbe
Kennebec A Portland, Audroecoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
wick for

WINE.

FOUR TEARS OLD,

•H 3

Portland for Bath and
Augusta at 1.00 P M
with the

connectiug

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

for

FOB

For

Farmington.
Leave

* l TIBI 4 I

AND

Choice Oporto Grsps,

19th,
fol-

as

Augusta fcr Bath. Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A.
M.,conneetiiig at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

be wanted.

<fc

CHEAP

1

Nor.

mington;

COAL

MEDICAL.

Wednesday,

PURE,

NW2, passenger trains will leave

i. w. nrivoEK.

Jan. d3in

....

Coffee.
Duty 6c P

On and after

Long Wharf,

Life Insurance,

and

that may

SPEER'S

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

do.
common. 60 (a62
to 24c 4> lb 3c, orrr 24c
\ hall lbs best br’da.78 'aHO
9c *♦ tb.
j
do. med good 66 .a 70 Fleece.60 ®70e

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND H R.

The undersigned has removed his Office to

f»bbl.175a2 O']
do. common. .60
Lambs.66 ®76
4* lb.
Natural Leaf, lbs #1 a H
Zinc*
iMh.6 v&df
Fancy, in Foil.lj*A 2 Dufy: In block» or pia$
Cncored pib.2f^ 2
Ti
l$c, <*» $keet$ 2«
Bread.
Duty Pig 15c, Plates 26 nvtnufacturea qf 80 ^c
Railroad #12 60, /toiler
Duty 30 4>C.
ad ral.
Pc
ad
ral.
Pilot *> 100 lbs
*6 @ 6i and Plats #25
ton.
Ranca, cash.f4c a 50 Figs and slabs
,6j® 64
Ship.6 <s 6| Sheet 2*2jc *1 lb and
Straits, cash. 60 a52 Sheet ).osslmann. 14*0,15
Cracker# per tbl.. 8;(g4
#3.a5 4* Ion.
Plates-Ch a r. I. C. ? 16 «17 Sheathing.90 ®
86
«
Cracker#, p 100
^40c Common.44*44
do.
l.X
191 it 20
Kxehanif*
Kell nod
Butter.
4j *6 i Coke.I8al8i London—60 u. 1 74® 1 77
Swede.. .7*'7j
Dufy 4c |> lb.
Wood.
22
Family i* lb.22 @26c Norway.74*8 ! Hard, retail.87 @8 Faria./8 16^3
Store.16 s&17 Cant Steel.8> *81 \
German Steel_19 *20
Bean*.
Marrow p bu#h$2 62 a2 76 Euglish|Blis.Steel.22 *24
l*ea.2 76&3 00 Spring.14 a 16
Blue 1’od.2 5<A&2 76 Slieei Iron. Engl..74*8
Sheet Iron,Kuteia. 19 *22
( nndlea.
Duty Sperm and War 8c. do Ku» im't. 13j *15
l<a«r«f.
Sharine 5c, Tallow 2$©
Barrel, p lb.12*124
b> tb.
Mould p> tb.16cOs 16 Keg*, p lb.12 « 12jc
Leather*
Sperm.35 y&38
Chrrue.
Duty 3i> 4>e ad cal.
New York, light. .»> *32c
Duty 4c |» lb
.15 (al6
do. md. wt«
tb.
Vermont
32 *33
do. heavy- 32 *38
Country.13.&14
do. slaughter. 34 *38
C mi i —(Retail. i
Duty From hr. Prorint'- Amor. Call»kin* 81*91
es free, otherforeign hi- Sl’ter TV ax Leath.ly * 20
tumennus §1 10, all othLead.
er kinds 60c |> ton.
Ihity Pig 14c p lb
Am Big p 100 lb.#11 **12
Cumber Id 4* ton $1**3
Wliiteaub.®
Foreign l*ig.111*12
iirceu
Sliced
Cored

_RAILROADS.

Removal!

Balcing.26
®86
•*

..

Duty

Pearl V lb.b*g) 8j

Tern:
Duty : 20c p lb.

Hysou.76c(gfl

Id.

Fimt Sort, 1862

Soft,
.4j® 6
T wine*

Young llyson. .75 '.a, 1 Hemp
-46 ® 60
Oolong .80 ®86 India. 26® 33
Souchong.66 (jn,66
Vnraith.
Tobnrro.
Furniture.93 ® 84
Duty Lcarrsutimanu or- Coach.3Jv<£ 6
turcd 25. alt other kinds Da
mar.44®
86 pc ad rat.
WmI.
6's& 10’s best br’ds.70 (576c
Duty ''outing 18c p lb

Hops,

Wl WMT-

cA'eiuwr no/ imported direct from the. place of product ton or growth.
A "hr*.
Ihtty 10 4>C

Stock 10 Pc ad val
American refined 12f51S

Hough.Hcfc~M Ihity

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Expressly corrected for the Press to March 18.

bright

It may be mine to drag for years
Toil’s heavy chain;
Or day and night my meat be tears
On bed of pain.

Be strange to

Co.

Steamship

International

CAXTEBBCBT,

I know not if the dark or
Shall lie my lot;
If that wherein my hopes
Be best or not.

THE MARKETS.

STEAMBOATS._

j

prepared

No. 21 Endicott Street, Boston.
All letters requiring sdvice must contain
lar to ensure an answer

one

dol-

dlyeo

Boston. Jan. 1. IfifiS.

Attend!
Gray Beards,
experience,
years
and

Twenty Years*

AFTER
experiment,! have at last fouad the
Beat
For

of

Dye!

coloring Hair in the world. I say It boldly, and

it.
1 do uot wish to

mean

pathirer.

Agenu
dressing

ean

be

sell It to any rebel,

supplied

at wholesale
_

or

rebel sym

prices by ad__

JOHN M. TODD, Portland Me.
Oct 23.dAwtf.

